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INTRODUCTION

T has been the aim of the Horticultural Society 
since its inception, four years ago, to give in
struction in practical gardening. One of the 
methods by which this instruction lias been im
parted is through the medium of a series of 
lectures. As many requests have been made, 
from time to time, for printed copies of these 

lectures, the Society decided to issue this publication, thereby 
meeting this request, and also reaching a larger audience than 
was possible in the lecture room.

The great aim of this Association is, with the co-operation 
of the public, to make Calgary a city beautiful, not only in name, 
but in fact. We desire all citizens to actively identify themselves 
with the work of the Society, and will welcome all suggestions 
with this aim in view.

The value of this publication to those who are not fully 
acquainted with local conditions will be incalculable. Conditions, 
as they exist in Calgary, a"re very different from other places, 
and the reason so many people, especially newcomers, do not 
meet with the success they anticipated, in their attempts at home 
beautifying, is the failure to recognize this fact.

If the practical suggestions here offered, coming, as they 
do, from practical and experienced men, are followed, success is 
assured.
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TOWN PLANNING AND HOUSING

jdddress by Mr. Henry Vivian, M. P. for Birkenhead, England 

Delivered before The Canadian Club and Horticultural 

Society, on Tuesday, September 27, 1910.

Mr. President. Ladies and Gentlemen:—

First, may I thank the C algary Canadian Club for the privi
lege they have given me today of speaking to them on the sub 
ject of Town Planning and the kindred subject of Housing. 
Secondly, may I congratulate Calgary itself and all its inhabitants 
on the magnificent progress which as a visitor I have observed 
your city is making, and may I wish it till possible prosperity and 
progress in the future. Mr. President, my visit here on this 
occasion is mainly the result of the interest taken in this subject 
by your present ( iovernor-Cjetterai. Lord Grey. Lord Grey is an 
old friend of mine. We have known each other in this kind of 
movement for nearly twenty years, and he is an enthusiast ou .all 
questions that tend to improve character and help the well-being 
of the people connected with the British Kmpire. I lis interest 
in the subject of Town Planning and Housing has caused him to 
suggest that our experience in the old land might be of some use 
to those responsible for the development of your rapidly-growing 
cities in the Dominion of Canada, and he suggested some two 
years ago that I should come across and talk to the Canadian 
Clubs on the subject, knowing that on the other side I had taken 
some little part in this work. Cnfortunately 1 was unable to 
accept this invitation until Mr. Asquith, the Prime Minister, 
announced that Parliament would not meet until the end of 
October, and hence, ladies and gentlemen. 1 am privileged to be 
here to-day. ( Applause. )

We in England—in that old country—have during the past 
few years made rapid progress so far as public opinion is con
cerned on this question of the housing of our people and the 
planning of our cities and towns. 1 do not think it is an exaggera
tion to say that what within ten years was really regarded as 
merely the opinion of a few cranks, has now become the opinion 
and has the support of the majority of the enlightened and 
thoughtful people of the country from one end to the other. 
(Applause.) Gradually this question of the planning of our 
towns and the housing of our people has moved in the first place.
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Indeed, since I left England, I have read through the press that a 
remarkable development is going to take place very shortly, 
namely, the calling of an International Congress, so that the whole 
of the nations of the world may put their ideas together to see if 
they can advance the cause of town planning and the housing of 
the people. That is the rate of progress that the idea is making. 
Well, ladies and gentlemen, we were, in that old country, brought 
to see the importance of this question by a series of reports of the 
condition of the people in large numbers of our great cities. We 
have had reports brought out by various authorities and by 
various committees. We have had a Physical Deterioration Com
mittee appointed by the House of Commons. We have had 
separate committees sitting, on food, in different towns and cities, 
such as Edinburgh. Liverpool and Birmingham, and showing, as 
the result of their enquiries, the close relation between this ques
tion and the character and physical and mental condition of the 
people. We had an important committee appointed by the House 
of Commons called a Select Committee on Housing, of which Î 
was a member. We enquired, took evidence from witnesses a'l 
over the country, and issued a re|xirt on the subject. It is upon 
that report that our Town Planning and Housing Act has been 
passed. Now. these re|M>rts, this information, stirred public 
opinion in our country in such a way no other subject has done 
for many years, because we were brought to realize that, by the 
absence of forethought in dealing with our town life, we were 
slowly destroying the fitness of large masses of our fellow- 
countrymen. and above all preventing the children from becoming 
decent men and women by reason of the surroundings in which 
they found themselves, through no fault of their own. 1 will not 
weary the Club with a large number of facts, but one or txvo, 
indicating the kind of evidence we brought back, may not be 
without interest. For instance, the Liverpool Officer of Health 
made an enquiry into the physical condition of large numbers of 
children within the area of the City of Liverpool. He divided 
the children for that purpose into three classes—The children who 
lived in the unhealthily housed areas, the children who lived in 
the fairly healthy districts, where the artisans lived : and the 
children in the fairly well-to-do districts, the middle class. He 
weighed and measured these children and made a careful record. 
A similar enquiry was also made into the condition of a large 
number of children attending the schools of Port Sunlight, that 
famous industrial village which has been built up by the Lever 
Brothers, the soap manufacturers. Messrs. Lever Brothers have 
built there an industrial village which is probably not exceeded 
for beauty and brightness, and in its regard for the well-being of
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those who live there, is not exceeded by any other place in the 
world. The people in this village are the workers in the famous 
soap works, and the children are the children of the workers. The 
contrast 1 have referred to was made between the children attend
ing these schools at I’ort Sunlight and the children attending the 
three grades of schools in Liverpool. And in most cases it may 
he said that the workers and the children in the homes of Fort 
Sunlight had merely moved out of the City of Liverpool, so that 
there was no great difference between the classes of persons in 
connection with which this enquiry was held. The enquiry related 
to the average ages of 7. 11 and 14. At the age of fourteen year., 
it was found that the children attending the Port Sunlight schools 
were no less than live inches taller than the children coming from 
the badly housed districts of Liverpool, and not only so, lint they 
were thirty pounds heavier in weight. Now, ladies and gentle
men, a long range of facts of that kind showed the committee 
and the nation at large the tremendous responsibility that was 
upon 11s for the public life in that land, and the close relation be
tween this question of housing and the development of the indi
vidual. both physical and in character, because I think you will 
see very clearly, if you will allow your imagination a little play, 
that if these unhealthy conditions produce such an effect upon the 
physical make-up of the individual, what must be the effect on his 
mental capacity and upon his moral qualities. You may depend 
upon it that the conditions to which 1 have referred produce 
results as serious as any physical results can be. even though we 
cannot measure them by a tape line or a foot rule. We said, 
therefore, that steps must lie taken to modify these conditions, 
lint not only is this enquiry that took place in Liverpool of vital 
importance: there were other enquiries being made that were 
sources of information confirming the results obtained and the 
conclusions reached in our Liverpool enquiry. A few facts con
cerning London, and then I will pass from that phase of the 
subject. I)r. Newman, one of our public-spirited Health Officers, 
held an enquiry into the effect of living in one room, two rooms, 
three rooms, and so forth, upon the lives of the people under his 
jurisdiction in the bon High of Finsbury. London, lie found that 
in the homes of one room there were forty deaths per thousand, in 
the homes of two rooms there were twenty deaths per thousand, 
and in the homes of three rooms there were fifteen deaths per 
thousand. Where they had the magnificent luxury of a four- 
roomed house to live in, the slaughter of human life was cut down 
to three and four deaths per thousand, as the result of this modest 
improvement. In the infantile death-rate the same facts apply. 
The other rate I have given is general. In the case of the 
slaughter of the innocents, the four-roomed house cut down the
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death-rate two-thirds. I think the death-rate among such homes 
is the brightest side of the whole matter, for if such children die it 
will be better for them. The worst side of the case is seen in 
those who do not die. but merely hang on to life, unfit to fulfil 
their duties as citizens or to do a proper day's work. I say that 
the death-rate in this connection is the brightest side of the whole 
question. If you realize, as we do in the old land, that according 
to the facts brought to light a few years ago, there were over half 
a million people living in one-roomed homes, and over two 
millions Imsting of two rooms, you can easily realize what effect 
these kind of homes had upon the health of our people, and you 
can understand how it impressed us with the need for immediate 
action if we were to prevent the destruction of a large part of the 
nation’s life. These are the facts that have really stirred us to 
action in many directions.

Not only were we stirred to action by such facts as I have 
given you, hut we were provided with examples of what had been 
done in Port Sunlight, as I have already intimated. Then we 
were shown the same results in the magnificent village built by 
Messrs. Cadbury—the village of Bournville. Kowntree’s of 
York also provided us with an object lesson in their splendid 
village outside of York. I’eople went to see these villages, and 
there they had the joy of seeing what we had seen. Each head 
of a family had his garden for the growing of vegetables, and in 
this a distinct monetary advantage. On the other hand, if he 
did not require that advantage, it blossomed as a Hower garden. 
Those who visited these places and saw for themselves came 
away impressed with the immense importance of the subject so 
far as the national life was concerned. These voluntary efforts 
and this popular interest took a step forward in connection with 
the setting up of a village called Letchmont, some thirty miles 
north of London. There we are engaged in building a sample 
city for thirty thousand people. Knur thousand acres of land 
were bought for this purpose, and it is 1>eing laid out with a view 
of meeting the ultimate needs of about thirty thousand people, 
providing every practical accommodation for the people, and 
especially providing an opportunity for every man, woman and 
child to play. There is provision for tennis courts, bowling 
greens, parks, and for public buildings of all kinds, and the whole 
is laid out. so far as width of streets is concerned, so that all the 
needs of the future may be adequately met. That is one step we 
took to demonstrate the value of this kind of change in the build
ing of our big towns. But we soon came to see that we could not 
make the progress we desired without some legislation, and not 
only that, we found that if it was to he tackled on any large scale 
it must he tackled in the suburbs of the existing cities. Whereas
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this model city had its advantages in the rural parts of England, 
the opportunities in the suburbs were greater and more numerous. 
We were helped in this copartnership movement by the copartner
ship tenants' movement, which takes hold of estates in the suburbs 
of the big cities and produces a sample of what a suburb estate 
should be. We have a suburb on the west side of London, another 
out at Hampstead, where we are building a model suburb for 
about fifteen thousand people, providing on the average not more 
than eight houses to the acre. We do not propose to build it for 
one class alone. You will find the home of the working man, 
renting for one and a half dollars a week, and you will find the 
home of the well-to-do. renting at from one hundred to one 
hundred and fifty pounds a year. We have provided a garden 
for each house. Provision is made for public buildings such as 
churches of various kinds and other public institutions. All these 
are laid out with a view to meeting the needs of the future and 
securing that the suburb when completed shall have a complete 
architectural effect. We are attempting to approach this problem 
of the town as it should be. as a complete architectural whole. 
Hitherto architecture has in the main confined itself to the design
ing of a building. The architect has looked upon the building 
as complete in itself and as embodying in itself the art or science 
of architecture; whereas we consider that architecture will not 
have completed its mission of service to humanity until it regards 
the city as a whole as well as each individual thing. We must 
not look upon each public building or street merely in itself in the 
city or town that is to be, but upon the completed whole, and the 
architect must have the requisite vision to see the whole as a com
plete architectural effect. This is the kind of public opinion that 
we are endeavoring to create, with a view to expert response to 
that public opinion in practice. And, as 1 indicated just now, we 
soon felt that if we were to make a move we required legislation, 
and we have had passed, in order to help our municipalities, our 
Housing and Town Planning Act. Our municipalities, after the 
passing of this Act. will be able to lay out the areas around the 
existing towns on the lines on which it ought to develop, and 
make provision for everything, arranging the streets and avenues 
so that the population may move from the centre to the circum
ference with the minimum amount of waste in time and money. 
During the last ten years we have spent over two millions of 
money in moving buildings for the purpose of facilitating the 
movement of tram traffic—all of these buildings having been built 
•luring the ten years previous. You will see from this how little 
thought we have been putting into the question of the building of 
our towns. What could have been done before with pence, cost us 
pounds. Now. you have the opportunity to avoid most of the
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mistakes we have made in the cities of the old land. This Act will 
now give our municipal authorities power to create in each town 
a sort of committee of council, which will he engaged in laying 
out plans for the future growth of that particular town, taking 
into their view all the ‘ future needs of the town-future 
needs front the point of view of the movement of passengers and 
traffic, factory accommodation and so on, and playing places for 
the children as well as for the adults, because we realize in the 
old land that in most cases in the thickly-populated district the 
only place the child can get often is the gutter, which spreads 
disease. You can make provision in advance for these things. 
Not only can every town secure these advantages, but our Act 
provides that groups of towns can be formed for this purpose. 
We realize that in many cases a big municipality will not be able 
to solve this problem alone, so they are given power to unite with 
other municipalities. They have power to move and to prepare a 
plan for the zone beyond their own district, inviting other munici
palities or authorities to come into co-operation with them. And 
if these refuse to come into co-operation, the principal city can 
go forward without them. We have created at headquarters in 
London, under the Local Government Board, an expert depart
ment to act on differences of opinion with regard to the laying 
out of these joint districts, and these experts will adjudicate upon 
any differences of opinion. Take London as an example, and if 
you look back you can realize that we have every reason to expect 
that the problem will be no less in the future than in the past. If 
you look at the great cities of the old land you will realize what 
it means, for we have rapid growth in the old country in our 
cities» A hundred years ago. Liverpool had only forty thousand 
people, and to-day the population is about seven hundred thou
sand. The same is true of Birmingham, which has a population 
of seven or eight hundred thousand people. London, everyone 
knows, adds a city every year to its population. It is spreading 
enormously. Only one hundred and fifty years ago London was a 
village compared with the London of to-day, and we hold, there
fore, that the problem of the future of London fifty years hence 
has to be solved, not within the present county area, but has to 
be settled fifteen, sixteen, and even twenty miles beyond Charing 
Cross, over which the present Council has no control. Therefore, 
our Act has provided for authority over all these zones so that 
we shall be able to have main roads which will pass the motor 
traffic down as far as Seven Oaks. Norwood, and places of that 
sort, by way of a central road, so that it will be able to move out 
rapidly from the centre to the circumference, and with the greatest 
safety to the people. And may 1 say that this kind of traffic— 
motor traffic—is still in its infancy. If you could wake up in fifty
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years’ time and see the use to which motoring is put, you would 
see a very different city in any part of Canada from that which 
you see to-day. The time will come when the motor will he used 
mi an enormous scale for the movement of raw material. If our 
towns are really to he tolerable for the pedestrian, we must have 
some complete scheme for dealing with this traffic. Life will he 
intolerable for the man who wants to w alk the streets in peace and 
safety: 1 am sure I am not exaggerating in the least when I say 
that, to the ordinary man, woman, and child of twenty-five years 
hence, even in our cities in Canada, life will he intolerable unless 
some hold thought is applied to this traffic in its use of the main 
arteries of these rapidly-growing cities. We have only to go to 
Toronto, or to Montreal, which is worse still, for examples. It 
is extraordinary the way tram traffic is allowed to ruin the nerve 
of every individual in cities like these in your Dominion. What 
would they give to-day if their forefathers had exercised fore
thought in looking to the needs of the future of Montreal and 
made proper arrangements for this traffic, so that it could have 
been handled without injury to the life and nerve of the people. 
Ladies and gentlemen, I am here to-day that you in this new 
land shall take steps first to create public opinion, and second to 
provide machinery that may be requisite to make sure that your 
towns grow up on some scientific principle, with the needs of fifty 
years hence in view as far as possible. Ladies and gentlemen, I 
want to appeal to your imaginations for a moment: I will sup
pose that in twenty years from now Calgary has a population of 
two hundred thousand. I do not believe that any thoughtful man 
here regards that as extreme or unreasonable. Now. ladies and 
gentlemen, am I unreasonable in asking that your Town Counci' 
and those responsible for the development of this City of Calgary 
should have twenty years of forethought with regard to the prin
cipal needs of the two hundred thousand or two hundred and tiftv 
thousand people who are to be its population? Unless you begin 
thinking on this subject, w hat would cost you cents now in twentv 
years" time will probably cost you pounds to put right. And I 
do not believe that I am any more unreasonable in mv suggestion 
of the trouble that will arise in the future, from neglect of fore
thought now, than you are in your expectation of the number of 
people you will have to care for in this great city with its rapid 
growth and marvellous possibilities. You can do it now without 
the clashing of interests. If you allow vested interests to grow 
up before you make the necessary provision, you will have to buy 
them out and at a good price. On the other hand, make the pro
vision now and no one will he injured. If those engaged in 
building—and I understand the builder’s position, for I am chair
man of one of the largest building companies in the old land—if
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those who are in the building trade understand the rules of the 
game as you lay them down in advance, so that every Intilder and 
real estate dealer will know them, you w ill injure no interest con
cerned w ith real estate or building. I w ill go further and say. not 
only w ill you not injure anyone, hut the real estate of your city 
w ill advance by your making a more beautiful and attractive town 
for the people who want to come and live here. It will lie an asset 
of good-will to the town itself. That is my belief. Germany has 
been ahead of us in this matter—not ahead of us in housing, for 
I do not like the German idea of housing: I do not like the idea 
of a barracks in which the people have to live ; hut her boldness 
in laying out her main thoroughfares is worthy of being followed 
everywhere. You can go now to Frankfort-on-the-Main—and I 
have seen what 1 speak of—and see a plan of Frankfort for a 
hundred years to come. There it is. you can take a copy of it and 
go out into the zone beyond and see the asparagus and potatoes 
growing where they have planned the city of the future. If 
Frankfort is to grow it must grow according to the plan. Surelv 
we are not going to lie behind the Germans in this matter. 1 am 
very friendly disposed to every nationality on the face of the 
earth, hut I am anxious that just as our old race has led in so 
many things, it shall lead in this. May I say. ladies and gentle
men. that the race of the future, the race that is going to control 
the civilization of the future, is the race which is able to work out 
in its towns the advantages that w ill make for the development of 
the highest efficiency in the unit. \Ve are inclined to think in 
lumps. \Ve speak of millions of people. The time has come 
when you have got to realize that you can never have a healthy 
him > except hv having healthy units. Xnd we have to provide 
the conditions necessary to produce these healthv units. I trust 
that the I’ritish race, in Canada and in Australia, as well as at 
home, will he alert on this question. It is only along these lines 
that we shall he able to hold our own in the great international 
struggle. I apologise, ladies and gentlemen, for the time I have 
taken in presenting my thoughts to you. hut I would make an 
appeal to those of you who have the future of Calgary in your 
hands. I would appeal to you to realize the importance of this 
question, the importance of preserving home life before all else. 
I trust that Canada will not become Americanized in this matter. 
We can only get a healthy, alert, vigorous race by having children 
come from homes, not from barracks. You may he healthy in 
spite of such an evil for a generation, hut if your family life is 
piled block upon block, thirteen and fourteen stories high, and 
all the children have to play in is the gutter, and if the only 
garden the family knows is the window ledge, believe me. sooner 
or later the race that lives under these conditions is going to take
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a back seat in the race of life. Your healthy man and woman of 
the future comes from the healthy home. I plead for the preserv
ation of that ideal of the home in which the family shall dwell, as 
distinguished from the barracks and the tenement. With these 
thoughts, ladies and gentlemen. I leave the matter in your hands, 
and trust that Canada will not be behind the rest of the empire in 
setting an example in this very important matter, f Applause.)
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LECTURE

By President A. G. Wolley-Dod, January 11, 1911.

Ladies and Gentlemen :—

It is my intention to-night to give you a lecture, on “ What 
to grow and how to grow it."

I lie first thing to he considered is the preparation of the 
soil. I have always advocated cultivating in the fall and leaving 
the ground as rough as possible, as then all the snow that falls 
during the winter will soak into the soil as it thaws, and does 
not run off as it would if the surface were smooth and compact. 
If, however, water is available, give the ground a thorough soak
ing before it freezes up, as by this means you will find, no 
matter how dry the Spring is. you will have ample moisture in 
your garden to start all your seeds.

This is a far better method than watering in the Spring, as 
if the water is taken straight from the pipes it is so cold that it 
retards growth rather than assists it. If, however, the ground 
has been soaked in the fall, the moisture in it becomes naturally 
warm, and will do infinitely more good than any amount of cold 
water applied on the surface in the Spring.

The first work to be done in the Spring is to make up a 
hotbed, although seeding plants of all kinds can be procured very 
cheaply from the florists. It is far better to bave your own 
frame, as it can be utilized not only for starting cauliflowers, 
cabbages and bedding-out plants, but also for raising a few early 
radishes and lettuces, and after the plants and flowers so grown 
are all planted out. a few cucumber seeds should be sown, which 
with proper care will give the grower all the cucumbers he will 
require until late in the fall.

The hotbed should be started about the 20th of March. 
Those who have a stable will probably bave enough manure of 
their own, but it will well repay those who have not, to procure 
a few loads and make up a hot bed. which will take up very little 
room, and the frame can be made quite cheaply with a few boards 
and storm sashes. The size required is the next consideration. 
It costs very little more to make frame a moderate size than a 
small one. and I find that one with 3 windows is a very con
venient size, as it gives plenty of room for the seedlings, and
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also when the time comes for the cucumber plants, as these latter 
require a good deal of room. A frame of this size will require 
from 8 to 10 loads of manure.

In choosing the manure for your bed. be careful to choose 
good fresh horse dung, which has not too much litter mixed with 
it. If there is a small percentage of cow dung mixed with it, it 
will do no harm, but for choice horse dung alone is preferable.

In choosing the site for the frame, if possible, pick one so 
that you can have the slope of the glass either to the west or north, 
as then rays of the sun will not strike directly on the glass. 
Also, leave room to turn your pile of manure over.

Having now chosen your site, have your manure piled 
loosely in a conical heap and leave it for a week or ten days. If 
you find in hauling this manure that it is very dry, wet it as you 
pile it, about an ordinary sized water can of water to a load of 
manure will lie quite enough; this can be ; “ed to the top of the 
pile after each load has been put on. It is not often necessary to 
add any water, as, as a rule, there is sufficient snow mixed with 
the manure to make it moist enough ; if, however, it is too dry, it 
will not only not heat properly, but will not retain the heat as 
long as it would if it were damper. After about ten days this 
pile should be turned over, making a second pile beside the first. 
In making up this second pile, shake it up well and leave it loose. 
It is during the process of turning and shaking up that you will 
find whether water must be added.

If it is too dry the inside of the pile will have a white appear
ance and will feel dry to the touch. If this is the case add water 
as before stated. This pile must remain another week or ten 
days, when it should have heated sufficiently to make up into the 
bed. Measure the length and width of your frame and put some 
small pegs in the ground where your frame is to be built a foot 
bigger than the frame each way : for instance, if the frame is 
6 feet by io feet, your foundation must be 8 feet by u feet.

Now turn your pile back to where it originally stood, but 
this time, instead of making a loose conical heap, make it the size 
required for the frame and stamp it down as firmly as possible, 
taking care to keep the sides as square as possible or you will 
find that the top will be too small for the frame.

In finally building tliis up add a little more water if neces
sary, as before. Having made this lied up, you can now put the 
frame in position, but do not put your lights on yet, as it will 
have to be left some days yet for the heat to cool off; probably 
another week or ten days.

After this lapse of time put about 6 inches of soil inside and 
tread it down firmly. If your manure has heated nicely and has 
not been left too long lietween the turnings, your frame will be

55
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ready for seeding about the 20th of April, which is about the 
right time for sowing, as then your seedlings will not be too big 
for transplanting when the time comes, which will be from the 
24th of May to the 15th of June.

Those who are handy with a hammer and saw can make 
their own frames, but those who are unfortunate enough not to 
be able to make their own, will find any carpenter will make them 
one very cheaply.

For the information of those who have never had a frame 
let me state, that care should be taken to have the frame deep 
enough, and deeper at the back than at the front, so as to let the 
water drain off the lights. Eighteen inches is not too high for 
the front end, as you should have six inches of soil and at least a 
foot between the soil and the glass. The frame is best made so 
that it can be screwed together, when it can be taken to pieces in 
the fall and stored away until the following spring.

Having prepared your frame the next question is what to 
sow. This will depend a good deal on the size of the garden and 
whether the grower requires flowers as well as vegetables. Î will 
assume, however, that lie or she is going to grow both. It is 
always advisable to procure all your seeds from some reliable seed 
merchant early in the year, as if left too late one will have to buy 
from the nearest store, and this often leads to disappointment, as 
the sort recptired may not be obtainable, and one has either to 
wait till one can get what one wants or else take some inferior 
variety. Every garden, no matter how small, should contain a 
few cauliflowers and cabbage, and a few tomatoes will always 
help to make a good salad. But as one must be guided by the 
size of the garden in what to grow, I will give details for a family 
large garden, and those who only have a small one must be 
guided by circumstances, and if space will not permit their grow
ing a large selection, they must be content with a few of the 
choicest kinds.

For cauliflower I would choose Early Snowball and Extra 
Early Erfurt. A small packet of each of these varieties can be 
obtained for about 25c., which will be more than most people wilt 
require, but it is quite easy for one or two friends to club together 
and divide the seeds when they arrive.

For cabbage. Early Jersey Wakefield and Flat Dutch are 
good, the former for summer use and the latter for winter use. 
as it is a good keeper.

A pinch of celery sown very thin will give enough plants for 
most growers. Paris Golden Yellow will be found a very ex
cellent variety.
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For radish, French Breakfast is about as good as any for 
sowing in a frame, and a pinch of lettuce will give an early salad 
before anything in the open is lit for use.

Having obtained your seed, the next question is the method 
of sowing. Do not have the soil in your frame too moist; it must 
be well pulverized and packed tight. Fut on your biggest boots 
and tramp the soil down thoroughly in the frame. Then get a 
short piece of stick or a piece of shingle and smooth it over 
again. Then with the end of the stick draw parallel lines down 
the length of the frame, about 8 inches apart and half an inch 
deep for the bigger seeds, but only just a scratch for fine seeds, 
such as celery. Then take a saucer and empty what seeds you 
are about to sow into it, and take a small pinch between your 
thumb and linger and sow thinly in the rows according to the 
amount required: rake your soil lightly over the seed with the 
stick you used to make your rows and pat them down with the 
Hat of your hand, and then give a good watering with a sprinkler 
and put on your lights, but open a little in the daytime -more or 
less, according to the temperature. If your frame is at the right 
heat most of the seeds will germinate in a few days, hut the celery 
will take from two to three weeks. As the plants grow and 
strengthen, more air must be given, or your plants will be drawn 
and weak: give plenty of water, never allowing the soil to become 
dry, as growth will be checked and probably irreparable damage 
done to the young plants. As soon as your cabbage and cauli
flower plants have grown about four or five inches high, the soil 
round the roots should be carefully loosened with a kitchen fork, 
and then they should he pulled up and transplanted again in the 
frame about four or five inches apart, care being taken, however, 
to see that the soil is good and damp before doing so, as if too dry 
it will all fall away from the roots. Make a hole with a blunt 
stick and press each plant firmly into the soil slightly deeper than 
it was before, and give a good soaking of water.

Y.ni may find that all your plants will not be ready to trans
plant at the same time, as some will be bigger than others, but 
pull out the biggest all the time, so as not to let them get too 
crowded, or they grow weak and spindly. Cabbages transplanted 
in this way will very rarely wilt when finally put out in the garden 
if the same care is used in having the soil round the roots good 
and moist.

If the weather is very hot when doing this transplanting it 
is a good plan to whitewash the glass, so that the sun will not wilt 
the plants. A handful of lime mixed with a little glue or size in 
a basin is enough for this, and it is best to whitewash inside the 
glass, as if done on the outside it will get washed off in heavy 
rains.
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Your radishes should be fit for use in about three weeks' 
time, but the lettuce will he longer before it is ready to use. If 
your frame is big enough, sow some more radish seed at intervals 
of a fortnight, as then you will have a succession for the table.

When your celery plants are big enough, prick them out in 
the frame about four or five inches apart, or they may be pricked 
out in shallow boxes, and when they are ready to transplant out
side dig a trench about a foot or eighteen inches deep, leave the 
soil in the bottom loose, put about three inches of well-rotted 
manure in the bottom, and cover this with about three inches of 
soil and tread down firm. Now transplant your celery and apply 
plenty of water. As the plants grow draw the soil round the 
stalks, taking care not to cover the tips of the leaves; when 
doing this hold the tops well together with one hand and draw 
the soil well round the plants with a small hoe or other suitable 
instrument: continue this operation at intervals as long as they 
continue to grow, banking up the plants after the trench is filled. 
Some people plant out their celery on the fiat, but by planting in 
a trench and banking up in this way one will find that the celery 
is much more crisp and tender.

In planting out your cabbages if possible choose a dull day, 
and press them firmly down again, slightly lower than before, and 
leaving a small hollow round the stem so that the water will 
drain down to the roots. After planting give a good soaking of 
water, even if it is raining at the time.

The ground to be planted should have been previously 
marked out and holes dug with a trowel about eighteen inches 
apart.

I find a good way to do the final planting out is to get an 
old baking tin and lift each plant separately with a kitchen fork, 
with as much soil adhering to the roots as possible, place carefully 
in the tin and carry to where they are to be planted.

The time to transplant cabbage anil cauliflowers is from the 
24th of May to the middle of June. As soon as the cabbages 
have been planted out. plant a few seeds of cucumber in different 
parts of the frame and shut the frame up, or very nearly so, as in 
the first stage of growth cucumbers want plenty of beat, and never 
let them get too dry.

As soon as the plants have made two or three leaves, thin 
the mout to not more than two plants together, but it does not 
matter if the seeds have not all come up, as one in a place and 
four in a frame is quite enough, if you have chosen a good frame 
variety, such as Telegraph, you should have all the cucumbers 
you will require after they begin to bear. Those, however. wrho 
have room for a separate frame from the start, will obtain 
cucumbers much earlier by sowing in April.
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To obtain cucumbers it is necessary to propagate tile flowers 
or the young cucumbers will not set. I have often been told by 
people that their cucumber vines have plenty of flowers, but that 
they never can get any cucumbers. This is owing to the fact 
that they produce two distinct kinds of flowers; one which will 
never produce a cucumber at all and the other, which will grow 
into a cucumber if properly propagated. These flowers are easily 
distinguished, as one grows on a thin stalk and the other grows 
out of the end of a very small cucumber.

In order to make these latter grow, get a small camel's hair 
brush and insert it in the flower with a long stalk, and twist it 
round, this will collect all the pollen. Now insert the brush in 
the centre of the flower with the small cucumber on it, and twist 
it round again. The pollen from the first flower will adhere to 
the second and a few days later it will begin to grow.

These flowers should be gone over every day. as they soon 
die if not propagated. One will often find that the first flowers 
that come out are the barren ones, and sometimes these continue 
for a week or more before any of the others appear.

I always like to make my frame in two distinct sections, as I 
use one for vegetables and one for starting a few flower seeds. 
By making your frame in sections in this way you can keep the 
flower side closed more or less, according to the weather; whereas 
the cabbage side will require as much ventilation as possible or 
the plants will become too spindly. These flower plants will want 
transplanting in the frame in the same way as the cabbages in 
order that they may make stronger plants for finally planting in 
the garden. This section of the frame may also lie used as a 
cucumber frame after the plants are all transplanted.

We now come to the question of what to grow in the way 
of flowers for bedding out. Of course, a great deal will depend 
upon the tastes of the individual grower. There are a great 
many annuals that must have an early start in moderate heat, as 
if sown in the open border they take too long before they reach 
the flowering stage, and by utilizing a frame one is enabled to 
sow them so much earlier.

I should recommend a few seeds of the following, the choice 
of the variety being left to the grower :—

Aster. Dianthus. Lobelia, Pansy, Snapdragon. Hibiscus. 
Tobacco plant. Petunia, Phlox, Stocks, Verbena. Zinnia.

These should all be started in a frame. There are. of course, 
many others, but these are all favorites and comparatively hardy, 
the last on the list being perhaps the most tender. These will all 
require plenty of room when transplanted to give the plants an 
opportunity of spreading. The Lobelia, however, is the excep
tion in this case, as being an edging plant it can be planted fairly 
close together.
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Having now disposed of our frame, we will see what we are 
to grow in the open ground. It is <|iiite surprising to find how 
comparatively few people know what a lot of useful vegetables 
and pretty flowers can he grown here.

Every garden should contain broad beans, string beans, car
rots, lettuce, onions, parsley, parsnips, peas, salsify, spinach, sweet 
corn, turnips and vegetable marrows, of course not forgetting a 
few herbs and some rhubarb plants, and for those that have room 
I would recommend an asparagus bed. I made an asparagus 
bed in my garden in the country quite twenty years ago, and that 
bed still produces an abundance of asparagus in spring, and is 
ready for use long before any other vegetable.

If the grower intends to grow for exhibition, he will, of 
course in buying his seed select more varieties of each kind than 
I am now doing, but I am only giving those which I have found 
most productive and useful for domestic use. The first thing I 
should sow would be broad beans and onions, as they are both 
hardy and take longer to mature than anything else. Of the 
former I prefer Broad Windsor. In sowing take a piece of string 
and peg out your row. then with a hoe open a trench from three 
to four inches deep, and drop a bean on alternate edges of the 
trench six inches apart. Then fill in your trench and tread it 
down. During the growing season keep the soil well cultivated 
and free from weeds; in fact, this applies to all your vegetables. 
When your plants are nicely in flower nip off the top of each 
plant, either with the thumb and finger or a pair of shears. This 
encourages the pods to form and the beans to grow bigger, as it 
retards the growth of the plant, which is thereby enabled to 
devote more energy to producing seed.

One must be guided a good deal in the dates of sowing by 
the season, but from the 1st to the 20th of April is a good time. 
Allow about three feet between the beans and the next seed sown, 
but a row of lettuce and radishes may be sown closer, as these will 
be fit to use before the beans crowd them out.

The next on the list for sowing is onions. I have always 
been a very successful grower of these most useful bulbs and 
always prefer to grow from seed, as I find bulbs so grown will 
keep so much better than those grown from sets. Before sowing 
tramp your ground well, the more solid the better ; then mark out 
parallel rows with a sharp stick about one inch deep, and sow the 
seed thinly. Cover lightly with a rake and walk over the rows 
placing the heel of the front foot against the toe of the other, so 
that the whole row is tramped. As soon as the plants are big 
enough, thin out by degrees, so that at the final thining the plants 
are about five or six inches apart. Unless the spaces between the 
rows are very weedy, it is best not to use a hoe at all, but to pull
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the weeds by hand, as the less the soil is disturbed the better the 
onions will grow. A very light hoeing, however, may occasion
ally be given to prevent the soil from baking. About the begin
ning of September the tops should all be broken down with the 
foot, as this will assist the bulbs to ripen. Then in about three 
weeks pull them all and place them in double rows, stalks out 
ward, and leave them to dry. If the ground is dry they will not 
require turning, but if the ground is wet or there is any rain, it 
may be necessary to turn them. On frosty nights a few sacks 
should be thrown over them to protect them from frost. These 
should be removed in the day time. As soon as the tops are drv 
sort out all those with thin necks and tie them in bunches and 
hang them up in a cool, dry place. If care be taken only to hang 
up those with thin necks they will keep in good condition all 
winter. It will be found that there will be a good many bulbs 
w ith big necks. These should be cut off and the onions laid on a 
rack in heaps to dry a little longer, and then stored on a dry Hour, 
not too thickly, or they w ill heat. These big-necked ones will not 
keep very long, and should he used as soon as possible. If stored 
in a cool, dry place, however, they will keep for some time.

The best varieties to sow are Yellow (ilobe Danvers and Red 
Wethersfield, and the seed should he sawn not later than the 21st 
of April to get the best results.

The rest of your vegetable seeds should be sown from the 
20th of April to the 15th of May. but if you are going to grow 
tender things such as string beans, corn and vegetable r.n ws. 
do not sow them till the end of May.

For carrots sow Early Scarlet Horn, Altringham and Im
proved Nantes.

Beets—Egyptian, Half Long, and Long Smooth Blood.
Of peas I prefer the dwarf varieties, as they do not require 

sticks. They are not quite so easy to pick, but sticks are hard to 
procure, and unless well staked they are apt to blow over.

Tom rhumb or Dwarf Marrowfat are both good peas to 
grow.

For lettuce choose Ans Trianon and Neapolitan.
I ’arsnips—Hollow Crown.
Radish—French Breakfast and Olive Scarlet.
Spinach—Long Standing.
Turnip—White Milan or Orange Jelly for early use. but 

I'tu ple Top Swedes for late use and keeping over.
Parsley—Moss-leaved Curled.
All these should be sown in rows about 9 inches apart, kept 

free from weeds, and the soil between the rows constantly stirred 
with a hoe, but allow plenty of room between your rows of peas 
and beans and the next row of vegetables.
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As soon as the young plants are big enough to handle, thin 
them out gradually, so that they have room to expand. The peas, 
of course, will not require thinning. Parsnips should he thinned 
to the proper distance at the first thinning, as when small they are 
no use for the table. About six inches between the plants. But 
it is better not to thin out beets or carrots too much at first, as at 
the second thinning they will he found big enough for the table. 
Leave the former about three or four inches apart at the first 
thinning and about eight inches at the final one. Carrots should 
he thinned to about one and a half inches the first time over and 
about three at the final one. The early turnips are best left a little 
close together, as then they do not grow so coarse. Six inches at 
the final thinning is ample, but Swedes require more room, and 
should have at least ten inches.

Having now disposed of the hardier vegetables, we come 
to the more tender ones, which, as before stated, should not be 
planted before the end of May. Of these I should choose 
Wardell’s Kidney Wax, Squaw Corn and vegetable marrow, but 
if you have a fence a row of scarlet runners will prove very 
successful. The latter will require strings to climb up, as they 
are very rapid growers and will attain a height of seven or 
eight feet.

If you have room plant your beans and corn in hills about 
three feet apart and about two inches deep. Those who are fond 
of marrows will find them very easy to grow in a warm, sheltered 
corner, hut they require a good deal of room. Plant about three 
seeds in a place, and when the plants are big enough thin them 
out to one plant. As soon as the flowers appear they will require 
to he treated in the same way as I have already told you to treat 
the cucumber flowers, or you will obtain no marrows. Look the 
plants over every morning, and if you find any with small mar
rows on them, take one of the flowers with a long stalk and break 
off all the outside petals, taking care not to brush off the pollen 
from the pistle or centre of the flower. Now brush over the 
centre of the flower with the small marrow on it, and in a few 
days, if sufficient pollen has been used, the marrow so treated will 
begin to grow. If. however, it has not been properly fertilized, 
the small hull) will turn yellow and drop off. The marrow flowers 
are very short lived, and must be attended to daily between 8 
and 11. as after the later hour the flowers will be found to have 
wilted. This may he a very inconvenient time for a good many 
people, hut the operation is very simple and any small child can 
perform it successfully when once shown how.

Having told you how to grow your vegetables, I will now 
give you a few hints as to harvesting and storing.
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Carrots one can usually pull, but if very firm in the ground 
it may he necessary to loosen them up first with a digging fork. 
Take as big a bunch as you can hold in your hand and cut off the 
leaves with a sharp knife close to the crown; if you happen to cut 
the carrot in doing this it will not do any harm, as it will keep 
just as well. The roots may now be piled in a cool, dry place, 
where, if they are not too warm they will keep well into next 
summer ; if kept too hot or in too light a place, however, they will 
sprout and spoil. A little frost will not hurt them, as they are 
better kept too cold than too warm.

Beets want handling with more care. Cut off all the leaves, 
hut do not trim the roots, and he careful not to cut into the crown 
or they will bleed and become soft. Store them in a cool place, 
but they must not he allowed to freeze.

Parsnips are about the hardest vegetable to pull, as their 
roots go very deep. I find a good plan is to dig a trench with a 
spade as close to the crown as possible, and then bend them over 
towards the trench, when pulling using both hands. Pull a good 
many at once, and lay each one on the ground until you have 
enough to collect in hunches. Then take a bunch in one hand 
and cut the leaves off in the same way as the carrots. The roots 
should he piled and covered with sand or they will soon become 
limp and useless. If preferred they may be left in the ground all 
winter, as no amount of frost will hurt them, and they will be 
found in much better condition in the spring than those that have 
been stored.

1 would not attempt to store ordinary turnips, as they never 
keep well, hut Swedes can he kept a long time in a cool place. 
These should have all the small roots trimmed off with a sharp 
knife and the leaves removed. Close trimming the roots does not 
damage them in the least, as they will not bleed like beets do.

Celery is better not trimmed at all, and should lie stacked 
heads and tails and each row covered with sand, which will keep 
it from wilting. These vegetables should all be stored before any 
danger of severe frost, with the exception of the parsnips, which 
may be left out all winter as stated. If your corn and marrows 
are all picked before they freeze, they will keep several weeks in 
a cool place.

I have not said anything about potatoes, for as a rule there 
is not much room in a town garden; hut most people know how 
to grow these. There are so many varieties on the market—some 
good and some bad—that it is rather hard to make a choice, but 
for those who like experiments, I would say, get a box of eyes of 
several varieties, and choose the best for keening over for sets for 
the next year. It by no means follows that best yielding varieties 
are the best for table use. If you want to grow a few potatoes,
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however. 1 would recommend sprouting the sets. To do this 
spread the potatoes out thinly on a warm floor in a light place 
about three weeks before they are required, and when they have 
made good strong shoots cut off each shoot with as much potato 
adhering as possible and bury just deep enough to cover the shoot. 
If. however, you have a large plot to seed, it will take too long 
to cut them to shoots, in which case they may be cut in half 
lengthways, and if there are too many sprouts on the half to be 
planted cut off the big end, as in this way you destroy more 
eyes and make the crop of tubers better. One can often raise a 
heavier crop from a single eye in this way than by planting half 
a potato with several eyes in it.

Having told you how to grow and treat your vegetable 
garden, 1 will now tell you some of the easiest things to grow in 
the way of flowers.

There are so many beautiful flowers which can he easily 
grown here, not only in annuals, hut also in biennials and per
ennials. that it would take too long to treat with them all, but 1 
will mention a few of the hardiest and best. Of annuals some
thing front the following might be selected :

Abronia. Alyssum, Antirrhinum. Asperula, Aster. Bartonia, 
Hraehycome, Cacalia, Calendula, Calliopsis, Candytuft, Cen- 
taurea, Chrysanthemum, Delphinium, Eschscholtzia, Godetia, 
Gypsophila, Heliantlms, Hibiscus, Leptosyihon, Leptosyne, 
Linaria. Linum, Lupins. Malope, Nasturtiums, Nemophila, 
Nigella, Phlox, Portulaca. Poppies. Salpiglossis, Schizantlms. 
Stocks, Verbena, Whitlavia, Zinnia, Sweet Peas, not forgetting 
such sweet-scented things as Mignonette and Mathiola Bicornis. 
This latter 1 have seen very little out here, hut it can he sown in 
any odd corner, and has a very sweet scent. It only flowers at 
night, and a good bed of it will scent the whole house in the 
evening after the sun has gone down.

Some of these seeds should he sown in the hot-bed and trans
planted when all danger of frost has gone, hut most of them may 
he sown n the open ground and are perfectly hardy.

Of course, these seeds are all different sizes, and want to be 
sown at different depths, from several inches to barely covered. 
As they all grow to different heights the tall ones should be sown 
at the back of the border and the dwarf ones at the front. By 
referring to the catalogue you will easily find which are which. 
In planting the seeds rake a hole with a flat stick to the required 
depth, and cover over again and pat dow n with the palm of the 
hand. Keep well watered and free from weeds, and as soon as 
the plants are big enough thin them out, allowing plenty of room, 
as no plants do well when overcrowded. Of course, the bigger 
the variety the more room they require. These may nearly all he
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sown the first week in May, but a few of the more tender ones, 
such as Nasturtiums, should not he sown till the end of the month. 
Sweet peas should, however, he sown about the middle of April, 
and should he sown in a trench about six inches deep, and covered 
about one and a half inches, and as they grow gradually pull the 
soil round them till the trench is full again, taking care, however, 
not to cover the young plants in so doing. By sowing in trenches 
in this way it ensures the roots being good and deep, and the 
plants will not only be stronger and produce more flowers, but 
they will withstand a good deal more drouth. The more the 
flowers are picked the longer they will continue to flower. This 
also applies to most annuals.

For biennials and perennials I would choose from the follow
ing:—Achillea, Dielvtra. Columbine. Campanula. Ventaurea. 
Larkspurs, Poppies (both Iceland and Oriental), Phlox. Rud- 
heckia, Shasta Daisy. Lychnis and Pinks.

Whilst amongst bulbs. Chionodoxa, Bulicodium Vernum. 
Tulips. Peony and Iris will lie found to do very well, but the tulips 
will want renewing every few years, as they exhaust themselves 
in time and will not flower properly.

Of small fruits, white grape currant and raspberries are very 
hardy, though the latter needs protection in w inter.

I have not gone into the subject of lawns an 1 trees and 
shrubs, as both of these should be treated in a separate lecture. 
If, however, anyone wishes to know anything either about these 
or any other matter pertaining to horticulture, I shall be only too 
glad to tell him what I know, and. if necessary, to come to their 
gardens and show them what to do.

I have by no means exhausted my subject, but I think I have 
explained sufficiently and clearly to enable even the merest novice 
to grow a few of the simplest things; and if they will follow my 
instructions I fed sure they w ill meet w ith success, and m it only 
make their homes and surroundings more beautiful, but they w ill 
find gardening a very enjoyable occupation.
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A YEAR’S WORK IN A CALGARY 
GARDEN.

Paper Read by W. R. Reader Before the Calgary Horticultural 
Society on A pril 16th, 1910.

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen :—

The paper 1 propose reading to you to-night is by no means 
extraordinary as a literary effort, but is merely a record of my 
successes and failures, my experiences and impressions during 
last season in gardening work under what were, to me, new condi
tions, and will, I am afraid, lie of little interest except to those 
who wish to know something of the practical side of horticultural 
work, for what 1 have to say will he decidedly plain and practical.

I had been better advised, perhaps, to have called it “A 
Season's Work in a Calgary Garden," for, as you all know, there 
is nothing hut greenhouse work to he done during the winter 
months, and that class of work being of interest to only a small 
section of my audience, 1 shall not touch on it more than is 
absolutely necessary.

I will begin with the flower garden. Mr. Burrows, in his 
excellent lecture of the 30th ultimo, gave us reasons why we 
should grow flowers. I will give the method of growing them as 
practiced by myself.

Amongst annuals I depended mainly for my display on those 
old and well-tried favorites, which invariably give satisfaction 
here—Asters, stocks, verbenas, petunias and phlox. The var
ieties of asters I grew were “Queen of the Market” and “Comet,” 
in various colors. These were sown under glass the last week in 
March, transplanted once inside, and into the open borders the 
first week in June. Queen of the Market came into flower two 
weeks earlier than the Comet, but was altogether inferior both as 
regards size of bloom, intensity and clearness of color and decora
tive value generally. It is six or nine inches shorter than the other 
variety, and should therefore be kept nearer the front of the 
border. As the seeds of verbenas, petunias and phlox germinate 
more slowly, I sowed these the second week in March. I grew 
two varieties of petunias, the ordinary fringed variety and “Giant 
of California.” The latter produces enormous blooms, but is not 
nearly so floriferons as the commoner kind. If I desired to secure 
a brilliant display of color in my garden, and was confined to one
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kind of flower, I think I should select the petunia. For vigor and 
flowering qualities it is by far the best annual I have grown in 
Calgary.

The ordinary double German ten-week stock was the kind I 
grew, and this was raised under glass in the same manner, but 
owing to the fact that it germinates and grows more r , 1 
did not sow this till the second week in April. At our last lecture 
there was some difference of opinion expressed as to whether the 
amateur without a greenhouse should raise bis own flowers by- 
sowing in the open, or purchase plants from the florist. With re
gard to all the flowers I have already mentioned, and also many 
others, I would strongly advise the purchasing of plants, by which 
means the garden will be bright by the beginning of July. By 
sowing in the open, without taking into consideration the risk of 
late frost, etc., destroying the seedlings, one cannot reasonably 
expect to see much flower till the end of that month.

One gentleman remarked that it was a spirit of emulation 
or rivalry, the desire to be in front of their neighbors, that caused 
people to run to the florist. 1 do not think that it is so much a 
desire to be in front of one's neighbors as a desire to be in front 
of the frost. As everybody present knows, we are liable to get 
heavy frost any time after the first week in September, and it is 
most important to have your annuals in flower as early in the 
season as possible, if you desire to have a display for any length 
of time. Of course there are many kinds of rapid growing 
annuals, as, for instance, Shirley and California poppies, godctia. 
candytuft, cornflowers, mignonette, eutoca, etc., that are quite 
satisfactory if sown directly outside. This is the method I 
adopted with these last season, sowing the seed the first week in 
May, and the kinds mentioned were entirely satisfactory.

Other annuals that I grew were Agératum, sown under glass 
in the middle of April. Antirrhinum or Snapdragon, “ Tom 
Thumb," the ordinary tall variety, and Queen of the North. The 
two former varieties were not satisfactory, flowering too late to 
be of much service. Oueen of the North is a white intermediate 
strain, and was most satisfactory, flowering very early, and con
tinuing a mass of bloom till destroyed by frost. It grows about 
nine inches high, and makes a good second-row plant, but is a 
little too tall as an edging plant.

Anchusa succeeded well sown directly in the open the first 
week in May. It is one of the purest blue annuals we bave; 
height, eighteen inches.

Beilis Perennis, the common English double daisy, though 
really a perennial, is like the Snapdragon, for all practical pur
poses an annual in this country. This I did not find very satis
factory. It seemed to suffer badlv from the heat and lack of

4
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atmospheric moisture, and the flowers became very poor and open- 
eyed as the season advanced. It might he more satisfactory, per
haps, if planted in shade.

The common Marigold succeeded from sowings made in the 
open, but this annual is not, to my mind, worth growing when 
there are so many better things.

The annual Marguerite Carnations, though not so desirable 
perhaps as the perennial species, produced an abundance of ex
quisitely scented flowers in many shades of color.

Annual Chrysanthemums proved valuable both as bedders 
and for window boxes. They were, however, somewhat rank and 
weedy, and possibly would have bun more satisfactory in poorer 
•soil.

Clarkia 1 sowed in the open, but for some unknown reason 
this failed to come. This year I am sowing under glass.

Coreopsis Tinctoria grew luxuriantly, but did not flower till 
late in the season, though sown inside in March.

Coreopsis Drummondii, however, under the same treatment 
produced a profusion of its rich golden yellow flowers during the 

hole of the summer months, and was exce " useful for 
cutting.

Collinsia Bicolor, annual with lilac and white pea-shaped 
flowers, was very satisfactory from sowings made in the open.

I tried Convolvulus or Morning Glory, but the blossoms 
faded almost immediately on opening, owing to the bright sun
shine.

The Indian and Japanese I’inks were a great success, and are, 
in my opinion, worthy of more general culture here titan they at 
present receive. They vary in color from pure white to richest 
crimson, while many are beautifully laced and striped. They re
main in full beauty over a long period, and are not so quickly 
affected by dryness at the root as are many other annuals.

I suppose it is hardly necessary for me to mention the Cali
fornian Poppy, for, as everybody knows, this succeeds in almost 
every garden. 1 grew a variety last year called “Rosy Queen.” 
the flowers of which exhibited two very pleasing shades of pink.

The variety of Golden Feather known as Sutton’s Golden 
Ball, made an excellent edging plant. This variety has an ex
ceedingly compact habit with finely-cut moss-like foliage, its great 
recommendation being that it does not require pinching. Jacobea 
proved a really beautiful free flowering annual, producing dense 
heads of double flowers in white, rose, purple and crimson shades 
for a long period. It succeeded in both sunny and shady situa
tions.

We heard something about Lobelia at our last lecture, so I 
shall not have much to say regarding this, except that I had much
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better results fr mi cuttings taken from old plants wintered in tile 
greenhouse than ft mu seedlings.

The African Marigolds grew vigorously and flowered pro
fusely, but the French varieties were not so satisfactory. I did 
not sow these till the end of April, as they germinate quickly and 
grow rapidly. They were, of course, sown inside, as they are ex
ceedingly tender, the least touch of frost destroying them. I found 
a small single-flowered kind known as “Legion of Honour” very 
useful as an edging plant.

Malva Rosea was excellent as a dot plant, growing into a 
compact hush two feet high and covered with large pink flowers.

The white Tobacco Riants were very miserable looking ob
jects during the daytime, the flow ers closing and the plant putting 
on a drooping, dejected and woe-begone appearance generally. 
This was compensated for. however, by the delicious fragrance 
they diffused during the evening and night.

I tried Nemesia, a well-known and popular annual in Eng- 
land, but it did not prove very satisfactory.

I think 1 need say nothing about pansies, for everybody that 
has a garden knows how well they succeed here.

I sowed Sweet Peas in the open border the first week in 
April. I also sowed under glass about the same date in long boxes 
three inches wide and three inches deep made of ordinary laths. 
When ready for planting out. I prepared drills as for sowing, re
moved the laths from the bottom of the box and deposited the 
whole contents of the box in the prepared trench. In this way 
there w as no root disturbance, and the peas treated in this manner 
flowered much earlier and were altogether better than those sown 
directly in the ground. In fact, a large proportion of the seed 
of some varieties failed to germinate when sown outside, though 
there was no trouble on this score with those raised under glass. 
The varieties grown were Dorothy Eckford with large white 
flowers; Golden Gleam, pale yellow; Dora lireadmore, creamy 
buff tinged with pink : Countess Spencer, beautiful pale pink with 
wavy standard: Miss Wilniot. very large flowers of salmon pink 
color; King Edward VII.. scarlet crimson; Queen Alexandra, 
scarlet; Mrs. W alter Wright, a very fine mauve flower; Countess 
of Radnor, delicate mauve; Lord Nelson, deep blue; Dorothy 
Tennant, rosy mauve; and several other varieties.

Dahlias gave good results bv starting the tubers in heat and 
transplanting to the open after danger of frost was over. Helio
trope made a satisfactory bedding plant in a partially shady situa
tion. I experimented with Geraniums for bedding, but they made 
too much wood and leaf at the expense of flower to be satisfactory. 
I was told, when I first came to Calgary, that, with a very few 
exceptions, perennials—that is plants of a permanent nature that
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do not require replacing annually—were not a success, but I find 
this to be quite an erroneous notion. I have found that Colom- 
bines, Peonies, I’yrethrum, Larkspur, Monkshood, Lychnis and 
many others thrive splendidly and prove quite hardy.

The perennials have this advantage, that in many instances 
they flower much earlier in the season than annuals, and thus 
make it possible to haver a longer display in the flower garden.

Before leaving the subject of pleasure grounds, I would like 
to give my experience with reference to the lawn. Mr. Mac- 
naughton, in the paper he read before this Society last winter, 
was opposed to the practice of covering the lawn during the 
winter months. At the time I agreed with him, for this reason, 
that the lawn of which I had charge had not been covered for two 
winters, and yet appeared to be in as good shape as others that had 
been regularly covered. Since then, however, I have had good 
occasion to very much modify my ideas on this point. The same 
lawn was again left bare during the winter of 1908-9, with the 
result that the whole of the white clover was killed out, and the 
grass rendered thin and poor. The exposure, however, had no 
deleterious effect on the dandelions, which grew most luxuriantly, 
and, unrestricted for space, were able to display themselves in all 
their glory on the bare patches where the grass and clover had 
been killed. Mr. Smith asked me on one occasion if I could say 
if dandelions could be made use of in any way. I am now in a 
position to answer that question. They are excellent, owing to 
their rapid and luxuriant growth for covering bare spots on lawns. 
If any person present would like to try them in this way, I shall 
be happy to supply seed gratis during the coming summer. To 
leave the dandelions (which many would be glad to do) and 
return to the lawn. I would advise thoroughly watering late in 
October, then covering with about three inches of manure, if ob
tainable. Water again in the early spring, and remove the mulch 
when the grass begins to grow, soon enough to prevent yellowing.

And now I will turn to the vegetable garden. Of peas I 
grew American Wonder. Chelsea Gem. Eureka, Alaska, Gradus 
and Autocrat. These were all sown April 5th. Alaska came in 
first, the first dish being picked on July 16th. Chelsea Gem and 
American Wonder followed a week later, the former proving the 
better variety in regard to both cropping qualities and flavor. 
Eureka was the latest of all. and by far the best pea of the bunch, 
producing fine long-pointed pods tilled with large peas of excellent 
flavor. It continued in bearing for some weeks. From a sowing 
of this variety, made early in May. I was able to gather peas till 
the end of September.

I sowed Broad Beans on April 17th. The first flowers on 
these, namely those on the lower portion of the stems, failed to
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set. The blossoms that were produced later, however, deve" 
into pods, hut a proportion of these contained no beans, so that the 
crop was below the average. The only reason I can assign for 
this is lack of fertilizing agents in the shape of insects early in the 
season. I grew Exhibition Longpod and Green Windsor.

Scarlet Runner I leans were sown on May iStli. Sutton's 
Exhibition and Steele Brigg’s Painted Lady were sown side by 
side. The former were slightly the earliest, and much the better 
variety. This is a crop that requires very liberal watering during 
the whole of the flowering and cropping period, for if it becomes 
at all dry at the root the flowers fall off without forming pods.

I he humming birds are much attracted by the runner beans, and 
several of these beautiful creatures spent the whole of the day 
hovering around the blossoms during the short time they remained 
with us, sipping the honey, and as I would suppose, fertilizing 
the flowers. I am disposed to think that we largely depend on 
these little birds for this crop.

Of Dwarf Beans I grew Canadian Wonder and Golden Wax 
Pod. Unite a nttmher of people have told me that they do not 
succeed with the green podded dwarf beans, but I had nothing 
to complain of on this score. They cropped equally as well as the 
yellow-podded variety. As regards flavor. I prefer the green 
variety, hut I think this is largely a matter of individual taste. 
1 sowed beets on May 10th in drills fifteen inches apart. The 
varieties were Blood Red Turnip. Long Smooth, Crimson Globe 
and Dewar's Half-long Blood. Long Smooth was the best of the 
long varieties, hut I find the turnip-rooted kinds the most service
able for table. Crimson Globe was a splendid variety of a very 
rich color. It was ready for use by July iOth. We have heard 
quite a lot at different times about the need for liberal thinning 
of beets and other root crops, but I find it quite as easy to over
thin as to under-thin this and other crops on this soil, which grows 
roots so well. I think everybody likes medium-sized roots, 
whether it be beets, carrots or turnips, for the table, in preference 
to large ones, which are invariably coarse and lacking in color and 
flavor. I find that if root crops are given plenty of space they 
have that tendency to become large and coarse, and my practice 
here is to thin them to about half the extent I used to in England. 
Visiting a garden for the first time in Calgary, the first thing 
that struck my eye was a bed of radishes which had, in gardeners’ 
parlance, been sown as thick as hairs on a cat's back, and yet there 
was a good crop, the roots actually squeezing and lifting each 
other out of the soil. My mental remark was, “If we sowed as 
thickly as that in England we should get all top and no bottom.”

I made a sowing of Cauliflower under glass March 18th, but 
owing to the lateness of the spring- and the continuous heavy frost.

4
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I had to destroy these plants, as it was not safe to plant them out 
till they had become too forward. I sowed again April 5th, in
side, planting out from this sowing the first week in May. By 
covering the plants with flower pots each night 1 was able to 
weather this hatch through, and I cut the first head on July 3rd. 
The variety was Earliest Snowball. Eor succession I grew Wal- 
cheren. but there was a break of several weeks between the first 
and second crops, and I should have grown a variety intermediate 
between the two.

Brussels Sprouts received the same treatment as Cauliflowers 
as regards time of sowing and planting, and I had a very fair 
crop. As many sprouts still remained on the stalks in October, 
when there was prospect of severe frost. 1 lifted the plants intact 
and placed them in the root store, thereby securing a supply for 
several weeks after they might otherwise have been spoilt.

I grew a small quantity of Curled Kale, and though of course 
we cannot have this as winter vegetable, as in England, it proved 
a useful summer one. and was much appreciated. Cabbages I 
sowed on the hot-bed early in April, pricked off into cold frames 
when large enough to handle, and planted in their permanent 
quarters the second week in June. I cut the first cabbage on July 
27th, the variety being Early Jersey Wakefield. Other varieties 
grown were Early Summer. Autumn King, Sutton's Tender and 
True and Chester Savoy. They all proved satisfactory for storing 
with the exception of Tender and True, which was too early. 
Chester Savoy should be largely grown. It is very superior in 
flavor to the plain-leaved cabbages and is equally as good in every 
other way.

1 sowed Carrots on April 17th. the varieties being Oxheart, 
Half-long Danvers, Scarlet Intermediate and Long Scarlet Al
trincham, but none of them are equal, in my estimation, to Chan- 
tanay. which is a long carrot with a stump root, a very desirable 
shape from the housewife's point of view, as there is less waste 
than with the tapering rooted kinds. I intend to sow this variety 
largely this year.

I might say that during the first months of my residence in 
Calgary I heard terrible tales of the ravages of the cut worm, and 
was recommended to sow soot in the seed drills for all garden 
crops. This I did, and I certainly had no trouble with cut worm, 
but whether it was the soot that kept them at bay, or whether the 
garden was already free from the pest I could not say.

I sowed Celery on March 13th. under glass, transplanting 
once inside and planting in the trenches the second week in June. 1 
made a practice of flooding the trenches once a week till it was 
moulded up for bleaching in September. It was lifted and stored 
on October fith. Giant Pascal was an absolute failure, every head
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running tu seed. White Plume was a good celery for early use. 
of a very delicate flavor, hut did not store well. London Prize- 
Red and Ivory Waite were excellent. Paris (iulden Yellow was 
fail lv good hut small.

Ky way of experiment 1 grew some L'eleriac or Turuip- 
rooted Velvty. "l itis is raised under glass, giving tin s uite treat 
ment as the ordinary celery, hut planted on the flat ins.ca 1 of hi 
trenches. It was an unqualified success, and I would urge even 
hodv to give this most delicious vegetable a tiial.

Chicory has proved an exceedingly useful winter salad. I 
sowed seed in the open ground in May, thinned to six inches, and 
lifted and stored the roots in October. During the winter at 
frequent intervals I have removed hatches of these to the green
house and staited them into growth, covering them, of course, 
with boxes or pots to bleach. The leaves are bitter if at all »rcen. 
1 might say that a greenhouse is not necessary to grow this salad. 
■Any pei son with a datk cellar can have a supply all winter. All 
that is m cess ai y is sufficient heat and moisture to start growth, 
and daikness to prevent the leaves becoming green. \nd here is 
another use for the dandelion. If grown under the same con li 
lions as I have recommended for chicory, it cannot he distin 
guislied from that plant, and is certainly equal or superior to 
lettuce for winter salad.

Some K hoi Kahi that I exhibited at the Annual Show 
attracted considerable attention on that occasion. Some thought 
them a new kind of tomato; others a special sort of turnip. There 
were frequent inquiries as to what they were and how to grow 
them. Their culture is very simple. Sow them as you wool 1 tur
nips. treat them in the same way, and you are ho'in 1 to secure a 
crop. They have a distinct flavor all their own. and most people 
soon acquire a liking for them. They are of special value here, 
where we get rather hot. dry summers, and where for this reason 
the ordinal y white turnips are difficult to grow, for they make an 
excellent substitute for that vegetable.

I grew a few Leeks on the same system adopted in England, 
but they were by mo means a success. I have evidently not hit on 
the right plan with these, or else they are tin suited to the climate

I grew Onions both front sets and seeds. I had had no pre
vious experience with sets, as we always grow them from see 1 in 
the Old Country. My crop was an absolute failure, and as 1 find 
that it is possible to grow them from seed here and obtain onions 
altogether superior in size and keeping qualities, I am not likely 
to enlarge my experience.

My method with sets was the same as for shall’> .. namely — 
1 drew shallow drills, pressed the Inilhs firmly into these about 
six inches apart, and slightly covered. As 1 said before, the crop
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was a failure. I sowed seed under glass early in April, pricked off 
and planted in the open early in June. By this method I obtained 
individual onions weighing one and a quarter pounds, and measur
ing fourteen inches in circumference. These have kept in good 
condition in the root store till the present time. The variety 
grown was Ailsa Craig.

Parsnips I sowed April 5th. This is a crop that required a 
deep root run, and the ground should be double dug or trenched 
if really good roots are required.

Spinach is a very useful vegetable here where green veget 
ables are so scarce in the spring and early summer. By sowing 
early in April I was able to cut by early June.

I grew a few Snowball Turnips, but this is a crop that 
quickly spoils here, and it is necessary to use it in quite a young 
state. I did not find it desirable, therefore, to sow in any quan
tity. I grew a large quantity, however, of Swede Turnips— 
“ Ruta Baca ’’ of the Americans—as this is one of the most useful 
winter vegetables.

Marrows were sown in pots in the greenhouse first week 
m May, and planted on mo’mds of soil on old hot-beds middle 
of June. It is necessary with this crop to fertilize the flowers 
artificially in this country, owing to lack of natural fertilizing 
agents. I set the first blooms on July 16th, and marrows were 
ready for table by the end of that month.

I planted potatoes on May 14th, and here I am afraid Mr 
Wells will consider me at fault. He recommended planting 
much earlier than this, and said that if the tops were frozen off 
very little harm was done. I cannot agree with him on thb 
point, for it is well known by all horticulturists that it is ex 
ceedinHy weakening to a potato to have its growth frozen, and 
certainly has a deleterious effect on the crop. My plan was to 
start the tulters by placing them in a single layer on wooden 
trays, largest or sprout end upward, in a light, airy, or frost 
proof shed. The trays may be placed one unon another, pro 
viding a certain amount of light and air reaches them.

In this way strong sprouts are developed from the eyes, and 
the potatoes are making as good or better progress than when 
planted in the ground, and there is no risk from frost. The 
tubers I treated in this way were through the soil iu two weeks 
from date of planting, and excellent crops resulted, which, with 
the exception of some late varieties, fully ripened before lifting, 
which operation was performed on Sentember 20th. “ Early
Ohio” gave the best results. “Manitoba Wonder” cropped 
well, but did not ripen so early as the former variety. “ Up-to- 
date ” is too late a variety for this country. “ Eureka ” is a 
fair cropper, but takes the scab badly.
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Well, Ladies and Gentlemen, I think I have said enough 
tu start a pretty lively discussion amongst the practical gardeners 
who may he present, sufficient also to thoroughly bore the re
mainder of my audience, so I will now take my place as a listener, 
hoping that I may hear many points from those with a lengthier 
experience than myself, by which I may improve my methods 
for the coming season.
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A SERIES OF ARTICLES WRITTEN 
DURING SEASON 1910.

By Wm. R. Trader, and Pullished in ‘‘Calgary Daily 

Herald.”

APRIL 23rd 1910
Those who intend having a hotbed this season, and have 

not already started operations, should get to work at once. When 
properly managed the hotbed is extremely useful in the spring
time. especially to those without tdass structures, in supplying a 
moist genial heat, in which to raise seedlings of vegetable and 
flowering plants : also early salading in the form of lettuce and 
radishes. The best material to use is fresh litter from a stable. 
If leaves are obtainable (though they are a scarce commodity 
in the city at the present time ) they may be added to the extent 
of about one-third to two-thirds manure. They will render tlw 
heating steadier and more lasting. The mixture should be 
thoroughly watered if at all dry, and the whole heap tunic 1 over 
every alternate day for a week.

The hotbed may then be built up. making it about 18 inches 
or 2 feet wider all round than the frame, and at least 3 feet in 
depth. As it is built up it is important to consolidate it as much 
as possible by treading or beating each layer of manure as it is 
added. After placing the frame in position, put in enough good 
soil to bring the surface within 9 inches or 1 foot of the glass. 
Pack more manure round the outside of the frame to break the 
cold winds.

All rank steam should be allowed to pass off before any 
seeds are sown, and for this purpose allow a little ventilation at 
top of frame night and day for a short time after the hotbed is 
made up. It is also a good plan to apply a thin shading to the 
glass. A good way of knowing when the hotbed is in exactly 
tlie right condition is to place a thermometer in the frame. You 
will find that this will steadily rise for several days. When the 
maximum temperature has been reached, and the mercury begins 
to recede, you may immediately sow your seeds. Keep the 
frame quite dark, by covering with bags or mats till the seedlings 
begin to show through the soil. The covering may then be re
moved. but do not expose to bright sunlight. As the seedlings
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advance, give more and more ventilation on warm days to keep 
them sturdy, and also to harden. If the nights are frosty, cover 
the glass with some protecting material, hut. of course, remove 
this in the daytime, or the plants will he drawn and weak. W ater 
whenever the surface appears in the least dry, with hike-warm 
water.

At the present time the hotbed can he used for raising such 
plants as cabbages and caulillowers, also tender annuals such as 
stocks, asters, verbenas, petunias, etc. After these have been 
removed, cucumbers or melons may he planted.

The Lawn.
If the covering of manure put on in the fall has not been 

removed, this should he done without further delay. Rake this 
off. hut do not sweep, as the fine material left by the rake will 
form a top dressing, and he very beneficial, covering the roots 
of the grass, which the constant watering of the previous season 
may have washed bare. A good watering with the sprinkler 
should be given both before and after removing the mulch, hut 
this operation should he performed in the morning at this season, 
so that the surface becomes dry again before night.

Trees and Shrubs.

It is somewhat early for the planting of these, but prépara 
lions may be made by preparing the pits in which to plant them, 
so that there he no delay when the proper time arrives, and the 
work can he carried out expeditiously. Remember that it is 
fatal for the roots of a tree to become dry. If it is found when 
preparing the pits that the soil is poor in quality, have some good 
black loam in readiness with which to fill in. Fresh manure 
should never be placed in contact with the roots of trees.

The Tloieer Garden.

Sweet Peas should he sown without delay. To grow these 
to perfection, a rich soil must be provided, and if this is not so 
naturally it must he made so by the incorporation of thoroughly 
rotten manure. These flowers may often be utilized to cover an 
unsightly object in the form of an ugly fence or building, or 
they may be sown in clumps in distinct colors on the flower 
borders—a most effective method. To do this use a large in
verted pot, press this into the soil, and sow the seeds round the 
impression made by the rim. Do not sow thickly. If you have 
good seed, three inches apart is a good distance, and you will 
have more and better flowers than by sowing thicker. Some
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of the hardier kinds of annuals may now he sown in the open 
as, for instance, Poppies of various kinds, Cornflowers and 
Godetias. It is wiser, however, to delay sowing the tenderer 
kinds, as Nasturtiums, Sunflowers and Mignonette, a few weeks 
longer. Perennial plants, such as Colomhines, Rudbeckia (Golden 
Glow), Gypsophylla (Infant's Breath), Pyrethrum, etc., max 
now be planted.

If new flower borders are to he made, this work must be 
pushed along with all speed, though it would have been better 
done in the Fall, and the soil exposed to the frost during the 
Winter. Do not make your borders too narrow. Give your 
flowers lots of room to develop.

Vegetable Garden.
The time has arrived to sow peas, English broad beans, 

parsnips, onions, carrots, spinach, parsley, lettuce and radishes 
A little mustard and crçss may be sown once a week from now 
on in some odd corner of the garden. Do not sow seeds when 
the ground is in a wet condition. If it has been watered, wait 
till the surface is dry. It is a good plan to sprinkle a little soot 
in the drills in which the seed is sown. This keeps cut worms, 
wire worms and other pests away, and acts as a fertilizer.

For parsnips, choose a position where the good soil is deep, 
as they require a deep rootrun. Sow the seed thinly in shallow 
drills 18 inches apart. Choose a calm day for sowing this seed, 
as it is very light and easily blown away. Onions an/1 carrots 
should be 14 inches from row to row. This distance allows for 
easy cultivation with the hue. Onions like a very rich soil. 
Manure from a poultry run is excellent for onions, but this should 
have been added to the ground some time previous to sowing 
the seed. The ground should be quite firm for this crop; there
fore roll or tread the bed before sowing the seed. Onions grown 
from seed keep better for winter use titan those grown from sets. 
For pickling onions choose a place where the ground is poor, 
make very firm, sow thickly and do not thin. For carrots do 
not use freshly manured soil, as this often causes the roots to 
he forked instead of straight.

It is too early yet to sow string beans or beets. These 
are tender, and if sown too early are liable to be destroyed by 
late frosts.

Lettuce or radish may be sown broadcast or in drills, but 
if economy of labor is a desideratum the latter is the better 
method, for it is much easier and quicker to destroy weeds with 
the hoe than by hand weeding.
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Drills for peas should be made flat at the bottom, and rathei 
wide, about 2/2 or 3 inches deep. Do not sow too thickly. Late 
kinds should be sown thinner than the early sorts, as they are 
usually more branching in habit. A pint of seed will sow from 
12 to 20 yards, according to the variety used. The rows should 
be as far from each other as the peas will attain to in height. 
This, to the amateur, may seem an extravagant allowance of 
space, especially with the taller growing kinds. It is, never
theless, a good rule to follow, as it gives the peas full exposure 
to sun and light during the cropping period. The intervening 
space may be utilized by sowing a row of spinach, or later on. 
by planting a line of cauliflowers which will appreciate the shade 
and shelter afforded by the peas. Sow several kinds of peas at 
rhe same time,and you will have a succession. After covering 
the seed, tread along the row and rake the whole surface smooth. 
A finely broken surface conserves the moisture.

To sow broad beans, mark out two rows nine inches apart, 
leave a space of 30 inches, then another two rows, and so on. or. 
if preferred, sow in single rows 18 inches apart. If the double 
mw system is adopted arrange the seeds diagonally.

XPKIL 30th 1910.
The Lawn.

The present dry weather makes it necessary to have the 
sprinklers frequently playing on the lawn. It is. however, ad
visable to do the watering early in the day. as the nights are still 
frosty, and it is better under these circumstances to have the 
grass dry by the evening. Cutting of the grass may now be 
commenced, for even though there may not be much growth, 
vet this will improve the appearance of the lawn. New lawns 
may now be seeded and old ones renovated where necessary bv 
putting on a thin surface of black loam and then sprinkling w ith 
grass seed. It is not necessary, of course, to sow so thickly as 
in the case of a new site. A well made and properly kept lawn 
is always one of the most important features in connection with 
a garden surrounding a residence. Where it is improperly 
levelled and made in the first instance the defects in the surface 
caused by holes, or subsidence of the soil, in one place more than 
another are a source of continual annoyance. If a new lawn is 
to be made it is always the wisest course to employ an expert, 
even though the initial cost is more, for it will prove the cheapest 
in the end. Of course, an expert cannot prevent subsidences 
occurring on a site that has been recently graded up. In fact
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the levelling of the site should lie done a year before the lawn 
is actually seeded if that is possible. If the soil is poor in quality, 
have a surfacing several inches deep of good black loam spread 
on. The seed should be purchased from a reliable source, even 
though the price be higher than that usually paid. Spurious 
stocks are worse than useless. Nothing is gaine 1 by sowing early, 
(irass seed sown now will germinate and progress as rapidly as 
though sown a month ago. After sowing, rake the seed in and 
roll frequently, but not when the soil is in a wet condition.

The Flower Garden.

All annuals that are to be sown directly in the open may 
now be put in. Nasturtiums both tall and dwarf, canary creeper, 
mignonette, nightscented stock, nemophvlla. blue and white, are 
all very desirable. The two latter being very dwarf make first- 
rate bordering plants. Canary creeper and tall nasturtiums are 
excellent against a wall. They must have support of some kind, 
either wire netting or string. Some of the hardiest of the plants 
raised under glass, as. for instance, pansies, may be planted out, 
if these have been thoroughly hardened by being kept in a cold 
frame for a week or two. but under no circumstances must they 
be planted direct from the greenhouse or hotbed to the open at 
the present time, or the night frosts will ruin them.

I 'egetable Gardens.

If the earliest sown peas are showing through the soil tread 
the soil on each side of the row. The act of germination will 
have tended to loosen it considerably, and. by consolidating it 
again in this way, the moisture will be retained better and growth 
will be more rapid. Peas, like most plants, like a moderately 
firm rooting medium.

Potatoes may now be planted. The rows should be from 
two feet to two feet six inches apart, the distance varying accord
ing to the variety used, some kinds making more top growth than 
others and therefore requiring more space. The sets should he 
a foot apart in the rows. Potatoes for planting should be about 
the size of an hen's egg. If larger cut to that size, being careful 
to see that there are good eyes in each portion. Dust with soot 
when newly cut and allow to dry before planting. If it is in
tended to plant with a spade set your line for the first row. take 
out pits about 6 inches deep and a foot apart and throw this soil 
into a wheelbarrow. Place a potato in each bole, set your line 
for the next row, and use the soil this time to cover in the first 
row. Continue this process till the end of the plot is reached.
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The soil that is in the wheelbarrow can then he used to cover 
in the last row.

Trees and Shrubs.

This being an early season the deciduous trees, namely 
those that are hare during the winter, should now he planted 
before they are too advanced in growth. Cut off the ends of all 
bruised and damaged roots with a sharp knife before planting. 
It requires two men to plant a tree properly, one to hold it in 
position while the other fills the hole. Gently shake the tree 
with an up and down motion while the soil is being in.
This will settle the soil about the roots and till in the interstices. 
When the hole is nearly full, tread or tramp firmly as possible, 
but be careful not to bruise the roots: thoroughly water and then 
till level to the surface. Support with a stake if the tree is a 
large one to prevent rocking by the wind, and put a mulch of 
littery manure on the surface to prevent rapid drying out. Spruce 
and other conifers may now be planted if necessary, but there
is not the urgency with these that there is with deciduous trees.
In purchasing trees see that you get them with a good ball of 
soil attached to the roots and that they are in a moist condition.
It is a good plan to spray the tops of newly planted trees
frequently with water on hot days.

MAY yth, 1910
I 'egctable Garden.

Asparagus beds may now be made. The ground for these 
should have been prepared in the fall by digging to a good depth. 
\ heavy dressing of decayed manure must now be applied and 
forked in. If one part of tire garden is moister titan another, 
this should be chosen as the site, hut there should be efficient 
drainage—it must not be in a waterlogged condition. In this 
dry climate it is not necessary to make raised beds; keep them 
level with the surrounding surface. Remember that this is a 
crop of a permanent nature—it will occupy the same site for a 
number of years, therefore careful and thorough preparation is 
necessary. Make the beds 4 feet wide, planting three rows at a 
distance of one foot from each other, and allow 18 inch alleys 
between tbe be<i$. L'se two-year-old plants if obtainable, and 
on no account must tbe roots be exposed to tbe sun or become 
in the least dry, or they will be ruined. In planting, make a 
wide drill with a hoe four inches deep, place the plants 18 inches 

from each other in the row, placing them in alternate order with

EE
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the next row. Spread the roots out all round, carefully shake 
the soil in amongst the roots, press firm and thoroughly water 
the beds. At intervals as necessary give further waterings 
throughout the summer. Keep the beds free from weeds, re 
moving them by band to prevent injury to the crowns.

The bed must not be cut over for use the first season ; gn < 
it a chance to get strengthened and thoroughly established.

Asparagus may be raised from seed, but it is better for the 
amateur and small grower to purchase plants, as by this mean- 
he obtains produce a year sooner.

Old established beds will be greatly helped by the applica 
tion of liquid manure at this season. Asparagus is a gross feed 
ing plant, and there is practically no limit to the quantity of 
manure that may be applied if it is not used in too strong a con 
dition. The more liberal the treatment the better the “ grass." 
A moderate dressing of common salt should also be applied at 
this time. It is best scattered on by the hand and then watered 
in. Salt, besides acting as a manure, has also the properties of 
keeping the bed moist and cool during the hot dry weather and 
of destroying the weeds.

The time has arrived to sow beets. Previous to sowing, if 
the ground was well dug in the fall, as it should have been, hoe 
or lightly fork over to destroy the weed seedlings that are now 
making their appearance in large quantities, and when the surface 
has dried tread or roll. Make your drills two inches deep and 
15 incites apart. Sow the seed rather thinly, cover in with the 
feet, tread along the row to make firm, and rake the whole sur
face smoothly and evenly in the same direction as the rows.

Cover your rhubarb with old barrels or boxes. You will 
thus have earlier and better produce. This crop will hardly need 
watering at the present time. It is a deep rooting plant and its 
roots are, in all probability, away down in the moister layers of 
soil. Watering will keep the ground cold and retard growth 
very considerably.

The Flower Garden.
Hollyhocks. These stately old-fashioned flowers make a 

fine feature in a garden if planted in a suitable position. Seed 
may now be sown in the hotbed or greenhouse and later on the 
little plants transplanted to the open. They will flower rather 
late the first season, but the roots can be lifted after the tops 
have been frozen down, and stored in a cool cellar. These should 
be planted on the borders about this season the following veni 
and a fine display will be secured.
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They may be planted with good effect at the back of the 
rlower borders, or in open positions amongst trees and shrubs, 
but ample room must be afforded them to ensure success. Re
move offsets from the base of the plants to concentrate all energy 
in the main shoots. Mulch the roots and give liquid manure 
occasionally as well as copious supplies of water at all times.

The present is a suitable time to plant gladioli. Select good 
ground for these. Cover the conns to the depth of 4 or 5 inches, 
planting 5 or 6 cormis in a group. Mark the position of each 
group with a small stake. Gladiolus brenchleyensis, with bold 
scarlet flowers, is one of the best varieties for ordinary use.

Dahlias that have been stored away may now be started 
into growth in a warm place. Do not coddle in excessive heat, 
but grow in full sunlight and give all the ventilation possible on 
warm days. The growth will thus be sturdy and stocky when 
the time arrives for planting out.

MAY 14th 1910
House Plants.

Aspidistras, sometimes known as “parlor palms,'' (though 
as a matter of fact they are not palms at all, but belong to the 
lily tribe), are perhaps the best of green plants for the house. 
They arc not in the least fastidious as to soil or position, and 
keep in condition under adverse circumstances better than any 
plant 1 know. They are best accommodated in a shady situa
tion, and therefore should not be placed in a sunny window, a 
position more suited to onie of the flowering plants. I have 
known these plants to thrive in almost semi-darkness. If it is 
desired to increase the stock of these plants, they may now be 
removed from the pots, the soil shaken from the roots, and the 
plant divided with a sharp instrument. Each portion of the 
rhizome, i.c., underground stem, that has fibrous roots attached, 
will grow, but it is not advisable to divide too freely, or it will 
be some time before the young plants will attain to a useful size. 
They thrive in almost any kind of soil, but this should he lumpy, 
and free drainage should be assured by the addition of a liberal 
proportion of sand. Press the soil firmly about the roots when 
water when the operation of potting is completed. Though these 
plants like plenty of moisture when established, it is not ad
visable to water too frequently when fresh potted. Give a 
thorough soaking, and then allow to become moderately dry 
before watering again. Always lie sure that there is thorough
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drainage with tlusv as with all pot plants. Sponge the foliage 
occasional!v to free from dust. Not only is this desirable from 
the point of view of appearance, but also for the sake of the 
health of the plant. The leaves of plants are provided with 
minute openings similar to the pores in the human skin, known 
as stomata. Respiration and evaporation are carried on through 
these openings, and it is obvious that if these are clogged with 
dust or other foreign matter these functions are greatly hindered, 
and the health of the plant suffers as a consequence.

Palms.
These, like the aspidistras, dislike strong sunlight, and 

should therefore be kept in a shady portion of the room. They 
are also impatient of cold draughts, this being a common cause 
of the fronds turning brown at the tips. Do not attempt to * 
divide or repot palms. They thrive in a pot-bound condition. 
It is really surprising how large a palm can be grown in a very 
small pot. Water liberally, but do not make the soil sour. It 
is a good plan to place a few stones or an inverted saucer in the 
bottom of each of your jardinieres. AH kinds of begonias like 
plenty of light, but not bright sun, and are therefore best accom
modated in a north window. The tuberous species that have 
been stored for the winter should now be shaken out, repotted, 
and started into growth. Overhaul your window-boxes, see to 
any repairing and painting that may be required, and have all 
in readiness for filling when the time arrives. Do not paint the 
insides. It is detrimental to the plants.

The Flower Garden.

Carnations—I find that these seldom survive the winter 
here. If it is desired to have these in the open border, good, 
strong plants in 3-inch or larger pots should now be purchased 
from the florists, and. when hardened, planted in the borders. 
The soil selected for them should have been worked well and 
manured liberally. Make firm and level before planting. When 
all is ready, take the plants from the pots, being very careful not 
to disturb the roots, and plant. Carnations on a mixed border 
are most effective in good bold groups. Montbretias that were 
lifted in the Fall should now be replanted. These are not par
ticular as to soil, but, like most plants, respond to liberal treat
ment.

The Vegetable Garden.

Celery trenches should now be prepared. The soil will be 
the better for exposure to the air for a time before planting. To 
prepare the trench, set the line the full length desired, mark with
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a spade, move the line 15 inches, and mark another line. Dig 
out the space between the lines to a depth of nine inches, placing 
the soil on either side of the trench. This space may he utilized 
later for the growing of lettuce, caulillowers. or other earls 
crop, that it will be possible to clear off be foie the cel et y is ready 
for earthing. In the bottom of the trench place a thick layer 
of manure, and lightly dig in. If it is found that the soil at the 
bottom of the trench is of an unsuitable nature, dig out another 
spit, and replace with good loam. Instructions for planting will 
he given at a later date. Keep the hoe going between tire rows 
of all crops that are showing through the soil: also on the flower 
borders. Many thousands of weeds may very easily be destroyed 
at this period, and moisture is conserved by keeping a fine tilth. 
Wherever watering has been done, namely, ato m 1 newly-planted 
trees and plants, it will he found that the earth has formed into 
a crust, which has become cracked. If it is left in this condition, 
more moisture will evaporate than has hem applied. This crust 
should be broken up with the rake or hoe. It is good practice 
to cultivate after each watering, so si on as the surface has become 
sufficiently dry to work easily.

Keep a sharp look-out for cut worms. They seem to lie 
abundant this year. A mixture of bran and intis green, sweet
ened with molasses, will destroy them if s ninkbd on the surface, 
but care is needed in using paris green, as it is a deadly poison.

MAY 21st 1910
House Plants.

Geraniums that have been kept through the winter will, 
in all probability, have become legev and bare at the base. These 
may now lie cut hard back and the tops inserted as cuttings to 
provide young niants. To prepare a geranium cutting, make a 
clean neat incision with a sharp knife immediately below a joint 
and remove the lower leaves. Do not have the cutting too long 
—two, or at most three joints to each is sufficient. Choose 
growths that are short jointed and stocky and of medium texture, 
neither too sappy on the one hand nor too hard on the other. 
Insert in clean sand and he sure that the bottom of the cutting 
rests on a firm base. Water after insertion and place in a mod
erately warm position.

When the old plants have broken into new growth they 
should be taken from the pots, shaken out and repotted. Do not 
have the soil rich for geraniums or you will have growth at the 
expense of flower.
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Cinder paths in the flower or kitchen garden should now 
he hoed, raked and rolled. It will give them a fresh and neat 
appearance and destroy weeds that may he growing through. If 
dandelions are present these should he taken out hy the roots. 
If weeds are very troublesome a thick dressing of salt will he 
helpful.

The Tlower Garden.

Beds and borders that are intended for annuals may now 
he sprinkled with artificial manure, forked and raked, so that 
they may be in readiness for planting. Do not he in too great 
a hurry to put out tender annuals. It is quite possible for us 
to have sufficient frost to destroy them, and in any case they will 
suffer badly from the cold winds we are at present experiencing. 
The first week in June is quite soon enough for general bedding 
operations to commence, and plants put out then will make as 
good or even better progress than those planted at the present 
time.

Biennials and perennials intended for flow’ering next year, 
as columbines, pyrethrum, lychnis, Canterbury bells, Michaelmas 
daisies, etc., may now be sown in a reserve portion of the garden 
They may be sown broadcast in beds, or in lines, the latter being 
the better plan, as they can thus be cultivated and kept free from 
weeds more easily.

Seedling plants of either vegetables or flowers that are large 
enough to handle should now be pricked off into cold frames 
Water after planting and shade from strong sun for a few7 days, 
till established; then give ftill exposure on warm days, but cover 
at night if there is any appearance of frost. Burlap stretched 
tightly across the frames will serve this purpose, or storm win
dows that have been removed from the dwelling house may he 
utilized.

Vegetable Garden.
Early cauliflowers, Brussels sprouts and Scotch kale, it 

properly hardened, may now be planted ; also onions raised under 
glass, and herbs, as sage, thyme and parsley. I find it good 
practice to have the sprinkler going on the ground I intend to 
plant a short time before the operation and then again after 
planting. Of course it is necessary to allow7 the surface to become 
slightly dry again before planting. Cauliflowers and Scotch kale 
require to be planted in rows 18 inches apart and 18 inches from 
plant to plant. The former may be planted between the rows of 
the taller peas, or in some similar partially shady situation. The 
shade afforded by the peas will prevent discoloration when the 
flower has formed. The kale and Brussels sprouts like a more
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open situation. The latter will require more space—2 feet by 
j feet at least. The onions can he planted in rows 15 inches 
apart and 6 inches from plant to plant. If large exhibition onions 
are required it will be necessary to remove alternate plants when 
large enough for use.

Dig up dandelions on waste spots in and around your prop 
erty, or. if you have not the time to dig them out, chop them off 
with a hoe. This will not kill them, but will at least prevent 
dowering and seed ripening for the time being. By doing this 
you will not only he protecting your own property from infesta 
tion, but also that of your neighbors, thus making yourself a 
public benefactor.

VIA Y 28th. 1910
The /•lower Garden.

By the time this appears in print, bedding out operations 
will be in full progress. “ Bedding out " is the gardener’s term 
applied to the temporary filling of flower beds and borders with 
half hardy and tender plants during the summer months. Every
body who is cultivating a garden this season seems very eager 
to get it “ fixed ” as early as possible, though, as I have pointed 
out on previous occasions, it is a mistake to be unseasonably eager 
if I may be allowed the term. It is certainly much better to wait 
a week or two than to remove plants out of the greenhouse or 
other sheltered position, into thtf open beds, if there is any fear 
of very cold winds or a night's frost, in which case they are 
liable to receive a check sufficient to effect their well-being for 
the whole season.

If the beds were forked over as recommended last week 
they will be in good condition for planting. The benefits to be 
derived from good cultivation are many. It gives a greater 
degree of openness to the soil, so that the roots can penetrate 
more easily and descend to where the soil is moist, thus escaping 
to a greater degree, the evils of drought. During the wet spells, 
we sometimes experience too, when we get very heavy cold rain 
storms, the surplus water passes away to the subsoil more readily 
instead of standing about the roots of the plants and causing 
their decay. If the ground is loose, tread to make firm before 
planting. If dry, give a good soaking the previous day, but do 
not plant while it is wet and sticky ; wait till the surface has dried 
slightly. Water your plants a few hours before planting so as 
to have them in a perfectly moist condition. If planted with the 
ball of roots dr/, it is almost impossible to get the moisture to
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enter this hall after the plant lias been put in the ground, and it 
naturally suffers in consequence.

Having decided upon the arrangement, proceed with the 
work of planting. In planting beds of whatever shape, begin 
in the centre and work towards the edge. With borders, com
mence at the back and finish with the front row. 1 'lint with a 
trowel, disturbing the roots of the plants as little as possible, and 
whin in the holes press the soil (irmly about them. This is most 
important.

After the bed is finished, give a good watering to settle the 
soil at the roots.

If the weather continues dry after planting, watering should 
he continued at intervals, but do not sturdy water in driblets and 
surface sprinklings as I have seen it done so frequently. Give 
a thorough soaking at each watering and then wait till it is a rain 
needed. One good soaking is better than a dozen little sorink- 
lings. If you doubt the truth of this remark, set your sprinkler 
going on a piece of ground that is thoroughly di v, let it remain 
one hour, and then dig into this ground with a trowel. You 
will be astonished to find how short a distance the water has 
penetrated into the soil.

In bedding arrangements the blending and contrasting of 
colors is a subject that requires great attention. The harmonizing 
of one color with another generally produces the most «leasing 
effect, rims, by arranging purple, red. pink, salmon, yellow and 
white in the order in which they are mentioned, the eye is led 
gradually from one color to another and perfect harmouv pre
vails. It is also imnortant to consider the heights to which the 
resoective kinds of plants used will grow, that vou may have the 
tallest at the hack of the border or centre of the bed. In small 
beds it is not advisable to introduce too many shades of color, 
two or at most three will suffice. The most accommodating 
color for contrasting with others is white, and for this reason a 
larger proportion of niants with white (lowers should be provided 
than of any other color.

If the weather continues dry after plantin'1', liberal water
ings should be given at intervals, never allowing the plants to 
suffer for want of water. Frequently stir the surface of the soil 
to break up the crust formed hv watering. This will nrevent 
ranid evaporation of moisture. Have as much variety in your 
bedding arrangements as possible, and it is an excellent plan to 
try one or two fresh things each year.

Agératum is a useful bed ling plant. It is dwarf in habit, 
azure blue or white in color, and makes a verv good substitute 
for lobelia, either as an ed>rin*r or in small beds hv itself. The 
flowers are lasting and retain their color well. Celosias are very
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graceful decorative plants with their showy feathery plumes of
v. pyramioaus grows to a neigni ot irs menés and can 

he had in numerous shades of yellow and crimson. Heliotrope
should be popular on account of its delicious fragrance.

The lantanas, with their verbena-like heads of richly colored
dowers, produced abundantly during the whole of the summer.
are charming subjects for beds. They are quite easy to cultivate. 
Petunias are very showy and deservedly popular. They are at
their best in a sunny position and in fairly rich soil.

JUNE 4th 1910
Vegetable Garden.

If the celery trenches were prepared as recommended two 
weeks ago, the plants may now be put in. Flood the trenches 
the day previous to planting. This extremely popular vegetable 
requires, and well repays for, special attention in its cultivation, 
and is impatient of any check. The result of indifferent treat
ment may not be apparent at the time, but will surely show at a 
later date when the plants run to seed. For this reason it is 
important to secure good, strong, sturdy plants that have been 
grown thinly and have not become badly root-bound in the boxes.

Another most important factor in the successful culture 
of celery is a plentiful supply of water at all times. This 
plant, in its wild state, grows in bogs, riversides and 
damp ditches. It is, therefore, obvious that it can scarcely 
have too much water. Put the plants in about one foot apart, 
along tbe centre of the trench, and water well after planting. 
Be careful that each plant has a good ball of earth adhering to 
the roots when taken up, and plant with a trowel. Celeriac. or 
turni|)-rooted celery, should also be planted at the present time, 
but it is not necessary to plant this in trenches. It will grow 
quite well on the Hat. Plant in rows 18 inches apart and 12 
inches from plant to plant.

Cabbage.—Cabbage for summer use may now be planted, 
but the planting of the later varieties intended for storage should 
be delayed a little longer. If planted too early, they are liable 
to head tm too soon and burst, and thus become useless for 
storage. The early kinds, such as Early Jersey Wakefield, Win- 
njngstadt. Early Summer, etc., can lie planted in rows 18 inches 
apart and 18 inches from plant to plant. This may seem rather 
thick planting, but it is quite sufficient space for the full develop
ment of the heads, and has the advantage that the ground is
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quickly shaded by the foliage of the plants, excessive evapora
tion of moisture is prevented, and weeds are smothered out. 
Owing to the very dry season we are experiencing, seeds generally 
are germinating very slowly and irregularly. So soon as it is 
possible to see the rows of carrots, heets, onions, parsnips, etc., 
lightly stir the surface of the soil between them, more particularly 
if much watering has been done. Growth will be much more 
rapid after this surface stirring.

Rhubarb is now making considerable growth, and water 
should he applied liberally.

The earliest sown peas are now ready for support of some 
kind. Sticks, if obtainable, are much better than string for this 
purpose. Before placing the sticks to the rows, draw up a little 
earth to the roots. This will prevent the twisting of the stems 
by the wind.

Corn should he sown at this time. Put to or 12 kernels in 
each 5-inch ]x)t and cover about two inches deep. Place the 
pots in a greenhouse or on a hotbed. Fill as many pots as it is 
desired to have hills of corn. When the plants are up, pull out 
all hut the four strongest in each pot.

Make successional sowings of lettuce, radish, mustard and 
cress, to keep up a supply of these saladings. The latter will 
recpiire to be sown at least once a week to keep up a continuous 
supply. It is necessary to water radishes very frequently to 
promote rapid growth, and have them in a usable condition. If 
grown slowly through lack of moisture, they are acrid and tough.

Successional cauliflowers should now he planted, in the same 
manner as advised for the earliest hatch.

Keep a sharp lookout for cutworms, which are particularly 
troublesome this year.

Cover the Potatoes.—If early planted potatoes are showing 
through the soil, pull a little earth up to cover them, and prevent 
injury by possible frost.

Trees and Shrubs.—Push on as rapidly as possible with 
planting operations. It is quite time that the planting of deci
duous trees was completed. Shrubs that have been more or less 
killed back during the winter should be pruned hack to living 
wood for the sake of neatness.

Flower Garden.
Sweet peas and many other annuals may yet be sown. It 

is, however, advisable in the case of sweet peas sown at this 
season to soak the seed for some hours before sowing.

Many of the tall herbaceous perennials are now throwing up 
their flower spikes. These should be neatly staked to prevent
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injury by wind and for the sake of neatness. Unless sufficient 
supports are given the plants to keep them in tidy shape, half 
their charm is lost.

JUNE nth, 1910
The Flower Garden.

The storm experienced on the 1st inst. will have helped to 
emphasize what I had previously said in this column with regard 
to being cautious in the placing out of tender plants too early in 
the season. Those that were out and exposed to the wind to any 
extent have suffered considerably, and, even if not totally des
troyed, will take some weeks to recover.

My remarks also, with reference to the staking of perennial 
plants were, under the circumstances, timely. This is work that 
requires constant attention, as the plants in the borders are now 
growing rapidly. In the case of strong growing perennials, 
several sticks are preferable to one, as a natural effect cannot be 
produced when the shoots are secured in bunches.

The Kitchen Garden.
A further sowing of peas may be made now. These will 

come in, weather permitting, during August and the early part 
of September. There is risk of the crop being spoilt by early 
frost, but this vegetable is so much appreciated at the duck 
shooting time that it is worth the risk. The weather continuing 
so dry, it will be advisable to soak the seed before sowing and 
plant in a shallow trench. Tread the seed in after sowing. This 
will hasten germination. After the plants are through the soil 
a light mulching of stable manure on each side of the row will 
be beneficial.

If spinach is required for succession a further sowing should 
now be made, but generally speaking this vegetable is not much 
appreciated after the early cabbages and cauliflowers come in.

Spinach beet makes an excellent substitute for the ordinary 
spinach, and will afford a continuous supply throughout the 

1 summer from a single sowing made early in the season.
Keep the hoe going regularly amongst all crops to break 

up the crust formed by watering.
The earliest cauliflowers will be benefited by occasional ap

plications of " " manure.
Vegetable marrows may now be planted out. It is better 

to raise plants under glass or purchase from the florist than to 
sow seeds in the open. A good position for the plants is a

1
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manure pile, but do not plant directly in the manure. Make a 
mound of a bushel or so of good soil on the top of the pile and 
plant in this. Protect from strong sun during the hottest part 
of the day until the plants are established. This can be done by 
covering with a flower-pot. Plenty of water must be supplied 
at all times during summer. Thin the shoots when they get too 
crowded. To be sure of securing fruits it is necessary to fertilize 
the flowers. This process, called setting, should be performed 
when the plants are dry and during the middle part of the day 
when the flowers are fully expanded. It consists in transferring 
dry pollen from the anthers of the male to the stigma of the 
female flowers. The operation may be performed by detaching a 
male flower, removing its corolla and applying the pollen direct 
to the female flower, which may be distinguished by tbe young 
marrow which is plainly visible from the first at the back of the 
flower.

JUNE 18th 1910
The Vegetable Garden.

The weather continuing so hot and dry, watering becomes 
daily a more important operation, all crops now requiring it. 
It should be done effectually, thoroughly soaking the ground at 
each operation and continued till rain falls. Continue to regularly 
stir the surface of the soil, to keep it loose and in a finely pul
verized state. The more watering that is done, the more fre
quently should this cultivation take place.

Remove all growth from asparagus beds, whether suitable 
for use or not, so long as cutting is continued. The cutting of 
this crop should, however, not be continued after the end of the 
month. The beds should then be encouraged to make all the 
growth possible. Newly made beds should also be allowed to 
make all tbe growth they will. Nothing should be cut for use 
for the first two years after planting. By exercising a little 
patience in this way the produce will eventually be much finer.

In cutting asparagus for use, it is necessary to exercise a 
certain amount of care, or the shoots that have not yet appeared 
above ground may be damaged. Take a little soil from the side 
of the shoot to be cut, push the knife down almost vertically, 
turn the edge toward the shoot and cut with a sawing motion.

Scarlet runner beans will now require support of some kind, 
either string, mesh wire or sticks. If supports cannot be given, 
tbe plants should be pinched before they become entangled one 
with another. This treatment will give them the habit of the
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waxpod and dwarf green beans, and good crops are obtainable 
under this treatment.

Plant late cabbages. If planted too early, they are liable 
to crack and thus become unfit for storing. Thoroughly soak 
the ground the day previous to planting, and again immediately 
after the work is completed. If only a small area is to be planted 
they can be protected from cutxvoims by wrapping a small piece 
of coarse paper round the stem. This method is, of course, too 
tedious and slow if a large number of plants have to be put in, 
in which case it is better to use the bran and paris green m/ixtures 
previously recommended.

Keep up a succession of cress and radishes by frequent 
sowings.

The outdoor or ridge cucumbers may now be planted out. 
The directions given for vegetable marrows will apply to these.

Hoe between the rows of parsnips and give a preliminary 
thinning, but do not thin to full distance at one operation. Water 
after thinning.

Turnips will also be ready for thinning. The same remarks 
will apply to these as to parsnips. The work should not be com
pleted at one operation, but the bed should be gone over several 
times.

The Flower Garden.
Continue to water at regular intervals, thoroughly soaking 

the ground at each operation. Stir the surface to keep a crust 
from forming. Fill up any gaps in the flower beds where plants 
have died or been destroyed. So far this has been a bad season 
for planting, and there have been many losses amongst the plants.

When watering trees and shrubs, do not water with a 
sprinkler, but let the water run direct from the hose, and thus 
ensuring a thorough soaking.

bill window boxes and place in position. In preparing the 
soil for these, remember that the plants will have a restricted 
root run, which they must occupy for several months. For this 
reason the soil should be the best obtainable and rich in character. 
A good compost consists of good black loam, three parts, rotted 
manure, thoroughly pulverized, one part, with a liberal proportion 
of leaf mould if obtainable, and a sprinkling of artificial manure 
and good sharp sand. Before filling, see that the upper corners 
of the boxes are close and watertight. They are liable to have 
opened by becoming dry and shrinking. If this has occurred 
and is not remedied, the water will run out at the corners instead 
of percolating through the soil, and the occupants of the boxes 
will suffer as a consequence. Press the soil firmly in, leaving 
space at the top for watering. Water and .•'How to partially drv
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before planting. Good subjects for window and balcony boxes 
are : For the back or centre—marguerites, geraniums, heliotrope, 
stocks, asters, coreopsis drummondii, jacobaea; for the front, 
lobelia pyrethum or golden feather, isolepsis gracilis, thunbergia, 
canary creeper, Irish ivy, petunias, verbena, ivy-leaved geraniums 
(both variegated and plain leaved), and nasturtiums.

Seeds of biennials and perennials for next year's flowering 
may be sown in a reserve portion of the garden. Some that are 
worth a trial are : Wallflowers, alyssum, saxatile, forget-me-not, 
perennial candytuft, delphinium, francoa, campanula in variety, 
perennial poppies, anchusa, etc. I am not sure about the hardi
ness of all of these in this climate, but they are all good subjects, 
and, in this new country, where horticulture is practically in its 
infancy, there is room and opportunity for everybody to experi
ment in a small way.

Choose a situation where the soil is good, has been deeply 
dug, and worked to a fine tilth. A border that is not exposed 
to the hottest rays of the sun is the best position.

Dahlias that have been started in the greenhouse and after
wards thoroughly hardened, should now be planted out. They 
like a deep rooting medium, that has been liberally enriched with 
manure, as they are gross feeding plants. Plant at three feet 
apart in all directions, and mulch the surface of the ground to 
keep it cool and conserve moisture. Place a stout stake to each 
plant, or they will probably be broken off by the first wind.

Grass seed may yet be sown, if lawn-making or renovating 
has to be done. This, like many other seeds, is germinating in
differently this season. No amount of artificial watering can 
fully compensate for the lack of rain from which we are suffer
ing this season. Yet the watering must be continued without 
cessation or stint to all parts of the garden.

JUNE 25th, 1910
Culture of Melons in Frames.

This climate not being suitable for the cultivation of the 
muskmelon in the open, any spare frames may well be utilized 
for a crop of these delicious fruits during the summer months. 
They may be grown on a hotbed that has been in use for spring 
crops, but to obtain the best results a fresh bed should be made 
up, following the instructions given in a previous article.

The best soil is good prairie sod that has been stacked for a 
year. A little well rotted manure may be added, lmt this must be
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used very sparingly, or it will tend to induce an over-luxuriant 
growth. Some soil should be incorporated with the dung on the 
surface of the hotbed, and small mounds made where it is intended 
to place the plants. One plant will fill the whole of the space 
under one sash, so that no more than two plants will be required 
for a two-light frame.

Pinch the point out of the plant after the second or third 
rough leaf has expanded. Two branches will then grow from 
the axils of the lower leaves. Train these out in opposite direc
tions, one towards the back and one towards the front of the 
frame. When these have neatly reached the sides of the frame, 
again pinch the points. The branches that grow from these will 
produce the fruit. The chief aim then is to get sufficient flowers 
expanded at one time to form a crop, as it is necessary to fertilize 
them all on one day that they may swell evenly.

This process of setting or fertilizing has already been de
scribed.

Allow only one fruit to a branch. When it is quite apparent 
that they are swelling, pinch each growth two leaves beyond the 
fruit. The sublateral growths made afterwards must be kept 
thinned to admit sufficient light and air.

As the fruits develop raise above the foliage on inverted 
flower pots to prevent moisture collecting beneath and to expose 
to the sun. Apply a light shading to the glass, though this is not 
an absolute necessity if very careful attention is paid to watering 
and ventilating.

The Temperature.

The temperature of the frame should be 60 to 65 degrees 
at night, with a rise of 10 degrees during the day. Spray and 
close early on cold or windy days. Melons require abundance of 
water and frequent syringing, regulating both, of course, accord
ing to the stage of growth, the season of the year, and the condi
tion of the weather. Drier conditions must be maintained as re
gards both soil and atmosphere during the ripening period.

As the Fruit Ripens.

Ripening will be indicated by the fruit parting from its 
stalk, changing color, and emitting a strong perfume. It should 
then be cut and laid in the sun for a short time. The period at 
which a melon is at its best is a short one, and it is only by ex
perience that this can be known.

Green and black fly sometimes attack melon plants. These 
can be destroyed by careful fumigation with tobacco stem or 
aphis punk.
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The most troublesome pest, however, is red spider. The best 
plan of removing this insect is to syringe with as much force as 
the leaves will allow, paying more particular attention to the 
underside of the foliage, as this is where the pest congregates. 
The water used for watering and syringing at all times should 
he as nearly as possible the same temperature as the air in the 
fran ■. To accomplish this stand the water in the frame or in 
full sun for a few hours before using.

Work for llic Week.
The rains of the past few days have come as a veritable 

godsend to the gardens, and a great relief to their owners from 
the incessant watering that had been previously necessary. Growth 
will now be exceedingly rapid, particularly if warm weather 
supervenes. Draw the earth up to the potatoes that were hoed 
and weeded last week. Do not make an absolute ridge of the 
soil, hut leave a slight depression at the apex to collect the 
moisture.

Sow dwarf beans, if a succession is required.
Thin beets, leaving the plants at this thinning about four 

inches apart. Eventually every alternate plant must he removed, 
leaving the beets finally eight or nine inches asunder. The thin
nings make an excellent substitute for spinach, and it will be 
found at the next thinning many of the roots are of usable size.

Thin carrots in the same manner, hut not to the same dis
tance. They may he finally left at six inches, unless large roots 
for exhibition purposes are required.

Cauliflmvcrs.
Plant out cauliflowers for succession. Choose a suitably 

shaded situation—between the rows of peas or some similar posi
tion. If the earliest batch are showing signs of forming heads, 
bend the leaves over these to prevent discoloration.

Plant out celeriac on good soil, but not in trenches. Place 
the plants one foot apart and 18 inches from row to row. Stir 
the soil and remove weeds from trenches in which celery and 
leeks are growing.

Hoe and thin early sown onions. An occasional sprinkling 
of soot or artificial manure will be very beneficial to this and other 
vegetable crops, especially if the weather continues showery.

From this time onward sow radishes in a shady situation.
If Swede or white turnip seed has germinated irregularly, 

the beds may now he resown. The growth of these crops will he 
very rapid after the rains.
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I CL Y 16th, 1910.
I'lower Garden

Remove dead flowers and withered leaves from beds and 
borders to give a neat appearance, also remove seed pods from 
pansies, sweet peas, etc., or the formation of seeds will he a drain 
on the energies of the plants, thereby shortening their flowering 
period. Window boxes and hanging baskets will need daily 
attention as to watering, owing to their restricted rooting space. 
If there are choice kinds of Aquilegias which it is desired to 
perpetuate the seed pods must be watched closely, as they will 
soon be ripening. If they burst before being gathered the best of 
the seed is generally lost.

Plants Under Glass.
Seeding plants of Cyclamen intended for flowering next 

winter should now be ready for re-potting into their final pots, 
which should Ire from five to seven inches in diameter. Some 
thoroughly decayed manure should be added to the soil used for 
potting, also a liberal sprinkling of sharp sand and a small quan
tity of charcoal. Do not make the soil too firm in potting, and be 
very careful with the watering until the plants are re-established. 
Shade from sunshine and spray with clear water several times a 
day. Keep the plants sturdy by growing in a good light but 
shade from sunshine ; give plenty of ventilation and keep free 
from insect pests.

Fuchias that were raised from cuttings rooted in the spring 
will require to be potted now. Shade and spray frequently after 
repotting. Fuchias are gross feeding plants, and therefore require 
a rich soil. Pinch frequently to induce a branching habit and to 
keep the plants in shape.

Campanula pyramidalis and C. isophylla, which are now de
veloping their flower spikes should be assisted with liquid manure 
at alternate waterings. A handful of nitrate of soda dissolved in 
about one gallon of water is useful for this purpose and will keep 
the foliage a rich, dark green color. The latter plant makes a 
most beautiful subject for a hanging basket. The former is more 
useful as a conservatory plant, often attaining a height of nine or 
ten feet.

Maidenhair ferns have by now fully developed their foliage 
and cooler treatment will help to harden the fronds and make 
them lasting when cut. Cold draughts must, however, be avoided. 
Plants that have filled their pots with roots will he l>enefited by a 
stimulant, either clear soot water, or water in which nitrate of 
soda has lieen dissolved. Either must be used in a very weak 
state.
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Culture of Tomatoes Under Glass.

Though tomatoes may he raised from cuttings, by far the 
most common method of propagation is from seed. The one 
advantage of the former method is that they more quickly grow 
to fruiting size.

Seeds for an early crop should he sown at the end of Febru
ary or early in March, in shallow pans or boxes filled with light 
soil and placed in a temperature of 55 to 60 degrees, in a glass 
house or on a hotbed. When the seeds have germinated they 
must he kept well exposed to the light and as near the glass as 
possible to prevent them being drawn. When large enough to 
handle they should be potted off singly in small pots. By the 
beginning of April they will be large enough to be transferred to 
six-inch pots. If it is intended to grow them throughout in pots 
it will be necessary to again shift them into those 12 inches in 
diameter, or they may be grown in boxes or on narrow borders 
The method of training is to keep them to a single stem by pinch
ing out all lateral growths. This must be practised from the first 
and continued throughout the season. The shoots will require 
support of some kind—either stakes or a wire trellis—to which 
they must be regularly tied.

Tomatoes need very liberal treatment in the matter of water 
ing at all times, especially when grown in pots or other restricted 
root space.

The soil in the early stages must not he too rich, or over 
luxuriant growth will result, the fruit failing to develop. When 
in hearing, however, much more liberal treatment must be ac 
corded them. They will require frequent stimulants in the form 
of liquid manure, also occasional topdressing of rich loam and 
artificial fertilizer.

If the foliage is thick and heavy, the fully developed leaves, 
namely those on the lower portions of the plant may be reduced 
sufficiently to expose the fruit to sun and air. This defoliation 
must not, however, he carried to excess, or the fruit will be de
ficient in size and quality. A plant cannot produce a good crop 
of fruit unless it is well provided with healthy foliage. The fruits 
should be picket! as soon as they have developed color, and placed 
on a shelf to finish ripening. The above remarks will apply to a 
great extent to tomato growing in the open, and these should have 
the tops pinched out when about four bunches of fruit have set 
This pinching will divert the whole energies of the plant into the 
development and finishing of the fruit and the crop will mature 
earlier.
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JULY 22nd, 1910.
The Flower Garden.

Now that the planting is practically finished for the season, 
there remains little to be done but to attend to watering, weeding 
and cultivating, and awaiting results. From now onward, it is a 
good plan to make notes for guidance during another season. 
For instance, certain kinds of plants appear to be more at home 
in one situation than in another. A note should be made of this 
for another season’s planting. If you are experimenting with a 
species that are new to you keep a record of those that please you 
and those that are a success, that you may plant in quantity 
another season.

If you have any banks or hot, sunny positions where the soil 
is sandy and it is difficult to get the general run of plants to thrive, 
remember to get for another season seeds or plants of Mescm- 
bryanthemums and Portulaca (Iceplants). There are numerous 
species of these of distinct and curiously interesting growth 
which make a good show of color during the summer months. 
They wdl thrive in the full glare of the sun and the poorer and 
more sandy the soil the better. The flowers are variously colored 
and very brilliant.

Poppies and other annuals that were sown in the open will 
now require thinning. Give each plant left room to develop fully. 
Water thoroughly immediately after thinning.

Tulips that have passed out of flower may be lifted and laid 
in the sun to ripen; afterwards to be stored in paper bags in a 
cool, dry place.

Continue to give overhead sprayings of clear water to newly 
planted trees and shrubs.

Weed, rake and roll all cinder or gravel paths. Any that are 
worn or discolored with soil froim the borders should be re
surfaced.

The Kitchen Garden.
If young carrots are a desideratum, and space is available, a 

further sowing may be made. This will furnish a supply of young 
tender roots till late in the fall. The bed must be regularly and 
liberally watered and cultivated. When large enough thin to six 
inches apart, and water immediately after thinning. Thin onions 
to four or five inches, or a greater distance if large bulbs are 
desired. A few rows may be left unthinned to supply small bulbs 
for pickling.

Though deep hoeing and cultivation is beneficial to most 
crops, this is not the case with onions, which do best in a firm bed. 
lust stir the surface sufficiently to break the crust formed bv
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watering and to destroy weeds. A little soot dusted over the 
bed is very beneficial. Always water immediately after applying 
the soot.

Rows of beans or peas may lie mulched with light litter or 
lawn mowings. Do not apply too thickly. This mulch will pre
vent baking and cracking of the soil, and also undue evaporation 
of moisture.

Asparagus beds should receive a dressing of guano, soot or 
other fertilizer. Cutting should now cease for the season. The 
lieds must be kept free from weeds by hand weeding.

Cucumbers in frames should be given abundance of water 
and a little artificial manure occasionally. A top-dressing of loam 
and rotted manure should be given whenever the white roots 
show through the surface of the bed. Keep the atmosphere of the 
frame moist by frequent sprinklings. Ventilate about nine a.m. 
and close at 3.30 or 4 p.m., syringing the plants and surface of 
the bed both before opening and closing. If the frame is shaded 
much air is not needed—a brick or block of wood placed under 
the light at the back of the frame will be sufficient. Stop and 
regulate the shoots, pinching each growth one joint beyond the 
fruit. Frequently remove all surplus shoots and yellow exhausted 
leaves. Avoid over-cropping.

Sow lettuce for succession. The seeds will germinate better 
now if sown in a box which can be placed in the greenhouse or 
frame, the plants to be transplanted to the opeir air later on.

Broad beans that have a sufficient number of flowers set 
should have their tips removed by pinching. If black fly is 
troublesome syringe with soapy water.

House and Garden Plants.

Cutings of geraniums and other plants that were inserted a 
few weeks ago will now be rooted. If these were inserted several 
together in a pot care must be exercised in dividing them, other
wise the roots will be damaged. Plants that have suffered root 
disturbance recently will be benefited by an occasional spraying 
with clear water, and they should not be exposed to the sun until 
re-established.

Pot roses that have flow ered may now be placed out of doors. 
They will require watering regularly, and will be best plunged 
to the rim of the pot in the garden. They should be encouraged 
to make strong grow th by feeding occasionally with a chemical 
fertilizer and should occupy a sunny position that the wood may 
ripen.
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AUG. 6th, 1910
The Flower Garden.

The edges of the turf will need to he again cut with a sharp 
tool where they are growing on to the borders, and the soil, which 
the constant watering will have washed down, thrown up, leaving 
a little trench at the dividing point between lawn and border. 
Do not make this trench too deep or it will have an ugly rather 
than neat appearance. Keen newly planted trees well watered. 
Spray any trees that are infested with aphedes. These pests do 
not seem to he so prevalent as they were last season. I find that 
a mulch of littery manure is very helpful in retaining the moisture 
around the trees at this season.

Remove old flower stalks from nerennials to prevent the 
formation of seeds, this being a great drain on the strength of the 
plants.

The Vegetable Garden.
If you have no other use for vegetable or house refuse of a 

similar nature, as potato peelings and lettuce leaves, etc., bury in 
any vacant ground in the garden, as for instance early potato or 
cauliflower beds from which the cron has been removed. Do not 
allow the refuse to become dry. but bury it in a fresh state, and it 
will do much towards retaining moisture in the ground.

The second hatch of cauliflower (Early London) is now 
coming on. For quality and appearance this is a better cauli
flower than Snowball, though not finite so early. Walcheren will 
shortly be ready and promises well.

Celery, which seemed to he at a standstill for a long time, is 
now making good growth. Continue to water liberally. A little 
'soil may be chopped down into the trenches, but care must he 
exercised that the heart is not buried. Have the soil sufficiently 
moist to be slightly stick)’, and press it around each plant with the 
hands. You will thus avoid the risk of getting the soil into the 
heart of the plant, which would cause it to decay.

Potatoes and cabbages are very late coming this season. 
Continue to water the cabbage, but if potatoes have had a good 
soaking they should he kent dry from now onwards. Onions also 
should have the water withheld that they may mature and ripen.

Remove suckers from the tops of Celeriac as they appear, 
keening the energies of the plant confined to the formation of 
good clean root.

Water and mulch late sown peas. Radishes may still he 
sown, the best varieties for this season being Black and White 
Spanish.
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Remove all lateral growths from tomatoes as they appear 
If the foliage is heavy, remove sufficient to expose the fruit to the 
sun. Do not neglect rhubarb in the matter of watering.

Keep old cauliflower and cabbage stalks removed, also 
spinach which is of no further use; hoe and rake the ground. 
This will give a neat and tidy appearance to the garden. Keep 
the suckers removed from corn.

Transplant lettuce to vacant ground. Hoe and rake all beds 
and borders to keep everything as neat and tidy as possible.

AUG 27th 1910
The Vegetable Garden.

Celery should now have more soil placed around the plants 
to bleach them. Care must be taken that the soil does not pene
trate to the heart of the plant. This can be prevented by holding 
the stems together with one hand while the earth is pressed to the 
plant with the other.

Leeks will also require the same treatment.
Have burlap, cheesecloth or other piotective material in 

readiness to place over the more tender crops, as corn, dwarf 
beans, late peas, etc., should there be prospects of frost. Simple 
precautions of this kind may greatly prolong the season of these 
crops.

Gather herbs, such as parsley, sage, mint, thyme, marjoram, 
etc., and dry for winter use. It is customary to tie these in 
bunches and hang in a dry place, but a far better plan is to dry in 
a slow oven ; when dry, rub between the hands and then pack in 
air-tight labelled tins. They have a nice green tint, and retain 
their strength much better when treated in this way.

Look over the cauliflower bed daily and cover the heads that 
are forming either by tying or bending the leaves over to protect 
from frost and discoloration by sunshine. Keep the suckers re
moved from the tops of the roots of celeriac. If the tops of shal
lots and garlic are drying off these should be taken up, spread 
to dry in the sun, and, when thoroughly harvested, stored in a 
dry place.

Where it is possible to maintain a supply of lettuce through 
the winter, seed should now be sown for this crop. Grand Rapids 
is the best variety for this purpose. The outdoor crop of tomatoes 
should now be gathered and the plants cleared away, as they will 
scarcely make any more growth from this time. The more ad
vanced of the green fruits may be spread on a sunny greenhouse
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shelf or in a window to ripen. The smaller green fruits can he 
utilized for pickling or sauce making.

The quarters where early peas have been grown may now he 
cleared and the ground manured and dug. This will he a saving 
of time later on in October, when every moment will he valuable.

Gather outdoor cucumbers for pickling. Continue to sow 
mustard and cress as required.

Where there is a suitable place, the present is a good time to 
make mushroom beds. Horse manure, from which the long litter 
has been removed, must he collected into a heap and shaken over 
daily for about a week to prevent overheating and to allow the 
rank steam to escape. The manure should he sufficiently moist to 
hold together when squeezed. When thoroughly prepared it must 
be made up into beds against the wall of the cellar, 9 inches in 
depth at front and about 12 inches at back, the size in other 
directions, of course, being regulated by the amount of manure 
or space available and other circumstances. Pack the manure as 
firm as possible as each successive layer is added to the bed. It 
is not advisable to introduce the spawn at once as its vitality 
might be destroyed should the bed become overheated. A ther
mometer should be placed in the bed, and when this registers 80 
degrees and is receding below that point the bed may with safety 
he spawned. Pieces of spawn about as large as walnuts should be 
inserted in holes four inches apart over the surface of the bed. and 
covered over. A few days after one or two inches of moist rather 
stiff, not sandy, loam, must he spread over the hed and beaten firm 
with the back of a spade. If the conditions are right mushrooms 
will appear in about four or five weeks from the date of spawning.

Now that the nights are slightly frosty vegetable marrows 
will not be likely to make any further progress. The whole of the 
fruits, therefore, should he cut and the plants cleared away.

Black Currants.—These should have the old and weaker 
shoots removed, when the crop has been gathered. This will ex
pose the remaining growths to the action of sun and wind to 
ripen, and these will he the more likely to pass through the winter 
successfully.

The Flmecr Garden.
No time must now he lost in getting such plants under glass 

as are required for stock to produce cuttings for another season 
Those that need attention first are geraniums, marguerites, 
perennial candytuft and lobelia. Pot or box as many as may be 
considered necessary to produce the required number of plants 
for another season. A cold frame will be sufficient protection for 
the present. Shade from sun for a few days till the plants are re
established. Plants that are past flowering, and from which it b
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intended to save seed, must be watched, and when approaching 
ripeness the stalks should be cut. This should be done when they 
are in a dry state. The best way to keep them is to place the seed 
vessels head downwards in paper bags, tied at the top, and placed 
in a dry position to thoroughly dry and ripen. Label the bags 
with the names of the seeds to avoid mistakes. The seed may be 
cleaned during the winter months, when there will be less pressure 
of work. Continue to remove decaying flowers and leaves to give 
the flower beds and borders a neat appearance. Gather orna
mental grasses if required for decorative work during winter be
fore they have advanced to the seeding stage or they will prob
ably fall to pieces. Gypsophylla and the seed vessels of honesty 
(lunaria biennis) make excellent decorative material when dry, as 
does also the sea holly (Erigeron marinum).

The Greenhouses.
Now that the nights are chilly, cucumbers will require fire 

heat, except during the middle of the day. Keep the fruits -egu- 
larly cut to relieve the plants. Small and badly shaped fruits 
can be used for pickling.

Melons will require a minimum teni>)erature of 80 degrees 
with abundance of air when the sun is shining. This treatment 
will render the foliage broad and thick in substance. Keep the 
beds well supplied with moisture till the fruits show signs of 
ripening, w hen the water must be gradually diminished. Support 
the fruits with nets to prevent them breaking away from the 
plants.

Plants Under Glass.

Keep cinerarias close to the glass and give abundance of air 
during the day time to insure sturdy, thick foliage. These plants 
should have a position in the coolest part of the greenhouse.

Repot any paints that may require it. This should not be 
done, however, unless absolutely necessary, as they thrive better 
in a pot bound condition, provided they are not neglected in the 
matter of watering, and are more serviceable when in small pots

SEPT, loth, 1910.

Mint and Parsley.—if a supply of these herbs in a green 
state is required through the winter months “ few plants of each 
should be lifted, the tops removed, the roots potted or boxed, and 
placed in the greenhouses. The recent rather sharp frost is a 
warning that we must get busy in the vegetable garden, to make
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arrangements for storing the crops. All tomatoes, both green and 
ripe, must now he gathered. Also squashes, pumpkins and mar
rows, as these will he the first to ftel the effects of the frost.

Onions should have attention next. Choose a dry sunny 
day for pulling the bulbs and lay them witii their hases towards 
the sun. Turn them occasionally throughout the day, and, if 
frost threatens, place under cover at night. They should, how
ever, he again spread out in the sun for several days till thor
oughly dry and harvested. Different varieties are best kept and 
stored separately from each other, as their keeping qualities van 
considerably. Onions raised from seed, of whatever varieties, 
will keep very much longer than those grown from sets. Those 
calculated to keep longest should i specially he thoroughly dried 
and ripened. They are best tied in hunches and suspended from 
the rafters of a cool, dry shed or basement, where frost is merely 
excluded. If placed in a position exposed to too much heat or too 
much moisture, new growth is encouraged and the bulbs soon 
become useless in consequence. For this reason, onions seldom 
keep for long in the ordinary root store, the moisture given off by 
other vegetables, as celery, etc., keeping the atmosphere always 
more or less damp. Where a large quantity of onions are grown 
and time cannot he spared for tying them up. they may he stored, 
when thoroughly dry, several layers deep in a similar place to that, 
above recommended and covered in with a layer of clean, dry- 
straw.

I Sects should he pulled during the early part of a sunny day 
and left in the sun for some hours to dry. Do not cut off the tops 
hut twist them off. By doing this the risk of cutting t<x) closely 
and consequent bleeding and loss of color is avoided. Store in 
dry sand in a cool frost-proof place. Under these conditions beets 
will keep in first rate condition for a whole year from the time of 
storing. In all processes connected with the growing, storing 
or cooking of this vegetable, the greatest care must he taken to 
avoid bruising or otherwise injuring the roots, as deficiency of 
color would he the result, rendering them valueless for table use.

Carrots should he lifted in dry weather, the tops cut off close 
to the crowns and stored in moderately damp sand in a place 
similar to that recommended for beets.

As the frost has put an end to the growth of the potatoes for 
this season, these may now he lifted as opportunity occurs. Allow 
them to lie for a few hours after lifting to dry and the skins to 
become set. Exposure to light, however, for a lengthened period 
has a very injurious influence on potatoes intended for food. It 
causes them to assume at first a yellowish tinge, and then a green 
color and materially impairs their flavor. Therefore, from the
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time of storing until required for use light must he rigidly ex
cluded. It is a good plan to “pit" the crop for a week or two 
before storing permanently to allow it to “sweat." If stored 
away in big bulk immediately after being lifted the mass is liable 
to heat, and the potatoes, besides not keeping so well, are ren
dered watery and insipid. These remarks apply more particularly 
where large quantities are grown, and it is my opinion that want 
of knowledge of these simple facts tends more than anything to 
bring Alberta grown potatoes into disrepute, For pitting, choose 
a situation where there is no possibility of water collecting. Dig 
the soil out about nine inches deep and three feet wide at the base. 
Pile the potatoes in this space in a ridge as high as convenient 
and cover with about nine inches of soil dug out from either side. 
The ridge, after being beaten liât with the spade will be complete. 
After about two weeks in the pit and before there is risk of very 
severe frost, store the potatoes in their permanent quarters, 
namely, a cool, dry place with a hard floor from which, as before 
stated, light must be rigidly excluded. Potatoes should be turned 
over occasionally through the winter and more frequently towards 
spring for the purpose of removing decayed tubers, which will 
otherwise quickly injure the sound ones they are in contact with, 
and also to remove any shoots that may be forming.

Corn is now over for the season. Any cobs that may be fit 
for use should be gathered and the stalks removed. Beans, both 
dwarf and runners, may now be pulled up, as they will be of no 
further service.

The Flower Garden.
Now that the tops of dahlas have been destroyed by frost, 

they should be cut down to within six inches of the ground, and 
the roots afterwards lifted. Remove as much soil as possible with 
a pointed stick, attach a label to each, if it is desired to know color 
or variety another season, and store away in a dry but cool place. 
The ordinary root store will be suitable if absolutely frost proof. 
Examine occasionally during the winter and cut away any tubers 
that may Ik* decaying.

Greenhouses.
Maintain a buoyant atmosphere in houses containing carna

tions and chrysanthemums for winter flowering by keeping a 
gentle heat together with abundance of air. If those recently 
planted show signs of flagging, syringe with clear water fre 
quently on sunny days. Pot on the later batches of cyclamen, 
primula sinensis and P. obconica.

Ferns should be exposed to as much light as possible (not 
brilliant sunshine) and ventilated freely on warm days. This will 
harden the fronds anil they will winter more successfully as a 
consequence.
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SEPT. 24th, 1910.
The Flmeer Garden.

Though lobelia may he readily propagated from seed in the 
spring, better plants are obtained, if. where there is greenhouse 
accommodation, stock plants are lifted at this season before injury 
by frost lias occurred, and planted in pots or boxes. Select the 
more compact plants and those having the most desirable shade of 
color. When replanted, water thoroughly and place in a light, 
airv position in the greenhouse. Early in the year, when new 
growth has commenced, large quantities of cuttings will be ob
tainable and the desired number of sturdy plants may soon be 
secured, which will have the advantage over seedlings of being 
uniform in habit and color.

After hollyhocks have ceased to flower, or have been killed 
down by frost, cut the tops off to within six inches of the ground, 
lift the roots, remove the soil that adheres and store in moderately 
moist sand, in the root store or other cool place.

Window and balcony boxes have now put on a somewhat 
woe-hegone appearance, unless in very sheltered situations. The 
worst of these should be removed, the old plants burnt, unless re
quired for stock, and the soil scattered on the ground in the gar
den. Store the boxes in a dry place that they may be repainted 
during the winter months.

Vegetable Garden—Storing of Celery.

This crop should be lifte 1 when in a dry condition, an I all 
bruised, broken or otherwise damaged leaves removed. Do not 
retain those heads that have “ bolted,” i.e., developed a central 
stem. If this stem is not much advanced in development, such 
heads may be used when lifted, but are useless for storing. Stand 
the heads upright in a bin in the root store, with leaves and roots 
intact, and fill in round with damp sand. Do not entirely bury the 
leaves, but leave the upper foliage exposed. Keep the root store 
well ventilated for a week or two after storing.

The I.cneii.

This will not require cutting quite so frequently as formerly, 
as, owing to the nights being cooler, growth is less rapid. Once 
in two weeks will now, in most cases, be sufficiently frequent. It is 
better to leave a good growth of grass on the lawn for the winter. 
If the dry weather continues it will be necessary to water thor
oughly. Drying out during winter is more injurious to a lawn 
than the intense cold.
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T rccs.
These are becoming badly infested with aphis, and should be 

sprayed without loss of time. Though the foliage is now falling, 
many of the insects will hibernate or deposit eggs in the cracks 
and crevices of the branches, front which the new colonies will 
develop in the spring, if no remedial measures are taken. A very- 
simple insecticide, but one that is very effectual in destroying 
aphides, consists of two ounces of ordinary washing soap, dis
solved in a gallon of hot water. This can be applied with an ordi
nary syringe or knapsack sprayer. If there are a large number 
of trees to be sprayed a more expeditious means of distribution 
must, of course, be used. It must also be borne in mind that the 
aphis is a sucking insect, which, before taking any nutriment from 
the leaves, first bores through the outer skin. It is therefore 
useless to simply render the surface of the foliage poisonous ; the 
insecticide must come in actual contact with the insects them 
selves. These congregate on the under sides of the leaves, and 
that is the part of the foliage which must have the most careful 
attention, if the spraying is to be effectual. Keep the trees well 
watered at this season so that the soil around the roots will be in 
a thoroughly moist condition as it freezes up.

OCT. ist. 1910.
The Flmver Garden.

Remove all annuals from borders and beds, also cut the tops 
from perennials and burn all refuse on a vacant plot of ground, 
cut down hops and other herbaceous climbers, but the 
growths of ampélopsis and clematis should be left intact. 
Pansies, carnations and pinks may be left in the borders, as these 
frequently survive the winter, as do also matricaria inodora, Ice
land and Oriental poppies, colombines, etc. Hollyhocks must be 
lifted and stored according to the instructions given in a previous 
article for dahlias. Gladioli should also be lifted, the bulbs ex
cised to the sun for some time to dry and ripen; they can then be 
put in paper bags and hung in a cool. dry. frost-proof place.

M anure and dig all flower borders when cleared. This will 
give a neat and tidy appearance and they will be in readiness for 
next season's planting.

The l 'egetable Garden.
Storing Cabbages.—It will no longer be safe to leave this 

crop on the ground. The most expeditious way of cutting the
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heads is to chop them off near the surface of the ground with a 
sharp spade. Some people recommend lifting the plants with 
roots attached and suspending from beams in the root store or 
cellar, hut I find they keep in better condition if stacked in layers 
on the floor. Do not remove too many of the outer leaves and do 
not pack closely but leave interstices that the air may circulate 
through the pile. Select the heaviest and most compact heads and 
store these first, as they will keep in condition longer than the soft 
ones, which, if placed on the top of the pile, can be used first. If 
there are any signs of heating or decay later on overhaul the 
whole heap and remove those heads that are affected for im
mediate use.

Keep the root store well ventilated whenever weather permits.
Lawns will require no more cutting this season, so it will fie 

a good plan to overhaul, clean, sharpen and thoroughly oil mow
ing machines, and store away in a dry place where they will not 
rust. To do the work thoroughly the machines should lie taken 
to pieces and each part cleaned and dipped in oil before being re
placed. Any parts that are badly worn should he renewed that 
there be no delay when they are required for work next spring.

Trees and Shrubs.
If it is intended to do any tree planting this fall a start may 

now be made by having the pits prepared, but it is too early yet 
to do any actual planting. This will be better clone just liefore the 
ground freezes up.

OCT. 22, IQ to.
The Flmver Garden.

Though English and Spanish iris and allium moly will often 
pass through the winter safely if left in the ground, it is a wise 
precaution to lift these and store in the same manner as recom
mended for gladioli.

French anemones and Persian ranunculi must also lie now 
taken up. and stored, or these will certainly be destroyed if 
allowed to remain in the ground.

Bend over all the growths of roses and cover with earth to 
protect during the winter months. If the shoots are strong and 
there is difficulty in bending them down so that there is a risk of 
breaking, remove some of the earth on one side of the plant, and 
then push the plant bodily over. It is better, however, to avoid 
root disturbance if possible. Bend towards the north if possible.
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The Indoor Carden.
If Roman hyacinths ami paper white narcissi are required for 

Christmas flowering they must he purchased and potted without 
further delay. In purchasing bulbs select those only of large size 
and perfectly sound condition. It is a mistake to buy cheap bulbs 
of inferior quality, as they are certain to prove disap]tointing.

Place as many bulbs in each pot as it will comfortably hold, 
and pot so that their tops just protrude through the soil. Press 
the soil firmly, but in doing so be careful not to bruise the bulbs. 
Leave sufficient space between the surface of the soil and the rim 
of the pot for watering. A good compost for these bulbs consists 
of good fibrous loam i _• parts, leaf mould one part and enough 
sharp sand to render the soil open. Provide liberal drainage in 
the pots. Water thoroughly, then bury the pots in sand or ashes, 
so that the roots may be developed. After a week or two has 
elapsed examine at intervals, and remove any that have developed 
an inch or two of top growth. These must not be placed in a 
strong heat at once, but should be brought along gently at first in 
a comparatively low temperature.

Do not ex]K>se to strong sunlight till the growths have lost 
their yellowness and have assumed a green color. By bringing 
these bulbs along in successiona! batches they may l>e had in (lower 
from December onwards till April.

Bend down the shoots of raspberries, loganberries, black
berries and similar fruits, and cover with earth.

The remarks on roses in the present article will apply to these.
Push on as rapidly as possible with all manuring and digging 

o|>erations that the work may lie completed before the ground 
becomes frozen.
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ANNUALS AND THEIR CULTURE

Read by E. E. Kerrison at the Horticultural 
Meeting

I am here before you to-night to read a paper on “ Annuals and Their 
Culture.” We have listened with great interest to the very excellent 
papers which have been read before this society at previous meetings, 
giv.ng us sound and practical advice of the many ways to improve and 
beautify our homes, more especially with trees, shrubs, lawns and herba- 
cious plants. Now we have a good portion of our garden taken up with 
these, still we have room for some annuals, not to forget hanging baskets 
and window boxes for which they take a prominent part, l'or several 
months we have been without flowers in our gardens, and have to depend 
entirely on those grown inside. Now that spring is here again, we look 
with pleasure for the results we hope to obtain in the near future. How 
nice it will be after the worry of business to take a stroll round tie 
garden once again, and with the flowers in all their beauty, which til It 
the air with the sweetest fragrance.

So we commence, as soon as the frost is out of the ground, to pre
pare for seeding and planting. I cons (1er that no flower garden is 
comp ete without annuals, and as the collection is very numerous, 1 
have picked out a few which 1 think will give you the best results here 
in the west. First, 1 would like to explain the meaning of annuals. 
Anmta's are plants which require to be sown annually, as they live and 
bloom only one season. They are called either: hardy, half hardy or 
tender. Hardy annuals will grow and blossom without any artificial 
heat or protection, and may he sown during the months of May and 
June. Half hardy annua's applies to those annuals which although they 
bloom freely in the open ground, require artificial heat to ass'st germina 
lion and protection from atmospheric changes during the earlier stages 
of their growth. Many of them are of great interest and derive an 
additional value from flowering after most of the hardy annuals are out 
of bloom. Tender annuals require the aid of a greenhouse to bring them 
to perfection. The seeds of these are generally sown much earlier, about 
February, in a warm part of the greenhouse, and require careful watch
ing with shading and watering.

Preparing the Soil.
Tit's is a very important matter, which is very often overlooked. 

Rut I think after the lengthy discussions that we have had at previous 
meetings, dealing with the preparation of soil—I think you will realize 
that it is necessary to start well at the foundation to make a success of 
your garden. For the benefit of those who have not heard previous 
lectures, 1 would say: I’irst, to clean off all rubbish and then put on a 
cover-'ng of well decayed stable manure, the liner and more broken down 
you make the manure the better. Spread it in, mixing thoroughly with 
the soil, levelling off with the rake. With this preparation the soil 
should be in good shape for seeding and planting.
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Sweet Peas.
One of the most popular, and one which has made a great headway 

these last few years, new varieties being added to the collection each 
season. It is finite time these were planted, if not already planted they 
should be planted at once, as they will stand a little frost, and to grow 
them successfully, it is necessary to plant them early. 1 have seen 
failures here in Calgary, where they have been planted too late, being 
cut down with the frost just as they were coming out in bloom, which is 
very discouraging after the time and labor you have spent on them. I 
like to see sweet-peas grown in their separate colors.

I consider the under-named varieties among the best: Lady Grisel 
Hamilton, pale lavender; Black Michael, reddish-brown: King Edward, 
the finest crimson scarlet: Dorothy Eckford, pure white: Navy Blue, deep 
indigo blue; yuccn Alexandra, giant scarlet ; Prince of Wales, bright 
rose; Lovely, shell pink.

The new Spencer varieties are extra good. The (lowers of sweet 
peas should he picked as often as possible and all withered blooms re 
moved to prevent the plants from running to seed, which would stop 
them from continuing in bloom.

The Way to Plant.
Prepare a trench in a sunny position about four inches deep and six 

inches wide, in which sow the peas, then cover them about two inches: 
as they appear through the ground gradually till the trench, in this way- 
tile roots will be deep, and will stand the heat of the summer better, lie 
'tire to get them supported in time, before they get too high, with brush 
or wire netting.

There are many seeds that can be planted in the garden now, but 
such annuals as Asters, Stocks, Phlox, Verbenas, Salpiglossis. etc., need 
to be started in a hot-bed or greenhouse in boxes or pans, anil then trails 
planted into the garden. As our growing season is short, it is necessary 
to have good established plants to put out, to obtain the best results, and 
be sure you take special care in planting, for here lies one of the secrets 
of success. It is better to plant late in the afternoon after the heat of the 
flay, which will allow the young plants to make a better start. Some 
amount of care and judgment in planting will more than compensate for 
the additional time spent in planting. The soil around the roots of the 
plants should be disturbed as little as possible. Make a hole large 
enough to admit the roots without cramping, in which place the plant, 
pressing the soil firmly around and level with the other part of the 
ground. The ground should not be watered immediately before planting. 
It is a good plan to water thoroughly the day before, and then after 
planting water each plant carefully with the can. As your plants grow, 
keep the surface soil stirreil by the use of the hoc. This is very benefi
cial to the growth of the plants, as well as keeping the ground free of 
weed'.

Pansies.
Favorites with all. as you will find them in nearly every garden. 

They like good rich soil in a rather shady position. It is better to 
obtain good plants of these, from reliable florists who procure the best
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seeds. In giant mixed sorts, you ought to get some good things. I tut 
if you prefer to grow separate colors, Lord Beaconslield, Wallflower 
Crown. Odier Cassier, Snowflake Giant, Bridesmaid, are all good varieties.

Asters.
These are not only one of the most popular, but one of the most 

productive of our garden favorites, producing flowers in which richness 
and varieties of color are combined with the most beautiful form. In 
beds and borders they occupy a most prominent position. The Victoria 
and Comet are great favorites of mine: when wanted for a massive effect, 
they may be planted closer, say about nine inches apart each way. These 
will grow in any good soil, in a sunny position. The branching varieties 
will require more space.

Stocks
Arc great favorites with most people, as they are very fragrant. I 

lind the ten-week stocks do well here and certainly make a great show in 
a garden. Princess Alice is a good white: Beauty of Nice for a good 
pale pink, and Brilliant for a good blood red. The Virginia stock makes 
a nice edging for a border and will bloom all summer. Mathiold, 
Bicronic, evening scented stock, is highly prized for its fragrant smell 
in the evening, and should be grown in every garden.

Petunias.
Nothing will make more show in a garden than a good bed of 

petunias. They will commence to bloom early and will continue to 
bloom until frost comes. Plant these about a foot apart; they will do 
well in hanging baskets and window boxes.

Antirrhinum Snapdragon
These arc very easy to grow and are one of the best to grow for 

cut flowers. 1 have seen some good specimens grown here, so can well 
recommend them. These like rather light soil in a sunny position.

Verbenas.
Free flowering of a low spreading growth, single plants in good rich 

soil will cover quite a space, and will furnish a profusion of flowers. If 
the flowers are kept cut the plant will bloom much more freely. The 
colors arc very striking. They will also do line in window boxes.

Phlox.
You can have nothing more attractive than a good bed of Phlox 

They are easily grown and will thrive in any locality; they make a quick 
and compact growth, and for colors these are unsrupassed. The new 
starred varieties are becoming great favorites and are well worth a trial.

Poppy.
Shirty Poppy, single and occasionally will come semi double, and 

range in color from the purest while to the deepest crimson, with scarcely 
any two flowers alike. It is better to sow the seed where you intend 
these to bloom; sow very thinly and not too deep. The Iceland, although 
Perennials, can be classed as annuals, as they will bloom the first year, 
and 1 cons der that any flower grown from seed that will bloom the 
same season can be classed as annuals. The new Hybrid Icclands arc a 
great improvement on the old varieties.
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Salpigloasit.
I can strongly recommend thes • as one of easiest and best annuals 

to grow. The colors are good and 'fill bloom through the whole season 
until frost. Although not widely known here in the West, they are to 
my mind one of the best, especially for cutting.

Lobelia.
We cannot do without Lobelia in our garden, for edging a border it 

cannot be beaten. We have several good varieties, but 1 must say that 
I li e Emperor William blue as well as any; they are usually set about a 
foot apart. Lobelia is largely grown in hanging baskets and window 
boxes.

Dianthus, Indian Pinks.
These are largely grown here and do well, and should find a place 

in every garden. Singles are very attractive, usually growing about a 
foot high with very brill.ant colors. Semi doubles and doubles are also 
good. The Marguerite Carnation will bloom the lirst season and are 
most useful for cutting.

Chrysanthemums.
These are quite distinct from the autumn flowering varieties. They 

grow quickly and flower freely. The foVage is quite ornamental and 
mostly grow about twelve to eighteen inches high and produce on long 
stems, large daisy-like flowers of many bright colors in distinct hands.

Agératum. Sweet Alyssum, Candytuft and Mignonette, are all good 
and should find a place in every garden. Any of these are line for edging 
borders. We have still a great many more annuals that are quite equal 
to grow, such as Zinnias, Godetias, Sweet Sultan, Cornflower, Callinpsis. 
Marigold, Daisy, Pyrethrum, Sunflower, etc.

We have also a good collection of climbers, and I think that no class 
of flowers are more useful in a garden than a few good climbers for 
trell's, fence or verandah, which adds to the beauty of a home. Xastur 
tiimis, I suppose, are one of the oldest climbers, but they are still favor 
itt s and will grow almost anywhere. They are also useful for planting 
on a bank, and allowed to trail down, or on the ground they will run 
and bloom just as well. The dwarf varieties are good for borders, 
especially Empress of India with bright scarlet flowers and dark foliage 
Japanese Hops and Wild Cucumber vine, make a great growth in a 
season, and certainly make a nice covering for a verandah. Canaricnsis 
—Canary Creeper—are also good climbers and will bloom all summer 
with rich yellow flowers and delicate foliage. Convolvulus Major—Morn 
ing Glory—these are well-known old-fashioned climbers with rapid 
growth. Thunhergia makes a good climber and also useful as a trailer 
for hanging baskets. The colors are: white, light yellow and deep 
orange with black centres.

For Best Effect.
This will greatly depend on the way your grounds are laid out. 

whether you have beds or borders. For a good sized border, I like to 
see annuals planted in rows, choosing tile taller varieties for the back 
of border, such as African Marigolds, Antirrhinums, Salpiglossis, Branch 
ing Asters, etc., say two or three rows of each variety according to space.
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coming to the front, with Verbenas, Phlox, Mignonette, Dwarf Alyssutn. 
Agératum, Lobelia, Pyrclhrtmi, and of these w'll make an attractive hol
der. Hut for small beds, you will obtain the best effect by planting one 
variety in each bed, such as a good bed of Petunias, Phlox, Verbenas, 
Mignonette, Victoria and Comet Asters. You may also improve on this 
by edging a bed of any of the aforesaid with some dwarf growing plant 
as a contrast, taking, for instance, a bed of Pink Asters with an edging 
of White Alyssutn, or a bed of White Stokes with a border of Him 
Lobelia. This, of course, is merely a suggestion, as much depends on 
individual taste.

The last two seasons have made a great headway with hang'ng 
baskets and window boxes, and when properly arranged around a house 
can he made very effective and a great attraction, especially in some cases 
where a garden is taken up with trees and lawns. To fill a good basket 
or window box, 1 must say that I like to see a few good Gcran'ums. 
especially the Ivy, mixoig through Nasturtiums, Verbenas, Alyssutn, 
Thunhergia, Lobelia, Petunias, etc., and with a little care and attention 
with watering, can he made to bloom all summer.

TREE GROWING

"Paper read by H. G. Burrows before the Horticultural Society 

at the Arlington Hotel.

The subject was most capably and intelligently handled by II. G. 
Burrows, and the thanks of tile meeting was tendered him by the chair
man, F. F. Higgs, on a motion made by Sergt. J. J. Wilson and A. XL 
Terrill. The large audience listened most attentively to the reading of 
the paper, and many questions were asked regarding tree pruning and 
spraying for blight. The soe'ety has decided on the purchase of a large 
pump for tree spraying. This will be available to members of the 
society and citizens generally.

Mr. Burrows' paper was as follows:—
I am to speak to you to-night on the subject of "Trees, Their Cut 

turc and Usefulness." My paper is a small contribution with the many 
excellent papers which have preceded it to the one purpose. Beauty 
and art will and must play an important part in this country, as it has 
done, and is yet doing, in the older countries of the world to-day. Pro
gress, said a prominent speaker recently, the best evidence of progress 
is tile intelligence of the people. There is a growing desire and love for 
the beautiful. It is apparent to every intelligent, thinking person that 
any country, city, or individual to grow and prosper must rise with and 
be abreast of the times: and not only endeavor to offer as good as their 
competitors, but, if possible, something better.
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At the convention of the Ontario llortieultural Association, held at 
Toronto in November last, I'rof. II. L. Mutt. Agricultural College, Guelph, 
said: " It is very evident to those who travel, or even to those who merely 
read the papers, that a strong movement has set in on this continent for 
civic and rural improvements. Just what it may result in it is impossible 
to say at present, but it is safe to predict that the movement is going to 
have a marked effect on tIn- appearance and character of our country 
generally. In some places the local horticultural societies or hoard of 
trade have taken an active part in promoting these improvements because 
they realize the fact that beautiful surroundings are a potent factor in 
attracting citizens and increasing trade. And the movement has been 
the outcome of a growing appreciation of art and a desire for real beauty, 
which has resulted front the prosperity of the times."

From the Ottawa Citizen we clip the following: "The people of 
Ottawa arc taking an increasing pride in the appearance of the capital, 
which the Dominion Government has also done so much to beautify. 
Ten years ago there was only one park in Ottawa, and the most of the 
private residences were walled in by high fences. Now there are seven 
parks, nearly all the fences have been taken down, so that gardens and 
lawns are open to the street, and those having available grounds for the 
purpose are planting them with (lowers and shrubs, and generally adding 
to the beauty not only of the premises, bill of the locality."

The aim of the whole movement, put in a nutshell, is for “a better 
and more beautiful country.”

Trees Indispensable.
In the beautifying of either private dwellings or public thoroughfares, 

trees are absolutely indispensable. And although many of our prairie 
cities are denude of natural tree growth, it does not follow they must 
ever remain so. Neither does it imply because they are not to be found 
in abundance around us they are unobtainable, impossible or even difli 
cult to grow here; on the contrary, there is probably nothing that will 
give such good results for so small amount of lime and money as trees, 
providing the right varieties and class of tree is procured, and it is 
properly planted and attended.

Pleasant anil beautiful surroundings arc to some natures as indis
pensable and as necessary as food. While there are others to whom it 
iloes not appeal in the same important way, and certainly not as ncccs 
sary, yet there arc but few, very few, of all grades and ages of society, 
who fail to enjoy the comforts and pleasures that beautiful surroundings 
afford.

Imagine, if you will, a walk on a hot summer day. The sun is 
-hitting in all its fierceness, the brilliancy dazzles your sight, the stones 
are hot beneath your feet, the very clothes you wear are a burden to you, 
your hat seems a heavy weight on your heated brow. You are un 
comfortable, dissatisfied, and feel sore with everyone and every tiling; 
declaring the tailor, the bootmaker, and the hatter has made a misfit 
with your apparel, and shall have no more of your patronage. Roads 
are not properly made nowadays s'dcxvalks are all wrong. Rut you turn 
from this glare and heat into one of the avenues, not an avenue in name 
only, bill in effect. The beautiful green trees are on both sides of the road.
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completely shading tile path. The air is soft and pleasant, the boulevard 
is a carpet of cool, green grass on your right, while on your left is the 
beautiful, well kept gardens in front of the many line residential dwell 
ings. handsome beds of flowers, the fragrance of which tills the wholi 
air with its sweetness. You remove your hat and wipe the perspiration 
from your brow as you exclaim, " My, this is a great and pleasant 
change." Things and people are not what they appeared a little while 
ago. and are not so had after all: for see here under the shade of the 
trees are the seals provided by a thoughtful, considerate city council, 
where the tired and aged ones can rest awhile in pleasant surroundings 
in comfort and peace. The imagination can he made a reality by the 
planting of trees.

One of the most important things a city has to consider and provide 
for is the health of its inhabitants. All vegetation life, and particularly 
trees, has a marked effect on the climate and health of the people. 
Scientists tell us there is a wonderful affinity between the atmosphere 
and the earth. The earth is constantly taking from the air that which 

- harmful to man, and giving out through the medium of trees and vege
tation general')' that which is good and beneficial.

Help to Prevent Dust.
There is another strong affinity between air and earth, and the force 

of the cohesion is made painfully real when the wind sweeps through 
our streets and avenues lift'ng the dual and casting it mercilessly into 
your face, your home, your store. Now. while there may lie some truth 
in the old saying. " \\ v all have to eat a peck of dirt before we die," no 
one has any particular wish to eat the peek right off hand, although it 
may he his neighbor's valuable real estate.

Now, while I do not claim that the dust nuisance problem will be 
entirely eliminated by the planting and growing of trees, I do claim they 
will do much towards it; because they act as a shade and natural protec 
lion for the surface soil and small vegetation growth from the direct and 
strongest rays of the sun, and thereby prevent rapid evaporation and 
drying out of the surface moisture.

Again, trees are most effective for shelter purposes. Where there are 
trees the velocity of the wind is broken to a large extent before it reaches 
the earth : and these late and early frosts, which make the growing 
season so short and gardening operations so limited, whether you are 
growing flowers, vegetables, or fruits, the shelter trees will he of great 
assistance.

I tees are most useful as moisture reserve forces. We people here 
in the Northwest are beginning to understand that it is not the extent 
of our resources but the good use we make of them, that spells success 
and prosperity. I here are many people w ho complain of the drought 
and shortness of the rainy season, as in other places they complain of 
the much and continual rain and little sunshine. Had we not better 
iptit this complaining and go ahead and do something, for “ whether it's 
wet or whether it’s not, we have to weather it, whether or not." By the 
planting of trees we may conserve a large amount of our rainfall.
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A healthy well-rooted tree is capable of retaili ng anil holding a con
siderable amount of mo sture, which it continually dispenses through the 
medium of its leaves into the air, toning the hot, dry air, making the 
atmosphere pleasanter and much more enjoyable. Hut apart from the 
pleasure of having trees and well-kept garden grounds around the home, 
few people realize how much these add to the commercial value of a 
property. A purchaser having to decide between a house with bare, 
unkept grounds and one surrounded by line trees, shrubs, etc., invariably 
chooses the latter at a marked advance in price. It at once appeals to 
him, he sees that he will at once enjoy what would otherwise take some 
years to secure.

The investment that will enable you to contribute more of real 
worth to a community in which you live, as well as personally benefit ; 
if, in a word, it will make of you a better citizen, then I claim that 
planting of trees, whether few or many, is the soundest and best invest 
ment a man can make

Tree Culture.
This is an extensive subject: volumes have been written on trees and 

tree culture, and no doubt volumes more will yet be written on this 
theme. Many good methods and valuable suggestions have been given, 
while others are not as good. While I admit there are certain laws 
governing tree life and culture the wide world over, you can not use the 
same line of cultural methods everywhere. We can not make a country 
or climate conform to our code of rules or ideas: on the contrary before 
xve can reasonably hope for success, we must study the country, the 
climate and conditions and adapt our methods or set of rules to meet 
these. What I cons:der the sanest and best plan is to find a T. P 
method—or in other words, a tried and proved good plan, and follow 
that until you are assured someone has a better.

You may not agree with all I have to say ou the subject. Ini' I will 
ask you to tale ill's as you take your lish—you do not cast it from you 
because of the hones, hut pick out the good and leave the remainder

Preparing the Ground.
Preparing the ground must have our first consideration. While it is 

true that any good garden soil capable of growing vegetables will grow 
trees, it is too general an idea that any old place or ground will do for 
tree». This is a nrstake and invariably results in failure.

I know of places right here in th:s city where trees have been 
planted in beds of rock, so solidly packed together that when the holes 
were dug and filled with water it took several days for it to drain away. 
There are other places just a bed of sand ami the drainage so great that 
with all the water poured in it i« always a dry spot. Both such places 
should, if poss ble. be avoided, but both can, if circumstances compel, 
he brought into fit and proper condition to receive trees. The holes 
must in all such ground be dug to a depth to insure perfect drainage, 
filling in the hole again with good garden soil. If the ground is in good 
condition, all that is required is to well dig the ground and dig the holes 
large enough to admit the roots of the tree to spread out in their 
natural position.
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Securing the Trees.
Our next consideration is the class and varieties of trees to plant 

and how obtained.
The best way of procuring a stock of trees, especially where 

ijuantity is required and time is no object, is hy propagation and seed, 
liut as this method requires a good deal of care and attention, and few 
people except commercial growers require the quantity to warrant them 
sacrificing the delay of time before effect can he obtained.I do not purpose 
dealing with this I consider the next best way is through a reliable 
nurseryman.

Years of experience have convinced me that nursery grown trees 
are in the majority of cases far superior to native dug trees. Conditions 
under which they have been grown has induced a cleaner stock and better 
hunch of fibre roots. This class of tree invariably takes hold of the soil 
quicker and gives better results to the planted.

Trees can he slrpped in from Manitoba and other places :n perfect 
safety, and when properly packed will suffer no material damage in 
transit.

Nursery in Calgary.
One of the great needs of this city is nursery grounds where trees 

can be grown right here, not only for civic purposes, but where intend 
ing planters can purchase a few or many trees for their own private 
gardens I am conv'nced that a large and profitable business could 
he done, if properly managed, either hy private individual or company 
concern, and wou'd prove a sp'cnd’d investment for capital ai d he of 
great benefit to this locality. Can we cons:der ourselves abreast of the 
times when Alberta can only boast of one little hit of nursery ground 
away beyond Edmonton?

While I prefer nursery grown trees for the reasons stated I do 
not wish it to he taken that I eons'der all native dug seedling trees 
worthless and good trees unobtainable from this source. On the con 
trary, thousands of healthy young trees are growing within a few miles 
of this city, and these, if properly lifted and cared for, can be planted 
with every prospect of success.

In buying trees, select and purchase those which -uit your purpose 
Do not judge a tree by its s'ze only: a good, clean stem of su'ficient 
strength to carry a well furnished head of branches, with a correspond
ing bunch of fibre roots, is what is required in a tree, all of wlvch will 
vary, of course, according to the s:ze of the tree. I strongly recommend 
planting young trees; they are more satisfactory in every way.

What Variety to Plant.
As to varieties—of the dec’duous trees for shade purposes un

doubtedly the poplars are the best for this district. Several varieties are 
native here, very hardy and quick growers. I consider the balsam poplar 
(p balsantifera), commonly called the balm of Gilead, and the cotton 
wood. Canadian poplar (p. Canadensis), the best of these, while of the 
imported varieties, the Russ-an poplars have proved a splendid variety 
and very much at home in this district, as it thrives best in a rather dry 
soil, The poplar that has been planted here, both in private gardens
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and public avenues, more than any other, namely, the poplar tremuloides. 
better known as the quaking aspen, is not a good variety for shade tree 
purposes. It is also very slow in growth.

The Manitoba maple or box elder (aeer negundo), is a very rapid 
grower and a great favorite with many people for that reason, and con 
sidered very hardy, but I think there are several other varieties far 
better than this, and that if tried would prove more satisfactory: the red 
(acer rubrum): the silver-leafed (acer dasycarpum); and the ginnalc 
(ginnalian maple). These have proved very hardy and most satisfactory, 
both at Brandon and also in Edmonton.

For ornamental purposes where variety is required more than rapid 
growth, as for shade purposes, such standard varieties of deciduous trees 
as American White Elm (Ulmus Americana), American White and Green 
Ash (Fraxinus American and Viridis), the Mountain or European Ash 
(Fraxinus Excelsior) are also very handsome trees, but have not 
proved very satisfactory here at present. The Birch (Betula) 
is a tree worthy of extensive cultivation. The variety known as Black 
Birch, Cherry B„ Mahogany or Sweet Birch (Betula Lenta), while it is 
a tree that likes plenty of moisture, it is very hardy, and is growing in 
abundance along the banks of the Elbow River.

Our native White or Grey Birch (B. Alba), with its paper-like while 
hark, will grow on poor, sandy and gravelly soils if given plenty of 
water.

\s a handsome specimen ornamental tree for the centre of flower 
beds or on the lawn there are perhaps few trees that will surpass the 
Cut 'eaf Weeping Birch (Betula Laciniatum Pendula) in beauty and 
gracefulness. The Willows (Salix) is an immense genus of about 160 
species, some 60 of which are native of North America, and all the species 
are more or less variable. Many of the varieties are quite hardy, but all 
thriving best where abundance of moisture is always obtainable.

Now while all the trees thus far mentioned are of the deciduous 
species—by that term we mean those trees which cast their leaf in the 
fall and remain in a dormant condition during the winter months and 
with the opening spring start up into new life and growth again—there 
is another species, perhaps the largest, but certainly the most important— 
namely, the Conifera, to which the Evergreen trees belong, the Firs, 
Spruces, Pines, etc.

For residential gardens in this district, especially in small gardens of 
fifty feet lots, I consider the Douglas Firs (Abies), White or Black 
Spruce (Picea Alba and P. Nigra) by far the best to plant. They made 
handsome specimen trees, and for screen, shelter or windbreak they are 
unsurpassed, while as ornamental trees they arc evergreen and flourish 
all the year round. In larger gardens the Pines can be used to good ad
vantage.

Small trees of any of the aforesaid varieties ran he used for the 
purpose of making a hedge by planting fairly close together, and will 
answer the purpose of keeping cattle and dogs out of your garden, 
although I must confess I do not consider them as good for the purpose 
from a beauty point of view as the Caragana. This, with its fine cut-leaf 
foliage and bright yellow pea shaped flowers, makes the most satisfactory 
hedge. It is very hardy and easily raised from seed. To make a good

I
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hedge the first year's growth should be cut hack to within three inches 
of the ground. Th's will cause the plant to throw several strong shoots 
from the root. Now just a word in regard to flowering trees or shrubs, 
for I do not cons'dcr any garden complete without at least a few of these 
A border of mixed trees and flowering shrubs will give a beauty and 
grandeur of effect to the garden and surroundings that nothing else will 
produce. Amongst those which have proved the most satisfactory in 
th's district are the Lilacs, white, purple, etc.; white and pink Siberian 
and Tartarian Bush Honeysuckle, Caraganas. Spirea Van Houttii, Rihes, 
yellow flowering currant, etc. Many others no doubt con'd be added to 
advantage, yet there is sufficient here in variety to produce a pleasing 
effect.

Planning.
In regard to the arrangement of the garden and the placing of the 

various trees and shrubs some thought and consideration shou'd be given, 
as very much depends upon this to produce the desrcd effect. While it 
is true we all have our individual likes and tastes, yet in the lay-out of 
our grounds or gaiden we need artistic foresight that can see two or 
three years hence, when the trees and shrubs have put on considerable 
new growth. It is therefore very necessary to consider the nature, 
habits and likely growth of each variety and carefully plan the lay-out 
accordingly.

The Planting.
In p’anting trees, the holes should not be dug for an indefinite 

period before planVng; four or five hours is the best time. Generally 
the ground will then be in good condition, and will break up nice and fine, 
and yet retain a certain amount of mo:sture. You cannot use too much 
care in protecting the roots of your trees against sun and wind at the 
time of planting. If you have to leave them out of the ground for a 
time, see that the roots are in some way covered. Examine the roots 
of your trees before planting them, removing any broken or injured 
parts with a sharp I nife, and where this is found necessary it is well 
to thin out, and also shorten some of the longest branches to com
pensate for any loss sustained by the roots. If the roots of the trees 
have become dry, it w!ll be well to place them in a cellar or some cool 
place where air is excluded, and well spray them with water; after an 
hour or two they will then be in better shape for p'anting. The hole 
should he dug large enough to admit the roots without headmg or 
cramping, and deep enough to bring the tree to its natural depth. One 
person should hold the tree in an upright position, while another shovels 
in the earth. Th's must he of the finest and best, us'ng the surface soil 
worked well between the roots with the hand to bring every root in 
direct contact with the soil. No manure must he used in contact with 
the roots. See that the ground is firmly and so'idty packed over all the 
roots. When the hole is two-thirds filled in, let the p'anter exert his 
full weight on the soil to ensure that the filbng in is solid and all the 
air excluded. A pail or two of water should now be given to each tree 
thus planted, and when this has settled the remainder of the earth can 
then be shovel'cd in. To a newly planted tree too frequent watering is 
almost as harmful as too little. It retards root action. Once a week
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is generally often enough, but twice is abundance in the driest season, 
but sufficient must be g ven each time to reach the roots. To newly 
planted trees, especially evetgreens, it is a great ass.stance to mulch the 
surface soil with hay, or some dry litter.

When to Plant.
Every student of vegetable physiology admits that the proper time to 

transplant trees is dur ng their dormant s.age. Hut here conditions com
pel us to select the best part of the dormant season; the ground is un
workable and the air dry and frosty from November to April, and no 
trees can be planted during this per.od.

Evergreens are never in a completely dormant state, while they have 
greater root action in the early fail than at any other time. For these
reasons evergreens shou d never be transplanted in the fall, but always
in the spring.

With deciduous trees there is one safe rule and law to follow: Never 
transplant before .hey have cast the leaf in the fall; always transplant 
before the buds burst in the spring.

Prune with Discretion.
In regard to the pruning we must use d'scrction. The varieties and 

purposes for which we are growing the trees must regulate in pruning
operations. Every tree and shrub has a habit of growth peculiar to
itself. If we prune all trees alike we destroy their identity and beauty 
We can ass st nature very much by the use of the prun ng knife to lop 
off siraggüi g branches, to thin others ou when the head of the tree has 
become too dense, to cut out the dead and decayed wood, to shorten the 
branches when the tree is growing too tall, and also to trim to good 
shape.

Evergreens requ’re very litt'e pruning. The pruning knife may, 
however, be used to advantage on the spruce and llrs, to trim the branches 
and improve the shape of the tree, and if the tree Is growhig up tall and 
thin the leading shoots may he removed. Til's will strengthen the lateral 
growth and thicken the tree. Other leading shoo s will very soon come 
along to take the place of those removed. The best time to prune 
evergreen is the early part of May. The best time to prune most varieties 
of deciduous trees s the latter part of the summer, while the trees are in 
full leaf. There arc many reasons to favor this time of pruning. You 
can judge better wh'ch needs reinov'ng and to what extent. The sap 
is not flowing as freely as in the spring, and the tree will not suffer as 
much. The wound will heal quic" ly while the weather is warm, and 
above all the rcmain'ng new wood will ripen much better when the 
surplus is removed, and he in better condition to w'thstand the winter.

Young trees newly planted out requ're no further pruning after 
planting the first year. The branches act as a protection for the tender 
bark of the stem.

There arc several other things that must receive our attention in 
tree culture which I will briefly mcnt:on.

Young trees generally need some support against strong winds 
There are many simple and effectual ways of doing this.
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Note.—It is very necessary and important that this means of support 
be given to the tree a; the time of planting. If the tree is kept steady the 
roots have a much better chance to take hold of soil quickly.

Tree Pests.
There are also tree pests which often prove both troublesome and 

unpleasant dur'ng the summer months The aph's s the general trouble 
on shade and ornamental trees. This :s eas'ly removed by spraying the 
trees with a soap wash made by d ssolving 1 !h. of whale oil soap in six 
gallons of hot water for summer use, and double the strength for winter 
application (that is while the trees arc in a dormant state). When the 
water is cold apply with a syringe or spray motor.

One of the most important points in tree culture in this d'strict is 
the watering. Tins must not he overlooked. Tlices need a thorough 
soaking at least once a week during the growing season, hut withhold 
during the months of September and October: water only once or twice 
each month. Before the whiter sets in the ground shou'd he well flooded: 
by this means the dry frosty air will not reach the roots of the trees. 
It will also hold them firmly in the ground and supply the roots of the 
tree with mo'sture in the ea-ly spring days. You can ass:st root action 
by giving one or two good waterings in the spring before the rainy 
season comes. It will well repay you for the trouble.

THE NATIVE FLOWERS OF SOUTHERN 
ALBERTA

By A. M. Terrill

In the last paper wlvch was given before the llorticu’tural Society 
by Miss Mood'c on "The N'at've Flowers of Southern Alberta," it was 
shown that a very large portion of the province is one beautiful and 
immense flower garden and the natural home of a very large number of 
flowering plants.

The subject which this paper treats on is entirely the opposite, as 
nearly all house p'ants are taken from their natural outdoor conditions 
and p'aced in a semi-natural location for the hcauVfy'ne of our homes 
and the recreation and pleasure of ourselves during those portions of the 
year when it is impossible to have flowers on the prairie and in the 
garden.

I would therefore very specially draw the attention of all lovers of 
house p'ants and those who wish to he successful in making their homes 
beaut'ful by cultivating them, to let their first aim he to find out the 
natural conditions under which the different plants have grown in their 
native home and approach as near ns they can to this for their culture, 
in the matter of soil, water, temperature and light.
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Soil.
A few years ago great stress was laid on proper soil for plants grown 

in pots, but now we beg.n to understand these things better, and while 
we realize different plants do better in some soil than others, yet we 
know that plants are adaptable and can adjust themselves to varying con 
ditions very successfully and almost any good porous garden soil will 
suit them if the o.hcr conditions of culture are what they should be.

The amateur florist will find this a good formu.a for the preparation 
of a soil in which most plants will grow well:—Garden loam, one part 
leaf mould or turfy matter, one part ; sand, coarse and sharp, one part

The portion of sand named may seem large, but experience hat 
proved that a liberal amount of sand brings about surprisingly good 
results. It lightens the soil, makes and keeps it porous, allows air to 
get to the roots of the plants, and insures purity and sweetness, which 
prevent root trouble. Soils lacking in sand soon sour, because of undue 
retention of water, and defective root action is sure to result. 1 have 
spoken of leaf mould, or turfy matter as its substitute. Leaf soil we are 
often unable to obtain, but the other, which is nearly as good, being rich 
in vegetable matter, is procurable almost anywhere. Go into any old 
pasture, or along the roadside or on the prairie and turn over a sod. 
Just below the grass growing in it you will find a layer of soil full of 
line roots. Scrape th s off, close to the grass top, and in it you have a 
valuable element of plant-growth.

Be very careful about applying any artificial fertilizer to the soil, 
there is great danger in their use hy amateurs. If the soil is not rich 
enough a small quantity of bone meal or well-rotted stable manure is 
very much safer and better to use if weil mixed with the soil, and will 
generally bring about a strong quick growth.

Large-rooted plants prefer a somewhat heavy compost soil. Fine 
rooted ones prefer a lighter one, hut most plants will be entirely satis 
lied with the soil prepared according to the formula given.

Potting.
When new pots are used, always soak them before putt'ng plants in 

them. Being very porous, when dry they extract moisture from the soil 
so rapidly that very often the roots of plants in them are rubbed and in 
jured severely, sometimes beyond recovery.

Provide every pot over live inches across with good drainage. An 
inch of broken pottery, crockery, brick or gravel will be sufficient for five 
and six inch pots. For seven and c'ght inch po s use an inch and a half 
of it, and for larger s’zcs from two to three inches.

It is a good plan to put a layer of Sphagnum moss, or thin sod, over 
the dranage material before putting in soil. This will prevent the water 
washing the soil down and tilling the cracks and crevices below through 
which surplus water shou'd find free exit. Do not overlook the matter ol 
drainage if you want good plants.

In potting a plant sec that the soil is firm about its roots. Your 
fingers are the best tools, as you are likely to injure the delicate roots 
Ma' e the soil fairly compact, then apply water freely. Disturb the roots 
as Fttle as possible. Simply jar the plant out of its old pot. set the ball 
of earth in a pot a size or two larger, and fill in about it with soil.
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Entirely repotting a large plant that has attained its full growth is 
teldom necessary. Remove the top soil without interfering with the 
roots, put fresh rich soil in its place and the plant slum d thrive and be 
healthy. Young plants require repotting whenever they have grown to 
:he limit of the o.d pot. If not shifted at such times they receive a check 
from which they are a long time in recovering.

You can cas ly satisfy youtsclf as to the condition of the roots of any 
plant by spreading one hand across the soil—the stalk of the plant be
tween the lingers—then turning the pot upside down, tapping it against 
something hard, and thus loosening the soil in it so that it will slip out 
readily. If you water the plant well before doing this the earth will 
seldom crumble away from the roots. If the soil is full of roo:s and they 
have begun to make a net work about the outside of it, consider it as an 
indication that a larger pot is needed. But when your plants are two and 
rhree years old allow them to remain in the same old pots the year round, 
simply removing the top-soil occasionally as already advised, or furnish 
ing food by tile use of liquid or other fertilizers.

Watering.
This is of the greatest importance in the success with plants, and 

where a large number of amateurs make mistakes. Some persons water 
their plants regularly, whether they need it or not. The result is the 
plants become diseased and soon die, and their owners wonder why 
Others water their p'ants very often, but give a little at a time. Their 
plants also fail, and they do not understand the reason. If they would 
examine the soil they would readily sec. By their “little and often" 
system of watering the surface of the soil is kept moist, thus cheating 
them into the belief that the soil below must be moist also, while the fact 
is it is general!;- too dry. Both these systems are dangerous. There is 
only one rule that applies to this phase of floriculture, and that is this: 
when the soil in a pot looks dry on its surface, apply water, and enough 
of it to saturate all the soil in the pot. Then wait until the soil looks dry 
again before applying more. This rule is for general application. Ob 
servation will soon enable one to understand when and how to modify it

Be very particular where plants are standing in jardinieres to notice 
that there is no water settles in the bottom around the roots of the plant, 
as very few plants will stand this for more than a few days without the 
roots starting to decay, the soil becoming sour and the plant will become 
sickly and die in a few weeks.

The Use of Fertilizers.
Do not make the mistake of applying a fertilizer to a dormant plant 

thinking thereby to start it into growth. You are sure to injure it by 
this treatment, as it is not in a condition to make use of rich food when 
not growing. Wait until it begins to grow, then use your fertilizer, but 
let it be weak at first, increas ng in strength as well as the frequency of 
its application as the development of the plant increases.

When you come across a fertilizer that results in sturdy, healthy 
development, hold fast to it. Don't experiment. Liquid manure, pre 
pared by soaking old cow manure in water until its strength is extracted, 
is good, but it is open to the same objection urged against the use of this
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manure in potting soil—it is likely to breed worms. If used, let it be the 
color of weak tea. Bone meal is always effective, cheap and easy to pro 
cure. If you use this, a teaspoonful to a n.nc-inch pot once in three 
months will generally he sufficient. Eor larger or smaller pots use a 
similar proportion. Scatter it over the surface of the soil, and then dig 
it in about the roots of the plants. When plants are coming into flower 
fertilizers can be given with more frequency than at other times, but 
never strong.

Insects on Plants.
Every person who grows plants has more or less trouble with in 

sects. If worms arc found at the roots of your plants make a solution 
by dissolving a piece of perfectly fresh lime as large as a coffee cup in a 
pail of water. Air-slaked lime is worthless for th's purpose. As soon as 
the lime is dissolved and its sediment settles, pour off the clear water 
and apply enough to each plant to saturate all the soil in the pot. Never 
use it in small quantities if you wish it to be effective. Repeat as often as 
necessary.

Of those insects which attack the foliage there is a very long list, the 
worst being aphis, red spider, mealy-bug, scale, tltrip, etc. Fortunately 
not all these enemies of plant life are found in one co'lection at the same 
time, but all are likely to infest our plants at one time or another, and 
nothing but eternal vigilance will enable us to come off victorious. Keep 
watch of your plants, for insects breed so rapidly that where none are 
found to-day, next week there may be hundreds. As soon as you dis 
cover one begin the light.

MISCELLANEOUS SUGGESTIONS

Give your plants all the fresh air possible. Even in winter this can 
be done every pleasant day. Open a door or window at some distance 
from them. The fresh air will then lose its chill before it comes in con 
tact with the plants.

Stir the soil on the top of pots frequently to admit air to the roots 
and assist evaporation.

Keep all dead and dying leaves and faded flowers picked off. They 
breed disease.

Turn your plants about at least once a week, that all sides of them 
may have a chance at the light and sunshine: otherwise they will become 
one-s'ded and unsymmetrieal.

Train your plants while they are growing, for you cannot make fit\e 
specimens of them by taking them in hand later. If you want 
them to be bushy and compact, pinch off the tips of the main branches 
Continue this treatment until you have secured as many branches as you 
think necessary. If you want your plant to grow in tree form, alloy 
no branches to grow on the main stalk until it is as tall as you wish it to
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be. Then nip off the top of it. Branches will soon start below. Allow 
none to grow except four or five near the top. When four or five inches 
long, nip off their ends a id encourage these to throw off branches. In 
this way a head w II be formed.

Cuttings should he la' en front half-ripened wood. They root most 
readily in clear sand, which should always be kept moist and warm all 
through.

Plants grown for foliage require larger pots than flowering plants, 
as their beauty depends upon the development of leaves rather than 
flowers, and these shou'd be encouraged to the utmost by giving rich soil 
and plenty of root room. Most flowering plants bloom best when slightly 
pot-bound.

Frozen plants may frequently be saved by showering them with 
water in a dark room, both room and water to be about frost po!nt in 
temperature. Do tin's as soon as you discover their condition. Leave 
them in the dark for a day or two. Then look them over, and if portions 
of them have succumbed to the ordeal through which they have passed, 
cut away the injured branches below the portions injured by freezing 
Make this a rule: When amputation is necessary, always cut back to 
healthy wood.

If roots become d’seased, repot the plant, cutting away such as are 
unhealthy. If th's is done as soon as the condition of the plant is dis
covered recovery generally takes p'ace. When roots have to be removed, 
always cut back the top proportionately. If it is not convenient to repot 
the plant, allow it to become quite dry and remain on the dry side until 
signs of renewed activity are seen.

If jardinieres are used, put something in them for the pot to rest on 
to keep the pots from standing in water.

Never use cold water on your plants. It is always better to have 
the chill taken off.

Below I give lists of plants best adapted to particular exposures 
These lists do not include all desirable plants for amateur use, but they 
include those that most readily adapt themselves to the conditions which 
prevail in the average living room.

Plants for Sunny South Windows.
Abutilon, Carnation. Chrysanthemum. Cineraria, Coleus, Geranium, 

HeFotropc, Hibiscus, Lantana, Marguerite, Pelargonium, Petunia, Rose. 
Salvia, Impatiens Sultana.

Plants for Eastern Windows:
Amaryllis, Begonia, Calla, Chinese Primrose, Primula Ohconica, 

Feverfew, Fuchsia, Gloxinia, Cyclamen, and all bulbs suitable for forcing 
in winter.

Best Palms for the Amateur.
Kcntia Bclmoreana, Kentia Fosteriana, Latania Borhonica

Best Ferns for the Amateur.
Best ferns arc Ncphrolvpis varieties—Xcphrolcpis Bostoniensis 

(sword fern), Nephrolcpis Scottii, Nephrolepis Barrowsii, Xephrolepis 
Whitminii. Give all ferns a light, porous soil, plenty of water, no sun
shine and an elevated position, which will allow their long fronds to 
droop without interference from other plants.
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Miscellaneous Decorative Plants.
Asparagus Pluntosa Xanus, Asparagus, Sprcngeri, fine; Asparagus 

lenuissimus, Araucaria, Aspid.stra, Begonias with variegated leaves 
English Ivy, Vine; Ficus, Rubber Plant.

While these lists are not to be considered complete, they include so 
many most excellent kinds that plenty of variety is afforded. Begonias. 
Geraniums, Fuchsias, and most of the leading sorts contain scores of 
varieties of wonderful merit. The chief difficulty one will find in making 
a collection is what not to get. But let me advise you to have only as 
many plants as your windows will easily accommodate.

Palms, Callas. Chinese Primroses, Primula Obconica, English lv> 
Ferns, and Aspidistra can be grown in north windows. So can many o: 
the Begonias. If west windows are sheltered front the hot sun of after 
noon, a good many plants can be grown in them, but they arc not so well 
adapted to flowering plants as an east or south window.

Plants arc adaptable, and very often we succeed in growing them 
well under most unfavorable conditions. Therefore, don't be discouraged 
in trying to grow them, even if the place you have for them is not just 
what you would like to have it.

In conclusion let me urge upon the amateur florist the necessity of 
studying and perfectly understanding the plants being grown. Watch 
the effect of whatever treatment is given, and the understanding will 
come. Bring to their cultivation patient, persevering and practical appli 
cation of these suggestions, and success is reasonably sure. Avoid hap 
hazard methods and know what you arc about Don’t attempt to grow 
plants by guess work and expect success.

LAWNS

By W. B. McNaughton

A well-kept lawn is a source of great pleasure to its owner, and he 
always considers that the money he expends on it is money well spent, as 
it gives his home an appearance of beauty and of rest.

“A great many people do not pay enough attention, when they select 
a site upon which to build their home, to acquiring enough ground so 
that their home may be surrounded by lawns and gardens, and when 
completed it lacks that quiet, restful and yet important look that it would 
have if sitting quietly among beautiful trees, shrubs, lawns and flower 
beds.

Lawns are made either by using sod or by the sowing of seed, but as 
1 believe that sod is not to be procured in this part of the country, we 
will have to deal more with lawns from seed, but whether from sod or 
from seed, the preparation of the ground is practically the same.
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Preparation.
In preparing to make your lawn the first thing is to get your land 

properly graded. Go over your ground and grub out all the old roo.s 
Where we have so many new homes, that have sprung up as you might 
say almost in a day here in Calgary, there have been d.tchcs opened up 
for sewers, etc.; see that these are tilled in good and solid, e.liter by rain 
ining or by water (1 myself prefer water, then you are almost sure to 
nave the ditches filled in solid, which can be done by attaching the hose 
to a standp.pe and letting the water How in the ditches).

After you have graded your land procure some well-rotted stable- 
manure (be sure it is well-rotted) and g.ve a liberal coating of same. The 
ground shou.d then be dug or p.oughed to a depth of at least eight or 
: ell inches, the deeper the better, as it gives the roots a better chance to 
go down and your lawn will not dry out as quickly in the hot weather 
I very much prefer to have the ground dug, as you can then have the sur 
face kept even and the soil can be broken up much liner, and you will lie 
well repaid for the extra time spent on it.

After digging go over the ground with your rake, raking the ground 
as even as you poss bly can. If your ground is of a heavy nature it will 
be as well to get a few loads of good friable loam and give a coating 01 

about two inches.
Your ground will now be ready for sowing. Some gardeners prefer 

to go over their ground with a roller before sowing, rolling tin surface 
evenly, when it will show any inequalities which would otherwise not 
have been noticed. You then can mend these imperfections and roll the 
places where you have disturbed the soil.

Seeding and Sowing.
The best variety of seed for a lawn in this country is, I believe, a 

mixture of blue grass, rye grass and white clover. There arc a number 
of mixtures offered by the seedsmen, all of which have proved good in 
some situation or other, hut my experience has been that the blue grass 
and rye grass are hard to beat, and if you prefer, some white clover 
mixed through it. I usually use about one to two pounds of rye grass to 
ten pounds of blue grass, but it depends chiefly upon the time of the 
year. If in summer, I use a large quantity of rye grass to the ten 
pounds of blue grass and about one pound of clover to every ten pounds 
of grass seed. 1 prefer to sow the clover separate, as the seed is heavier 
and has a tendency to run to the bottom of the bag or box in mixtures, 
consequently you find that the clover is very thick where you finished 
sowing.

Always get the best and freshest seed obtainable. Cheap seed is 
never satisfactory, and you often lose a lot of valuable time by buying 
cheap seed.

Sometimes a sprinkling of oats is sown with the grass seed, the 
growth of which shades the little blades of grass as they appear, hut 
where you use the rye grass with the blue, this is hardly necessary, as the 
rye grass serves the same purpose and does not take the moisture as 
fast as the oats. Another thing, the rye grass helps to make the lawn the 
first year, but as the blue grass gets strong, it kills out the rye.
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The quantity of seed usually sown is about 75 to 100 lbs. to the acre 
or about 1 lb. to every 30 square feet.

Sow as early in the spring as possible (spring sowing is much pre 
ferred, for by so sowing we get the benefit of the early rains) and your 
lawn will be well-established before the hot, dry summer days set in 
Fall sowing, to my mind, is not desirahie for this part of the country 
where we get so much dry weather and drying winds in the fall, and 
again, the mild winters with practically no snow and snow is nature’s 
own protector of vegetation in coid climates.

In order to get a nice even lawn the seed must be sown evenly, 
otherwise it will grow bunchy; never try to sow with a strong wind blow
ing, but wait until it calms down or a gentle breeze is blowing, v hen you 
will find your seed will settle more evenly than if it is quite calm.

After sowing go over the surface with a rake, nass'ng the rake gently 
backwards and forward so as to work the seed into the soil. If this is 
done carefully, the seed will come up evenly and not in waves showing 
every pull of the rake toward you. After this light raking, give a good 
rolling with a light roller.

Watering.
After sowing and the germ is once started it must not on any account 

be allowed to become dry, otherwise the germ will be destroyed; there
fore it must be kept moist. How often the sccdman, florist, or whoever 
sold the seed, is condemned for selling poor seed when they were not 
to blame at all. What a lot of abuse is showered on the innocent seed- 
men. when the fault is really with the purchaser. So many people put in 
seeds and expect them to grow without any more exertion on their part 
Therefore, until your seed is well up, attend to it that it does not dry out; 
give it a good watering in the morning, and, later in the day, attend to 
the dry spots, and above all, try to avoid watering at night.

When you have to use the cold, icy waters of these mountain 
streams and the cool nights combined, make the soil so cold that there is 
little or no growth in it, and it chills the little plant almost as much as it 
would you.

When you arc starting a lawn from seed in summer, it is as well, 
after sowing, to cover it with a light covering of straw or brush to shade 
it, so that it will not dry out so quickly and keep the moisture down, 
removing same if possible on some cloudy day after the seed is up.

While I am dealing with watering in this paper, I may as well give a 
few points on the watering of old established lawns. Some people have 
to have the sprinkler going from morning until night, and they generally 
have the brownest lawns. A good watering once or twice a week is all 
that should be necessary. Go over the lawn and water the dry spots 
first and then give a general watering, and give the sun a chance to warm 
the moistened soil so that root action can take place and then the grass 
can grow. Continual watering washes the soil from the roots and the 
nourishment from what soil is left around the roots, consequently the 
grass is brown, and all the water you may put on will not bring its color 
back. A good watering in the fall just before it freezes up, I believe, 
would be beneficial to hold the moisture in the soil, as I am inclined to
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think that the dry condition of the soil in winter is responsible for so 
many brown patches in the spring.

After the young grass is up allow it to get a good start before mow
ing and on no account mow close for the first season.

Weeding.
This is something that is not paid enough attention to in lawns, and 

if you do not keep the newly laid lawn clean of weeds the lirst year, you 
will find that you will have nothing but weeds the second.

True, the lawn mower helps to keep them down, but that is not suffi
cient, as dundel.on and a number of other weeds in lawns must be cut 
out by the roots, using either a spud or knife, cutting them off well below 
the surface. You will lird it just as pleasant a job in the evening as 
standing pouring cold water on the grass.

Care of the Old Lawn.
As soon as the frost is out of the ground in the spring and the grass 

is starting to grow over the lawn, give it a good rolling, us ug a heavy 
roller this time, wit ch will make the soil firm and even up the surface, as 
a lawn is always more or less uneven in the spring. In this country it is 
often very dry in the spring, so it is as well to do it before the ground 
gets too dry, or after the first shower, or give it a good watering first.

Fertilizers.
Fertilizers for lawns is something that I have watched the results of 

in different countries, and a great deal depends on the fertil zer you use, 
when you use it, and how you use it, and as to how your lawns will grow. 
There .s not nearly enough attention paid fo fertilizing the lawns.

There are a number of good commercial fertilizers put up by the 
different seed houses for dress ng lawns, all of which, generally speaking, 
are alright if you follow the instructions, but the one I have found most 
successful is bone meal. Using about one pound of bone meal to one 
bushel of soil, giving the lawn a dressing of one inch, and taking your 
rake and working it in well between the b'ades of grass. This will also 
cover up the roots that have been laid bare by constant watering. A 
good dressing of bone meal in the spring should he sufficient for the 
season. I have seen where lawns have to be watered continually, a sum
mer dressing of rotted manure put on, given a good watering and let 
stand for a couple of days, then broken lip line anil the surplus aked off. 
By this process, the tine manure that has been worked into the grass 
serves as a mulch and protects the roots that have worked to the surface. 
A lawn treated in this way in the summer will only require about one-half 
the water.

To renovate the old lawn use about one-half the quantity of seed that 
you do for the new lawn. Go over the surface with a rake and clean off 
all the old dry grass and rubbish, then use about one inch of fine, pulver
ized loam for a dress'ng, work it well in between the blades and make it 
even, then sow your seed, r king it in well, and pay the same attention 
to it with regard to watering as a new lawn.

Another thing. See that the edges of the flower beds, borders, etc., 
are cut evenly and straight with a good sharp edging knife, and not cut in 
and out any old way with a spake or shovel, as I have seen some done
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here. When mowing, run your machine backward and forward in straight 
lines and see how nice it will look when you have finished. Do not put 
off the clipping of the edges and around the trees, etc., until to-morrow, 
for to-morrow never comes as a rule for that task, and the whole effect is 
spoiled by tufts of grass around the trees. With care in watering and 
fertilizing there is no reason why we cannot have as good lawns here as 
in any other part of this continent.

There is one thing that I do not think should be encouraged by 
gardeners in laying out gardens in this country, and that is “terracing.” 
While I must admit that they look very pretty, if well kept, But they 
are generally a source of trouble, for if they arc once allowed to become 
dry, it is a very hard matter to get the water into them again, and they 
dry out so rapidly when we get the dry, hot winds here in the summer 
time.

FORESTRY IN CANADA

By A. Mitchell

Before taking up the slides I should like to say a few words on 
forestry in general, what it is and how Canada and the rest of the world 
stand in relation to it, so that when you come across a paragraph in the 
papers relating in any way to forestry you will read it and not pass it over 
as of no importance.

It has been said that the two greatest problems before Canada are 
Forestry and Transportation. With the rapid expansion of our railway 
systems we can see how the former is being solved, but what Canada is 
doing with regard to the forestry problem is not quite so apparent to the 
general public.

The Forestry Branch of the Department of the Interior may be said 
to be in three divisions—timber and irrigation, the management of the 
reserves and exploration, the tree planting division. These are all well 
defined divisions under separate heads and are all controlled by the 
Superintendent of Forestry at Ottawa. One of the most important of the 
matters immediately of interest to the Forestry Branch, as you might 
well understand, is to prevent fires and so preserve the woods we already 
have. This is a matter that gets a lot of attention every year, and a great 
many incipient fires are put out, which if left to themselves might do 
enormous damage.

The work of the reserve division consists largely, in the meantime, of 
finding out exactly what Canada has in the way of forest, for after all 
we really know very little about it. All the stories of the immense 
reserves of forest wealth possessed by Canada are only vague estimates 
This division aims at getting beyond this, and every year parties of
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foresters are sent through the various reserves and a forest survey is thus 
gradually being made all over the timber areas of the country. This 
survey is done thoroughly and systematically, so that at the etui of the 
season the foresters can sit down in the office and from their data pre
pare a map of the country they have been over and show, to a few 
hundred feet, the quantity of timber standing there, how much is at 
present fit to cut and how much will be fit to cut in twenty or thirty 
years and what its probable value will be. The lay of the land is also 
shown, so that a prospective buyer can estimate to a fair degree of cer
tainty the probable cost of road-making and logging. The condition of 
the forest is also carefully noted, especially with regard to its chances 
for reproducing itself, and from the data collected in summer a plan of 
management can be worked out to extend over a period of many years 
Such, very briefly, is the work of the reserve division under Mr. Kncchtcl. 
and a good deal of this I ind of work has already been done, hut there 
still remains an immense amount to do.

The work of the planting division I will leave until we come to the 
slides.

Now the question will doubtless arise in some minds, “ What is the 
use of all this attention to forestry? Is it not the case that Canada has 
timber enough to last her for all time without all this elaborate work?” 
Well, the answer to that is that Canada has not enough timber to last 
her for all time; that indeed her supply is not nearly as large as was 
supposed, and our timber supplies are being curtailed so much that the 
attention of the world is now being turned towards the subject of forestry 
as it never was before. A few years ago eight hundred million acres was 
the estimate of Canada’s timber supply. In 1902 Dr. Fernow gave it as 
about four hundred million, and after closer invcst'gation about two 
years ago gave it as being about two hundred and thirty-two million, and 
another authority, Dr. Judson Clarke, not long ago gave it as about one 
hundred million. There is a great difference here between one hundred 
and eight hundred million acres, but it only shows how really Fttle was 
known about the subject till within a few years ago. It shows also that 
if our forest sttpp’y is so small as these later estimates would make it 
appear it is indeed high time Canada was setting her house in order. Not 
only should th s be done for the sake of our own home demands, but 
also for the sake of the business it will bring to Canada in years to come.

Economists have long been preaching a timber famine, and at last 
the nations of the earth are beginning to see there is some reason for 
their fears.

Germany possesses great forests and has the best managed forest 
system in the world, and has had them for about 209 years and yet she 
is not providing enough for her own needs but :s importing all the time, 
so that her imports have increased 400 per cent, in the last forty years 
The forests of France are managed second on’y to those of Germany, and 
yet, in seventy years her timber imports increased 700 per cent., while her 
population has increased only 20 per cent, in the same time. Great Britain 
imports most of the timber she uses and in forty years th's has increased 
200 per cent., while her population has increased 43 per cent., and this not
withstanding the fact that Britain builds her houses almost entirely of
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s'one, brick, s'.cel or concrete and that the use of these materais is in 
créas ng very rap'dly as substitutes for timber. It has been estimated by 
the Forestry Department of the United States that at the present rate of 
consumption the timber of that country will not las: over twenty-live 
years, and the fact that the price of lumber has gone up 8 per cent, every 
year since 1899 is very significant and points strongly to the fact that the 
trade is already feel ng the effects of a shortening of the supplies.

Sweden and Russia alone of the European coutr.r’es have a surplus 
for export, but in Sweden tins can't last much longer, and in Russia a 
great deal of the timber is on rivers that run north to the Arctic Ocean, 
and as water carriage is almost a necessity for exporting timber re
muneratively it w'll he seen at once that th s supply is practically cut off 
from the world's markets by the ice-bound character of the northern 
ocean. Canada sti'l has a surplus of merchantable timber, and she has, 
bes des great areas of forest to develop supplies for the future, and she 
has the necessary river capacity, and if her woods are handled properly 
and the work is not delayed too late her forests may become an enormous 
source of national wealth, ard it is not too much to s:tv that in course of 
time she may control the lumber supply of the world, just as now she 
practically does that of the paper pulp trade.

Another very nterestmg po:nt in connection with Canada’s position 
in regard to the timber trade is her northern latitude.

In the temperate ard colder zones of the earth are found the cone 
bearing trees or evergreens, the pines, the spruces, the Douglas fir. the 
ba’stm and the cedars, and it is they which are in demand m all civilized 
countries. They are what :s 1 nown as the structural timbers: that is, 
the'r chief use is :n the constructing, in scaffo’ding as well as permanent 
work, of buildings, ard they are of such a nature that, though ‘hev ate 
kept for years dry and under cover, yet at any time they can be brought 
out and a nail driven into them just as casMy as when they were 
fresh'y cut. With hardwoods oa'\ walrut beech, etc., it is d:fferent, for 
the 'onger they are kept, the harder they get and the more difficult it is 
to p:crce them w:th a nail. They are thus much more expensive to work 
bes'dcs being tindcs:rable in other ways.

Canada lies entirely in the north temperate ard sub-arctic zones, and 
thus it :s her pecul’ar fortune to possess a maximum of this coniferous 
structural timber which is so de='rable and wlvch we find the nations of 
the world so anxious to get, ard it :s ou-s now. at tirs stage of our ca-eer, 
to say whether Canada shall reap the full benefit of her natural advan 
taees or let such an opportunity s’ p throu"h her finge-s and he forever 
lost. A good beginning has already been made, but much—very much— 
yet remains to he done.

So much, then, on the world’s situatmn with regard to the timber 
supply and our share in it. ard just a word more on forestry, what it is, 
and what it means to a country.

First, understand at the ve-v outset that fores‘ry ;s not the reserving 
of trees from being cut. That is not it. It is rather the cutting of timber 
so that there may, in the course of time he found a s‘1'1 further and even 
better supply of t'mber to cut on the same area. That is forestry and 
that is what is meant when we talk of forest management. To so handle
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the woods that their produce may go on ever increasing in quantity and 
value for all time. And it is not by any means a mere idle speculative 
theory for the nations of Europe and India have found this quite possible, 
and not only this, but it has found that, while increased quantities may be 
taken at every cutting from a given area, the quality of what is left, or 
"the wood capital," as it is called, is likewise increased enormously in 
value. Tb s s the I ind of thing we hope to see carried on in Canada, 
but there is another side of the question likewise of great interest to us, 
and more especially to us on the western prairies here, and that is the 
question of the influence of the forest on the water supp'y.

Forests have been cal'ed “ Nature's balance wheel," and it is a good 
phrase, for prohab'y the greatest use they are in nature, far beyond their 
value as sources of timber, is to regulate the water supp'y. From them 
come the streams that feed the rivers that carry our commerce and p-o- 
vide us with our supplies of water, and the beneficial act on of the fores's 
consists in catching the snows of winter and retaining them under their 
shelter so that the sun and warm w'rnls do not strike them too violently, 
and the melting which takes place :s done gradually. If this were not 
done the spring thaws xvou’d be very rapid and the released water would 
rush into the rive's, cause floods and do very great damage, and later on 
the rivers wou'd he very much lower and so much less useful. Likewise 
also with the summer rains The forest soil is loose and porous, and the 
ram as it fal's soal s into it instead of rushing at once :nto the river, and 
is gradually g'ven off m sprmgs, which are thus enab’ed to maintain a 
regular and cons*ant flow all the year round. Destroy the fores s and 
you ruin the country, and France, Northern Africa. Syria. China anil even 
some parts of North America have a’l learned to the:r cost the evils aris
ing from excessive forest dcs‘ruction. In A'herta with our great irriga
tion systems we can thus see how vital it is to have the forests pres-rved 
at the head wate-s of the s’reams, and while more apparently direc'ly 
bearing on irrigation th's matter bears none the less d:rectly on the water 
supplies on the farms for our wells are fed from these same rive's and 
s'reams and if we suffer the soit'ce of their supply to be interfered with 
there must surety follow a lowerrg of the ’eve* of the ground water all 
over the country. Thus we s^e how closHy all people, no matter who 
they may he, are interested in forestry and what an important hearing it 
has on the we1fare of a country.

These, then, are some of the points wherem forestry affects Ca"ada. 
and perhaps enough has been su'd to enable every one to see how vi'ally 
he is interested m ;t. It :s a national noest-on and the on'y wav for a 
nation to hand'e it 's to have the people understand something about it, 
hence the hope I evnressnd before, that when you see a naragraph in the 
papers relating to forestry vou will read it and not pass it over as of no 
importance, he-ausc :t concerns vou verv much indeed

Now we will re*urn to ‘he P’anting D!v:s!on of the Forestry Branch 
This divis'on now has its headquarters at Indian Head and Mr. N. M 
Ross •$ i‘s ch ef. Its work eon=:sts in growing and supnlymg trees to 
farmers throughout the three prairie provinces who app'y for them Tins 
it has been domg s ure IbOl. and in all somethmg over 450ff acres have 
been planted, and with this year’s planting there will have been sent out
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something like 13 million trees. Applications for assistance in this wa> 
are received up till the 1st of March of any year, ai d all the people who 
apply are expected to have their land prepared to plant during the sum 
mer following, so that the trees will get a thorough good chance after 
they arc planted. Without til's preparation it is out of the question ex 
peeling trees to grow in til's country, and inspectors are sent round to 
vis t as far as possible every man and see if his land is in really good 
order. There are seven men doing this sort of work, and it has been 
found in most years only about 50 per cent, of those who applied have 
prepared land sufficiently well to warrant them bc'ng recommended fo- 
trees. With our knowledge of conditions we know that if the trees were 
sent out indiscriminately to every one who appl'cd for them and half wen 
p'anted on unprepared land, that half would be dead in s'de of two years 
and thus we look upon the inspection as very important, and really a 
great saving in tree life to the country. The work :s increas'ng very 
rap d'y, and tins spring :t is expected that close on 2 dOO.OID will be 
slrppcd out to the farmers for planting purposes. These trees are no' 
supplied to citizens of towns and cities. They are intended for settlers on 
the land and the whole thing :s smiply an attempt to solve in a practical 
manner what every one must admit very urgently needs solution, viz.: the 
clothing of the prairie with its proper complement of trees.

The trees we find douig best are Manitoba maple, ash, elm, cotton 
wood and sha-p-leavcd willow. The ash is the hardiest, but is rather a 
slow grower for two or three years after it is p'anted. The most rapid 
growers are the willow and the cottonwood. Unfortunately the cotton 
wood in the h'gher d'stricts of Alberta is not so hardy as it might he and 
it is possible tit's tree may he replaced altogether in these districts by 
the sharp-leaved willow and Russ’an poplar. Russian poplar, at least 
some varieties, are qu'te frost hardy, but they have the objectionable 
qua'ity of throwing up suckers from their roo’s when planted near culti 
vated land. Some varieties are a’so very subject to sunscald and canker 
of the stem and are very objectionable in til's way, besides being short 
lived.

We believe in close planting and the trees are p'anted not wider than 
4 feet apart each way. When planted as c'ose as til's, the branches soon 
meet and shade the ground so that the so:l is not dr'ed directly by the 
sun and the wind, and the moisture of the plantation is conserved for the 
use of the trees.

This close p'anting has another use, for in course of time the trees 
grow tall enough to he useful on the farm as firewood, poles or posts, and 
when planted thus clos" the stems will be s'ratght and branchless and of 
good quality. Many people object to such close planting, but our reasons 
for it are sound, as anyone may verify for himself by examining a natural 
forest, where the straightest, cleanest and best timber is always found 
where the trees grow closest together, wlii'e if you want a branchy and 
coarse timbered tree you must go where the forest is thin and the trees 
far apart. We are find'ng, too, that many people have a great hankering 
after pruning, and when we ins'st on their leaving the plantation entirely 
alone, it is difficult sometimes to get them to see things in just the way 
we do. The truth is that there is a place for pruning, but it is not in a
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plantation. Nature in crowded wood is the best primer, and many a man 
to-day is regretting his action, when lie vas persuaded to prune his trees 
The pruning opens up the woods again and allows the drying winds and 
the sun to get in, and destroys that condition we have just seen to he so 

desirable and so beneficial. The place for pruning is on our street and 
ornamental trees, but though of great importance and interest it is a 
subject we cannot take up at this time.

With these remarks, then, a- an introduction, we will noxv take up 
the slides and try and give you some idea in that way of the work that is 
being done by the Planting Division and of what it is possible to accom 
plish in a very few years by judicious planting.
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SECOND STREET WEST and SIXTH AVENUE CALGARY, ALTA.

Arlington l^otrl
TEMPERANCE

RATES $1.50 PER DAY. FREE BUS MEETS ALL TRAINS
H. E. LAMBERT. Manager

WE CARRY EVERYTHING IN THE

LATEST FICTION
M U'.AZINES* STANDARD AUTHORS
Our big colossal papeterie contains one 
pound of fabric paper .and seventy-five 
envelopes nicely boxed for fifty cents. 
Souvenirs of Kvkrv Description 
The New Hook of Calgary, 55 Cents

LINTON BROS. gflgüfêSi
STANLEY L. JONES, ILA. WILLISTON I. W. LEN I ALEX. B. MACKAY, L.L B.

DO YOU 
READ OR 
WRITE?

LENT & JONES
îiarrititrra. *nliriturs. Notarire, Etr.

OFFICES: McDOUGAI L BLOCK, CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA

SOLICITORS FOR The Canadian Northern Railway, I lie Standard Bank of Canada# 
The Northern Trusts Co.. Associated Mort£ape Investors. Etc.. Etc.

PHONE 258 ===== P.O. DRAWER 1302

ment. It has a wide selection from which to choose and offers splendid values
hi ass Fern Pots. $2 00 to $f 5 00 Violet Bowls. Cut Glass, .$8.00 to
Flower Vases, China, Glass or Brass, $10 00
Flowvr uVGloss. $2 50 to $ 15 Brass Jardinieres. $2.00 to $ 15.00
Rose howls. Cut Glass, $5.00 to $15.00 Earthenware Jardinieres 15c to $6.00

XA7HFN TN NFFT1 of Flower, Fern or Palm Recep-
® * X X X “ Ali X V X__* A—/ X—Z *ar|pç visit «Mir China Dpnarl-

Thr Ore a I Traders 
of t he I irk nt West

Incirporated
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IJV VES TMEJV TS
For QuicK. Sales List With Us 

For Sure Investments Deal With Us

UMITED
CALGARY

Maclean’s Hard Water Soap
Is the Best Cleansing Soap on the Market.
Keeps the hands soft and smooth, and 
will not irritate the most delicate skin.
Price 25c Per Box

FOR SALE ONLY BY

WENDELL MACLEAN, DRUGGIST
129 EIGHTH AVENUE. EAST, CALGARY

Splendid Chance to buy Harness, Saddles, 
Bridles, Trunks, Grips, Rugs, Whips 
Brushes, Sponges, Riding Breeches and 
Leggings. All Goods Sold at a Sacrifice

RILEY & McCORMICK
THE SADDLERS L,M,rED 213 8th AVENUE E.

Before Purchasing That Dinner Set
Stop and think of the advantage of buying one from Open Stock. 
Then you are always able to replace broken pieces, or add extra 

----  ones as the case may be. —=

Wo are showing 12 Open Stock Patterns of Fine English Scmi-Porcclain 
French * Austrian Chinas, ranging in priccsfrom S8.60 up for a 97 piece set

GIVE US A TRIAL. WE ARE SURE TO PLEASE YOU
B. C. FAIREY TLJC PAID 125 EIGHTH 
E. R. FAIREY 1 Fl EL F AIK AVENUE W.
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Camp Furniture Camp Stoves 
Camp Beds, Blankets, Etc.

THE WESTERN TENT 
AND MATTRESS CO.

FOB ALL PUAPOSES PHONE 173 133 lOlh AVE. EAST

Toole Feet & Co.
Galt Coal. Steam Coal 
Insurance. Real Estate 

Loans —

Herald Block Phones 66—67

Wa'p,v

A GOOD GARDENING BOOK
Will tell you more about gardening and Horticulture 
than you can get in any other way. We may not have 
the particular book you want in stock, but we can soon 
get it. ask to see our catalogue

D. J. YOUNG & CO., Ltd.
129 EIGHTH AVENUE. WEST - - — — ------= CALGARY

J. T. MACDONALD

Groceries, Graniteware 
Tinware and Cutlery

CALOARY CANADA

EVERYTHING FOR THE KITCHEN
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FINDLAY’S
THE REXALLSTORE

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING IN

Drugs & Toilet Goods

THE TURNER-HICKS
HARDWARE CO., LTD.

GARDEN HOSE, 10c to 15c a Foot. GARDEN TROWELS 10c Up.

GARDEN SPADES, $1.00 Up. GARDEN SETS $2.00 Up.

HOES. RAKES. LAWN MOWERS CHICKEN NETTING CLIPPERS

- ■ "PHONE 943.—

Lawn Bowls, Croquet, Tennis, Hammocks

Sports and Recreation Outfits of All Kinds

Alex. Martin
2318th AVENUE EAST HALF BLOCK E. ol P.0.

(Fife (j)iteett b ifotel
THE HOTEL WITH THE REPUTATION

WHERE YOU CAN SEND YOUR MOTHER. WIFE, OR SISTER 
"YOU'LL GET YOUR MONEY'S WORTH "

QUEEN’S HOTEL H. L. STEPHENS, Proprietor
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PRYCE JONES «»>•» LIMITED
DEPARTMENTAL STORE 
CORNER 1ST ST. W. & I2TH AVENUE

Satisfaction Guaranteed to Every Purchaser

WILLIAM A. LOWRY, SI
Grand Trunk Pacific Townsite Agents

Business Locations on G.T.P. Lines in Alberta, and 
Investments Large and Small in Townsite 

Properties a Specialty

807 FIRST STREET, EAST. PHONE 1760
W. A. LOWRY, Gen. Mgr. JA8. ARNOLD, Aset. Mgr

E. J. YOUNG PLUMBING CO.
ENGINEERS 
PLUMBING 
®L HEATING

Phones 165.5170. 220 7ih AVENUE EAST

PHONE 410 P.O. BOX 1295

T.J.S. SKINNER Co., Ltd.
FINANCIAL BROKERS, REAL ESTATE 

LOANS, FIRE INSURANCE
GUARDIAN ASSURANCE CO.. Ltd., of London, Eng.

Total Assets exceed $32,000,000.00
NEW YORK UNDERWRITERS AGENCY, of Hartford, Conn.

Total Assets exceed $23,000,000.00

ARMSTRONG BLOCK, FIRST ST. E., CALGARY, ALTA.
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THE CROWN LUMBER CO.
has built up its business, the largest in Western Canada, by 
supplying high grade materials for fine homes, at prices no 
higher than those asked for inferior stuff. If your contractor 
is using our lumber you may be sure that he will give you a 
careful, conscientious job throughout.
2 YARDS IN CALGARY 52 IN ALBERTA

DDC A n ^ve you ought
Dl\LjrAJ_y to £at the Boston Bread 
made from the very best material and 
under the most sanitary conditions. 
------Phone 1535 and we will cal I

WING & THOMPSON

Diamond Coal Company
----- LIMITED ---------- -------- -----

PHONE 122
FOR A TON OF FIRST CLASS
DOMESTIC COAL

LUMP $6.75 DELIVERED NUT $5.00 DELIVERED

DIAMOND COAL CO., LIMITED
Managing-Director, WM. UNDERWOOD

A DOLLAR IN VALUE FOR A 
DOLLAR IN CASH

THIS IS OUR CREED AND POLICY IN NINE WORDS

Our New Art Clo hes are the best ever. - Prices $15 up to $30.00

ALBERT R. MARSHALL
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The Herald-Western Co. Ltd.
TELEPHONE 278

Printers, Publishers, Lithographers, Embossers, Book
binders, Commercial Stationers.

OFFICE SUPPLIES.

CALGARY - - - ALBERTA.

National Finance Company,Ltd.
LOANS ON EASIEST TERMS

INSURANCE:
The Most Reliable.

INVESTMENTS :
Choicest Lots.

LISTINGS WANTED.

PHONE 653 Room 1, Burns Block P. O. BOX 32

R. B. O'SULLIVAN, Manager.

The Campbell Floral Co.
CAN SUPPLY EVERYTHING YOU NEED 
TO MAKE YOUR GARDEN BEAUTIFUL

Plants of all kinds at a reasonable cost. Pansies. Astors, Lobelia, etc. Cabbage 
Celery, Tomatoes, etc. SKKDS OK HIGH QUALITY for y» ur Vegetable and 
Flower Garden. Try our Special Mixture of Lawn Grass, the best for Calgary

Lawns.

Greenhouses, Hillhurst. Store, 207 8th Avenue, East
PHONE 1726

Where the Goods Shoes Come From
The Largest range of Good Shoes in Calgary.

Men's, Women's and Children's
----------ALWAYS RIGHT. SHOES FOR ALL FEET.---------------------------

“Dorothy Dodds” for women. “Crawfords” for men.
Made heavy purchases. Spring shipment to hand. Expert sendee.

RICHARDSON'S BIG SHOE HOUSE
216 Eighth Ave. East Phone 738 Calgary
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“THE HOU8B Of QUALITY "

D. E. BLACK
DIAMOND MERCHANT
MANUFACTURING JEWELER

THE LARGEST WATCH REPAIR BUSINESS IN CANAD \

116A 8th AVENUE EAST

The J. R. JAYNES 
LUMBER CO. Ltd.

Dealers in all Kinds of 
Lumber and Inside Finish 
Best trades on the Market

Yards and Office:

COR, 1st STREET WEST and 10th AVE. PHONE 253

E. B. CURLETTE

PHOTOGRAPHER

Calgary - Alberta

the: neilson

COMPANY

1

LIMITED
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lank of Noua frotta
INCORPORATED 1837.

The following certificate is atiachcd to the 79th Annual Statement, pub ished 
16th January, 1911 :
We have examined the hooks and accounts of the Hank of Nova Scotia at its Head Office, Halifax, 
at the tienernl Manager's Office. Toronto, and at seven ol the prin i pa I branches, and we have been 
du'y furnished with certified returns from the remaining branches and with all information an.I ex
planations require.! by us. The Hank’s investments and the other securities and cash on hand at the 
branches visited have h en verified by us. and they are in accordance with the hooks ; and we cert if> 
that we have examined the foregoing general statement and hat in our opinion it is proper!) drawn 
up so as to exhibit a true and correct view of the Hank's affairs as at dlst December. 1910.

I’RkT, WATERIIOrSK X O
k liai tered Accountai tsToronto. January 12th, 1911. 

FOR A SAFE BUY SEE OUR

Rosedale Lots

We have a few left at $350 each
./. K. LEE £# CO., McDougall Block

SHORT, ROSS & SELWOOD
BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS, AND NOTARIES

CALGARY, ALBERTA

Solicitors for Imperial Bank of Canada
Great West Permanent Loan Co. 
North American Life Ass. Co.

GEORGE H. ROSS, L.L.B.JAMES SHORT, K.C., Crown Prosecutor.
FREDERICK S. SELWOOD. B.A.

Cushing Bros. Company, Ltd.
THE GREATEST SASH AND DOOR HOUSE IN THE WEST 

Manufacturers, Importers »nd Jobbers, DOOTS, Blinds, Glazed Sash, 
Plate and Window Glass.

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, LIME & CEMENT. BUILDING PAPERS.

Factories and Yards at
Calgary, Edmonton, Regina and 

Saskatoon. m Hranches at
Red Deer and Fort 

Saskatchewan
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CALGARY GREENHOUSES
J. EMERY, Prop.

Qkmitrra nf (Hut IFhmtrra attfr planta
Floral Designs and Decorations for all Occasions

STORE GREENHOUSES
IIIO First St. West Rideau Park

PHONE 330 PHONE 2425

EMPIRE HOTELCO~
Opposite C.P.R. Depot. W. J. STOKES, Prop.

Rooms Steam Healed, with or without Bath. Hot and Cold Water.
European Plan, from $1.00 up. First-Class Cafe In Connection.

Calgary, Alta. - PHONE 393

C. S. LOTT
§âRr? COAL and BRIQUETTES

PHONE 883

If You Want The Best
styles, best designs, best quality and best 
values in Furniture, Rugs and Draperies, 
you should inspect our stock before buying.

The Calgary Furniture Store
128 Eifthth Avenue East Limited
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